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Preface 
In his repor , the Ma 'n Department for Central Data Processing 
(formerly 'Computing Center") of the Deutsche Forschungs- und 
Versuchsanstalt fUr Luft- und Raum ahrt (DFVLR) presents a retro-
spect've overview of its work from 1976 to 1983. 
I is definitely not our intention tha every reader read this 
r eport from cover to cover. Rather, we expect each reader to seek 
out those sections that seem particularly pertinen to his own 
purposes and interests. In keeping with this, we have tried to present 
t he multi-faceted work of the Dept. for Central Data Processing in 
_ s uch a way as to be intelligible even to those readers who are not 
conversant with the details. We have therefore devoted more space to 
explanation of the hows, whys, and wherefores than to elaboration of 
minute details . 
lThis status report was formatted and produced using the GML tex 
processing system (see Section 10). The two preceding pages contain 
examples o f computer-generated graphics produced at the Main Dept. 
for Central Data P r ocessing (see Section 11). 
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THE DFVL MAIN DEPARTME 0 CE RAL OAT PROCESSI G 
1976-1983 
Deutsche Forschung - una Ve suchsanstalt dr Luft-
und awnfahr, Divisio'n of Scientifi c a nd 
T chnic a Ope a ing Eq ipment 
PART I: The DFVLR ain Dep rtmen for Central Data P ocessing 
1. The ain Departmen or Ce ntral 0 ta Processing 
1.1 Poin of Departure 
Until 1976, each of the five DFVLR research centers had's own 
computing center. These computing cen ers were independ nt of one 
another, and each reported direc ly 0 the administrator responsibl 
/!,* 
/~ 
for th t particular site. In addi ion , he GSOC (now the IHauptabte'lung 
Raumflugmissionen) operated i s own computing cen er for processing 
satelli data. One co. sequence of the decentralized administration 
of c ompu ing centers in the DFVLR was a total lack of unifo rmity i n 
com9uter and softw~re syst I S. Within he six computing c nters in 
1976, there were five different models of computers manufa ctured 
by four different companies ; five different operating systems were 
in force (Table 1) • 
TABLE 1 . COMPUTER EQUIPMENT J. ~D SYSTEMS I THE DFVLR 
COMPUTING CENTERS IN 1976. 
Site Egui Ement 0Eerating S~stem 
Braunschweig Sieme ns 4004-60 BS1000 
GOttingen IBM/370-l58 OS-VS2 (SVS) 
KOln-Porz Telefunken TR4 40 BS3 
Stuttgart Siemens 4004- 55 PBS 
Oberpfaf fenhofen Telefunken TR440/TR86 BS3 
GSOC CDC 3800 DRUM SCOPE 
The hard- and software of the aforementioned systems were almost 
t otally incompatible with each other~ interchange of programs as well 
as data was highly problematic , if not completely impossible. A user 
c ould utili ze the data-processing system of ano .er site only by 
traveling to that site and investing considerable time in becoming 
familiar with the system. 
* Numbers in the margin indica e pagination in che foreign text. 
1 
Co laboration be ween DFVLR c'ent's s was g reatly hampered i n /! 
the process . A remedy was ·u rgently needed . 
1.2 Equipment of the Departmen · or 
In 1976, therefor, th in Comput'ng Dep • w s st blished, 
which uni ed the iv local compu i ng c e nters into one 0 g nizat'on 
en i y, 'ncorpor ting hem ' n 0 he newly- ormed Divis on of Scien i c 
and Technic 1 Opera 'ng Eq 'pment. The comput'ng cen ers were main-
ta 'ned s divis'ons 0 i n Dep. I n a dition , two new 
depar ents--Sys ems Planning nd Development, and Applied Mathema ' cs 
and Compu er Sc'enc -- ere crea ed , which were invested with funct10ns 
on a sys _m-wide level . Oberpfa fenhofen was chosen as the administra-
tive sea of the new Main Dep • 
The selection of hardware fo the new Main Dept. was guided by t h e 
need for an efficient, uniform, and highly eco nomica l compu ting s ystem. 
Plans therefore included: 
a large-capa c ity central compute 
smaller local computers lith perfo rmance adequate for tasks 
a t the loc 1 s ' es 
compatibili y of all equipment as prerequisite f or a DFVLR 
computer network 
The ish of the DFVLR to ensure complete compatibili y of all 
c ompu ing equ . . pment and s ystems could not be realized, however, since 
t h e Bundesminis erium f ftr Forschung und Technologie (BMFT) [Federal 
Mi n is ry for Scientific esearch and Technology] insisted on the 
i nc l usio of equipment produced by a German manufacturer . There was 
no system available on the German mar et, however, ith performance 
adequate for the central computer in Oberpfaffenhofe • 
2 
The DFVLR herefore chose the follow ng equipment (Table 2). 
TABLE 2. COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS IN THE DFVLR 
MAIN COMPUTING CE TER AFTER 1976. 
Site 
Br aunschweig 
G6ttingen 
K6ln-Porz 
Stuttgart 
Oberpfaffenhofen 
Eq i pment 
Siemens 7.755 
I BM/370-l58 
Siemens 7 . 755 
Siemens 7.748 
Amdahl 470 V/6 
Operating System 
BS2000 
OS-V 2 (MVS) 
BS 2000 
BS2000 
OS-VS2 (MVS) 
/~ 
The Amdahl 470 V/6 was C osen "n s i 0 he ac tha up 0 
that point his computer was no in use anywhere outside the united 
States, and all such uni s n the United States had either been 
installed a s adj uncts to IBM ystems or had relieved IBM central 
processing units . 
In 1982, two bureaus--Administra ive Da a Processing (VO-VBD) 
and Organization (VO-VBO) --wh " ch had ormerly been under h,~~ directio' , 
of the executive 0 fic e in KOln-Porz ere assumed Onto the a"n Dept. 
as a new d~vision: App ic tions Sof ware and Organization (DV- SO) , 
based in KOln-Porz. Concurren ly , he Main Computing Dept was 
renamed Zentrale Da enverarbei tung (WT-DV) [The Main Dept. for Central 
Data Processing] to reflect the broadened scope of its functions. 
. Figure 1 illustrates the curren structure of the Main Dept ~ and its 
geographic constituents. 
r-"---
Central Data Processing /2, 
Administration 
Sys tems Planning and Development 
Oberpfaffenhofen 
Applied Mathemat"cs and Computer 
Science 
Oberpfaffenhofen 
Applications Software and Organization 
KOln-Porz 
Computing Center 
Braunschweig 
1 Computing Center 
GOttingen 
I 
Computing center 
KOln-Porz 
Computing Center 
S uttgart 
I 
r 
Computing Center 
Oberpfaffenhofen J 
'"--------
Fig. 1. Organizational Plan of the Main Dept. for 
Central Data Processing. 
In the years 1977-1981, it was possible to increase considerably /7 
the efficiency of data-processing systems in the Dept. for Central -
3 
Oa rocessing. Such progress w s due 0 an ever-improving re1a ion-
ship betwe n cos nd per ormance 0 hardware, whereby i was not 
necessary 0 increase he budget 0 the ain Dep . Another big 
advance was made toward uniformity of computing facilities when both 
Siemens and Amdahl began to of er IBM-compatible comp ter equipment . 
At e eques of users, the Siemens BS2000 operating system in 
Braunschweig was replaced by he IBM VS-system. 
In 1981, the Main Compu ing Dept . presented the executive office 
with budge projec ion of 11.5 million D per year f or the years 
1981- 986; this igure was a good 2.5 million DM below the average 
annu 1 budget of 14.0 million D f or data-p ocessing equipmen during 
the years 1976-1981. Included in this budget projection was a plan 
to replace he opera ing systems in all the local s ations with the 
IBM MVS-system. In he meantime, due to a change in DFVLR funding, 
the Division of Scientific and Technical Operating Equipment (Data 
Processing) called for the submission of an amended budget proposal 
s~aying within n annu 1 budget figure of 10.5 million DM. This 
b dget cut , along with increased user demands , forced the division 
to seek a more economical solution. Such a solution was found in a 
plan calling for the utilization of different operating systems for 
interactive and batch-oriented tasks: 
IBM - VS 
in the central dept. in Oberpfaffenhofen for tasks 
calling for ba ch processing 
IBM -
a he oca sites for tasks requiring ' nteractive 
mode 
Implementation of this plan commenced in 1982 in K01n-Porz. 
Oberpfaffenhofen was nex , receiving the VM system in mid-1983. 
Stuttgar will be supplied with the VM sys em after the planned re-
location to new computing center has been completed. In the cases 
of Braunschweig and GO tingen, he MVS system must remain available 
at the sites long with the VM system for a ime, so that compatibility 
with programs that have been running there for some time can be en-
sured. Further measures will be necessary as well. Thus, it is not 
possible at his point to set up a precise timetable for these sites. 
Providing the various sites with uniform equipment and systems, 
however, was only the means by which the actual task of the Dept. for 
Central Data Processing could be accomp1ished--name1y, to make it 
possible for DFVLR employees to gain acc ess to the capabilities of 
every da a-processing system from any given site. Creating the DFVLR I! 
Computer Network was thus a key focus of Main Dept. 'efforts in the 
years 1977-1981. 
Linking the general-purpose computers in the DFVLR research 
centers to one another in a network, however, was hindered considerably 
by two peripheral circumstances: 
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1. The genera -purpose computers at the local sites were 
manu actured by differ nt irms and could be operated only 
under differen operating systems. The MVS and BS 2000 
ope tOng sys ems, hough, could not be easily incorporated 
into one common ne work. 
2. At t he outset of this work in 1977, non 0 the manufacturer-
developed ne wor s (neither TRA SDAT by Siemens nor SNA by 
IBM) h d been employed in routine opera ion, a least in 
Germany. The DFVLR was thus de fac 0 in the position of 
be Ong the pilot user, though this was not explici tly stated. 
The first step, then, involved uniting he computers using IBM 
op rating systems into a network under IBM Systems Network Archo-
tecture (S A). Creation of this linkage alone required an expenditure 
of a good ten man-years, since a very c omplex so tware system had to 
be mastered and implemented by the appropria e staff shortly after 
release of the sys em by the manufacturer. 
The second s ep on creating th linkage was to join together the 
Siemens systems into a Siemens TRA SDATA network and, parallel to this , 
to devise the connect Oon between the IBM and Siemens systems . The 
bridging 0 the IB and Siemens systems was first made feasible with 
the a Od o f the ga eway technology dev eloped in the SNATCH p roject (see 
Section 8. 1), which t chnology permits one to connect closed manu-
fac turer ne works. 
The DFVLR Computer etwork in existence today permits access to /10 
all systems at will (inc uding the CRAY-1S)2 from any given DFVLR site-.-
In addit Oon , accessing of SNA from DEC ET ill soon be possible--a 
resul of effor s in the DICNET project (see 8 .2 .1), conducted in 
collaboration with the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) . Then 
it will be possible as we ll f or the process-con r ol computers of the 
institutes, which are linked to the local proces s -control computers 
of the WT-DV, to access DFVLR general-purpose computers via the SNA 
network. 
Figure 2 shows the structure of the DFVLR Compute r Network, the 
geographic distribution of the Main Dept. over he various DFVLR 
research centers, and the outfi ting of equipment at the various sites. 
2Access to the VM system in K~ln-Porz from the othe r sites has not 
been made possible to date, since there has been no demand for this. 
* Translator'S Note: Spelling rendered as in original. 
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- sNA-Network 
--- ItJI_ 11_. TSO 
--- SNATCH 
... 3011 
CRAY 1-5 
SIe-.... 7 ... 5 
SIe-.... 7.731 
Fig. 2 . Geographic Structure of DFVLR Dept. for 
Central Data Processing. 
2. Responsibilities of the Dept. for Central Data Processing /11 
The fact that the various sections of the Dept. for Central Data 
Processing are spread over a number of locations that are situated a 
great distances from each other (see Fig. 2) is a direct consequence 
of the decentralized geographic s ructure of the DFVLR, which main-
ains research centers in five different locations in the Federal 
epub1ic of Germany. The task of the Dept. for Central Data Processing 
i s to provide these research centers (including smaller branch offices) 
with a wide spectrum of services whenever central handling of data-
processing tasks associated with DFVLR research and projec s is called 
f or. Services rovided to the various sites range from purely routine 
operation of equipment , maintenance of the systems , and instruction 
and advising of users, to i ntens i ve support of users confronting a 
multitude of mathematical and data-processing problems of a technical 
nature . 
The legitimate right of users to expect help and support with all 
i mportan data-processing ques ions requires, however, that the Dept. 
f or Central D ta Processing do more than passively await the requests 
of users a the various sites. To meet the needs of users in the 
ful lest sense , the Dep • for Central Data Processing would have to 
be active in f ollowing nd assessing advances in data processing, 
making a continual effort to keep up with the rapid pace of new 
developments in hardware, software, and methodology. 
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To at empt to do this in all areas of data processing is 
utterly ou of h uestion . Even if the Dept. for Cen ral Data 
Processing were to res rict i tself 0 keeping abreast 0 only those 
areas relevant to the work of the DFVLR, its financial and staff 
resources would be burdened well beyond capacity. The department 
must there ore selectively choose specific poin s of focus when 
attempting to review work rela ing 0 new systems and procedures , 
concentrating on just a few concerns of particular significance f o r 
the current and future work 0 the DFVLR. The points o f concentration 
selected constitute tasks that cut across a number of areas--tasks 
with which staf from several sites nd divisions (working usually 
under the direc ion of one of the d'vision leaders) are involved. A 
full discussion of this is contained in Sections 8-14. 
The 0 lowing groups of key phrases provide an overview of Main /12 
Dept. functions relating both to the individual sites as well as to 
a wider s phere. 
Tasks Pertaining to Individual Sites 
Operating general-purpose and local process-control computers 
Advising the institutes and facilities on procurement o f 
data- rocessing equipment and systems 
Coordinating purchase of data-processing systems within the 
DFVLR 
Maintaining and adapting systems and network components vital 
to operations 
Providing users with advice, support , and instruction 
Maintaining and adap ing program libraries and user systems 
Areas o f Involvement Extending Beyond Indiv i dual Sites 
Computer n e works and communication 
Process control 
Text processing 
Computer-genera ed graphics 
High-speed computers 
Adminis rive Oat Processing 
Training 0 assistants in m thematical and technical rea lms 
3. Goal s and Future Ende vors of the Dept. for Central Data 
Processing 
It is impossible today for any DFVLR facility to function eco-
nomically and efficiently without availing itself of the modes of 
thought, methods, and systems (hard- and software) afforded by data 
7 
processing. 
The above ass rt on has been true for the scientific endeavors of 
the DFVLR for a long time. In recent years, however, data processing 
has become increas~ngly indispensable in areas where it had formerly 
played a minor role--above all in the administration and in those 
s ections of he research institutes and stations that perform administra-
t ive tasks. 
Given t h i s si ua ion, it is understandable that the various DFVLR 
stations striv e to exert independent control over such a vital tool--
one that determines both the content and scope of project results. 
Equally unders andable, however, is the fact that uneconomical modes 
of work, isolated solutions, unnecessary duplication of efforts, and 
costly individual ventures would result were the DFVLR to give free 
rein to such wishes. 
The only possible solution for the DFVLR is to effect a compromise 
between the two extremes, namely full autonomy of the institutes 
(decen ralized da a processing) and concentration of data processing 
in one location (centralized data processing). Such a compromise calls 
for allocating tasks between centralized and decentralized systems on 
the basis of the more cost-effective approach, and to combine both 
systems into a single one (integrated data processing) in such a way 
that the work of one system serves to complement and support the work 
of the other. 
The technica l prerequisite for coordinating the work of centralized 
and decen ralized data processing is the existence o f local and system-
wid e networks. Additional criteria (besides cost) for the allocation 
of tasks are the availability and reliability of the systems and 
components , their relative user-friendliness, and their adaptability 
to changing needs. 
Thus, the balance struck between centralized and decentralized /14 
data processing is determined both by the demands of users and by the --
technical options open, as well as by the cost of implementing these 
options. Ac a consequence , the balance between centralized and decen-
tralized data processing will shift back and forth from year to year. 
3.1 Goals o f the Main Dep • f or Central Data Processing 
The ain De pt. for Cen r al Data Processing plays a decisive role 
in ensuring the coordinated action of centralized and decentralized 
data processing. The departmen is, of course, responsible for the 
smooth operation 0 all cen rally-installed systems and equipment. 
At the same time , however, it is charged as well with the planning 
and developmen of all data processing in the DF R. To illustrate 
concretely the c oncept 0 planning: In its role as planner, the 
department must fi nd a compromise (i.e., acceptable course) between 
wishes (user demands) and real'ty (technological and economic options 
and constraints) . In its role as developer (trail blazer), the dept. 
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must effec this compromise; °t must make available to users odern 
procedures and systems in a form ready for use (working in the fore-
frontt; and, finally , it must °ntroduce users to the new direction 
("missionary wor ') and cquain them with i (instruction). 
With the preceding serving as background, the goals 0 the Main 
Dept. for Central Data Processing are: 
to provide cos -effec ive service for all users (scientists, 
administration , echnical operations, outside c ients, etc.) 
with available equipment, systems, a nd metho s (e.g., general-
pur pose computers, high-speed computers, process-control 
computers , work-station systems , program libraries , programming 
methods) a nd to provide advice concerning their use (Operations). 
to keep equipment, systems, and methods on state-of-the-art 
level (Performance). 
to a ssure availability and reliability of the equipment and /15 
systems in accord with demands in the DFVLR--taking into account 
as well requirements for safeguarding data and confidentiality. 
to maintain the flexibility and adaptability of the equipment, 
systems, and methods, such that these can accommodate changes 
te.g., new technological developments, organizational changes, 
new demands on part of users), without adversely affecting 
service quality and reliability. 
to seek out and tap new data-processing systems and techniques 
that can be utilized for centralized or decentralized DFVLR 
tasks, thereby improving the capabilities and cost-effectiveness 
of data processing. 
t engage in programs and projects for the purpose of acqu~r~ng 
expertise and experience with systems and, in so doing, to 
enhance the reputation of the DFVLR. 
and, finally, to take on outside contracts as a means of cover-
ing the DFVLR budget, whenever such arrangements will not 
disrupt operations for DFVLR users. 
These goals create a framework in which both short-range work and 
longer-term endeavors of t he Main Dept. have a place, and in which 
cooperative action between centralized and decentralized data process-
ing is apparent as well. Accordingly, the task of the Main Dept. is: 
to devel op an overall plan for procurement and implementation 
of data-processing systems (hard- and software) in the DFVLR, 
paying particular attention to the issue of centralization vs. 
decentralization. 
to integrate all areas of data processing into this plan. 
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to create a uniform technical found tion or the cooperative /16 
action bet een c ntral'zed and decen ralized da a processing 
t hrough uni orm local and sys em- wide networks. 
to analyze, test , and prepare new data-processing methods 
and systems prior to their introduction into general operation. 
3 .2 Tasks for the Immediate Future 
The following overview outlin es the most important tasks facing 
the Dep • for Central Data Processing in the ear uture (the next 
two years), as well as the relationship o f hese tasks to more general 
concerns. 
TASK 
Introduction of the VM/370 
operating system to all local 
computers (general-purpose 
computers) • 
Expansion and improveme 0 
the text-processing system, 
esp. for scientific exts 
Cwri ting of equations). 
Improvement of local process-
control computers, above all 
through efficient links with 
general-purpose computers 
(Hyperchannel, LAN) . 
Introduction of parallel-
processing methods . 
Introduction o f standard 
software for administrative 
data processing. 
G ERAL A OF CO CERN 
Improvemen 0 efficiency and 
r sponse- ime behavior in inter-
ac 'v mode. 
Non-numerical data processing 
(graphics , text processing, data 
management and organization) as 
constituent of office automation. 
Improvement of measurement-data 
processing as well as i nterpre-
tation and c ontrol o f test 
results. 
Employment and cost-effective 
utilization of very high-speed 
computers for certain fields of 
application. 
Standardization of hard- and /17 
software; automation of adminis---
trative procedures as part o f 
office automation. 
These plans for the near future already reveal the desire of the 
Dept . for Central Data Processing to augment services for all DFVLR 
user s . Available funds and personnel will determine in large part the 
extent to which such plans can be realized as well as the time frame-
work within which they can be executed. (See also Section 4. 
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3.3 Longer-Term Tas s 
The longer-term tasks are concretely formulated plans derived 
from the general goals set forth a the beginning o f the chapter. The 
Dept. for Cen ral Data Processing, working in collaboration with other 
DFVLR facilit'es, is responsible for these areas of endeavor. 
and Process Automation 
Belonging to this area of endeavor are the followi ng: 
Evaluation of process data 
Management of measurement- and process-data 
Construction and upgrading of local networks 
Satellite communication as possible means o f wide-band 
dat transmission over large distances 
The "Vi.rtual Work-Station System" (The "Virtual Personal Computer") 
Included in this area of endeavor are: 
Investigation and testing of personal computers available 
o n the market 
Introduction of operating systems lending themselves t o 
general use (UNIX) 
/18 
And, together with this , upgrading and expansion of capabili-
ies in interactive mode 
Enhancement of network efficiency and user-friendliness 
Office Automation and Management of Data Processing 
Belonging to this area of endeavor are: 
Text processing and text management 
Computer-generated graphics 
Office automation 
Data management 
Documentation and informatio systems 
Computer-supported planning and monitoring of projects 
As was the case for short-term tasks of the DFVLR, the extent to 
which these longer-range tasks can be realized hinges on the budget 
and personnel available to the DFVLR in the next five years. As 
stated at the outset, optimal utilization of all resources is the 
primary goal of the Dept. for Central Data Processing. 
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4. . and Per'sonne1 of the De t. for 
Centra 
4.1 Organization of Personnel 
TABLE 3. DISTRIBUTIO OF DFVLR EMPLOYEES ACCORDING TO 
AREAS OF SPECIALIZATIO 
Adminis ratio n , 
Categ . 
1 
7 . 3 
Secre arial Offices, 
In rastructure 
Coordination o f 2.0 
Data Processing 
Operation of 
Gene ral-Purpose 
Computers 
Maintenance , Adap- 8.9 
t ation, and Devel. 
of Operating and 
User Systems 
Advising, Support, 11.6 
and Instruction 
of Users 
Computer etworks 8. 0 
and Communication 
!process Control 4.4 
rrext Processing 3 .1 
!Deve1. and Putti ng 0.9 
into Operation o f 
~ork-Station 
Systems 
~omputer-Generated 0.7 
praphics 
~igh-Speed Compu- 4.5 
ter s 
Administrative · 3.0 
Data Processing 
Trai ni ng of As s ts. 1. 6 
in Technical/ 
Mathematical Realms 
rt'ota1 No. Employees 56.0 
~o. Under Term 10.0 
~ontracts 
:-1 
Categ . 
2 
1.5 
4.6 
6.6 
9. 8 
3 . 5 
5.5 
1.8 
0.5 
4.0 
8.1 
0 . 1 
46.0 
7.0 
Categ . 
3 
8 . 45 
21.0 
1.0 
0.3 
5.5 
36.25 
2.0 
MTB Total 
17.25 
2.0 
25.6 
15.5 
22.4 
1.0 12. 5 
9.9 
5.2 
1.4 
4. 7 
4.5 
16.6 
1.7 
1 .0 139.25 
19.0 
Con. 
8.0 
3.0 
"11 .• 0 
/19 
T~ categories in Tabl 3 correspond to the 01 owing wage /20 
classi£icatLons IGerman]; 
categ. 1 Salary Groups SV IIa BAT [Wage Agreement for 
Federal Employees) 
Categ. 1 Salary Groups II T Va BAT 
ITranslato 's Note: Orig. reads 'Kat. 1"; should be Categ. 2?) 
Categ. 1 Salary Groups Vb X BAT 
[Translator's Note: Orig. reads" at. 1': should be Categ. 3?) 
Con. Contractors (addi ional) 
[MTB = Manteltarif Vertrag fftr ArbeOter des Bundes: 
Collective Wage Agreement for Federal Workers] 
Excluded in the Main Department's allocation scheme are 27 
trainees at the Braunschweig, GOttingen , and Oberpfaff n sites. 
4. 2 Evolu ion of the Budget, 1976-1983 
In 1976, general-purpose computers worth 50 million D (new) 
were installed in the computing centers. With a write-off over five 
years, that amounts to an annual debit of 12 million DM. After the 
new cOInputer-system plan had been adopted in 1976, purchase agreements 
were signed for the Amdahl 470 V/6 in Oberpfaffenhofen and the 
IBM/370-l58 in GOttingen. The three Siemens units of the 7000 series 
were rented. 
Figures 3 and 4 show the evolution 0 the budget of he Dept. for 
Central Data Processing from 1976-1983, b =oken down ~oth into expendi-
ture categories and specialized equipment. The igures c early show 
that expenditures for the general-purpose computers have steadily 
diminished since 1979, from an average figure of 14 million DM in the 
years 1976-1983 to 10.5 million OM from 1982 on. Concurrently, the 
efficiency of the data-processing systems was increased considerably. 
(See Section 5.) Falling expenditures coupled with enhanced performance 
is synonymous with increased cost-effectiveness of general-purpose 
computers in the DFVLR. Several factors were responsible for this 
auspicious trend: 
The r elationship between the cost and performance of computer 
e quipment, esp. of hardware, has improved dramatically within 
the last few years. 
The DFVLR had success in working out favorable contract terms 
(e.g., leasing instead of rental). 
A well thought-out policy on the part of the DFVLR with /21 
r espect to manufacturers [i.e., purchase of IBM-compatible 
systems only, though these might emanate from several 
different manufacturers) led, in the final analysis, to 
acquisition of hardware at more favorable prices. 13 
o~ e dge and experience of s ff i n the Dept . 
or 
y. 
Da a roces ng d 0 be er utO za ion 0 h 
Although th budge m ller than on y 
1981, he Dept. or Centra sOng cur n ly r users 
t 0 a jus wo exampl s) 50 ermonal s opposed 0 00 , 
and performance level 0 25 s 0 posed to 8 IPS . S milly , 
i was possibl to improve 0 h r componen s o f the data-processing 
systems (main memory, background s ge, throughput, etc.). n s uch 
a way, it proved possible to increase and improve dramatically bo h 
the scope and the quali y of services. 
In the u ure, however, cost-eff ctiveness wi 1 be 'n luenced 
only minim lly by he las th ee fac ors ci ed in the p r eced ing list. 
Only if new, even more favorably priced dat -processing systems pp e ar 
on the market will it be possible in he future t o e xpand services 
further at he presen level of expenditure. 
That means, however, that user demands in he data- processing 
area (and such demands will continue to grow in t he f uture, as they 
hav e in the past) can be absor b ed only through an improved relationship 
between cost and performance, i f the budget f or data-processing is 
to remain constant. It is to be expected that users will not be 
able to limit their demands to this degree. 
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4.3 Equipment and Systems 
An overview o f the equipment ,and systems instal led in the Main 
Dept. f or Central Data Processing on 7/31/83 is provided in Appendix 
B. 
/~ 
PART II: Tasks Pertaining to the Individual Sites 
5. Operation of Equipment and Systems 
/ 24-2 6 
/27 
It is the task of the five computing centers of the Main Dept. 
for Central Data Proce sing to make available to users at all times 
the general-purpose computers (local computers ) and the local process -
control computers necessary for their work , including the networks 
by means of which these data-proces sing systems are linked to each 
other, and to ensure the proper functioning of these resources. In-
cluded in operations, therefore, are: 
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Oper ion nd in of gener . - pur ose and ocal 
proc . ~-control 
Operat · o and ma~ enanc of oper s ems for the 
general-p rpos and local process-con 
Main en nce of communica ions ones and c onnectio s o f the 
DFVLR Computer Ne work a d the local da a-processing 
ne works in e fOv esearch cent rs 
These as. s require that h_ Dep • for Central Da Processing 
h av signi ican y mor per onnel han is typical for computing 
c n er, sOnc i .h os case the comput r equipmen is spread over 
f ive loc ions hroughout Ge any. ore over , the compu e rs are compa -
i le ith each 0 her only under ce ain conditio s , as hey were 
produced by differen manufac urers . Despite the fact hat mos 0 
the equipment mploys the same opera ing sys em , systems main enance 
i n the Dept. for Central Da a Processing s ill requires tha this 
o ne system be en ed and maintained in different locati ons and in 
differen versions for diff ring equipment configur tions--tende and 
maintained i n such a way hat users experience little chang_ when 
switching from one system to another. 
The in egration of mutually compatible eq ipmen into a DFVLR 
c omputer network affords users many advantages: the opportunity to 
d aw on the capabili ies of any computer in the network from any 
location (interconnection of functions), direct access to the computing 
r esources of the superlarge CRAY liS compu er, filing of large data 
f iles centrally on the mass memory , forwarding of data to any desired 
point in the network , etc . The operation and maintenance o f communica-
tions lines and connections for this computer network do nevertheless 
cons titute a n added expenditure for the Dept. for Central Data 
Processing. 
5.1 Performance Statistics /28 
Table 4 gives an overview of the performance statistics (workload , 
r e liabili y , tc.) for the operation of local process-control computers 
t rough the end of 1982; these values were obtained using the GUIDE 
system . One should note that the values for CPU time do not i nclude 
t ime spent for housekeeping functions for the operating systems--in 
normal operations a good 25 of the values cited (in interactively- /29 
oriented systems up to 40%). The following prov ides an explanation o~ 
some o f the terms appearing in the table: 
Production Time 
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Calendar time deducted ·or 
Time Turned Off 
Planned Down Time 
Unplanned Down Time 
Idle Time 
t 
Idle Time 
CPU Times 
Computing-Center Availability 
System Availability 
No-Failure Interval 
CPU in nual Stat (stopped) 
CPU im s are t ose imes ob ained 
v ia S F (System Measurement 
Fac1li y) and charged directly to 
users w"th the aid o f 'Accounting". 
That is he TCB- (Task Control 
Block) and SRB- (Sys em Request 
Block) imes. 
(Time Turned On - Unplanned Down 
Time) Time Turned On 
Uni measuring deviation from 
p lanned user operation, whereby 
unp lanned down times are aken 
i n 0 account. 
(Time Turned On - Planned Down 
Time - Unplanned Down Time) : 
Time Turned On 
Unit measuring the availability 
of the data-processing system, 
whereby both planned and unplan~ed 
down times a re taken into 
account. 
Pr oduction Time : (unplanned 
I PL's + 1) 
Comparable to "Mean Time Between 
Failures" (MTBF). 
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ORlG' PAGE 
OF POOR QU o lTV TABLE 4. 1982 PERFORMANCE STATISTICS, 
MAIN DEPT. FOR CE TRAL DATA PROCESSI G 
Performance 
Stats ., 1982 
HOLDI G TIMES 
(hrs. ) 
Time Turned Off 
Time Turned On 
Of wh 'ch: 
Repair/Main en. 
Down Time 
Idle Time 
Production Time 
CPU WORKLOAD 
(hrs .) 
Batch 
Interactive 
Total 
% of Production Time 
PERFORMANCE / 
THROUGHPUT 
No. of Batch J obs 
No. o f Interactive 
Sessions 
RELIABILITY 
Compo ctr. 
Availability 
System 
Availability 
No-Failure 
Interval (hrs.) 
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Detailed descriptions 0 the act'vi ies of the various computing 
centers , tru i r serv'ces and compu er equipment, c an be found 'n t he 
following documen s' 
"Zusammens ellung der DV-Systeme und Infrastruktur der /30 
Hauptabteilung Zentrale Da enverarbeitung~ [Compilation of 
the Data-Processi ng Systems and nfras truct ure of the Main 
Dep. or Cen ral Data Processing], wi th annual update 
J ahresberichte der Zen ralen Datenverarbeitung [Annual Reports 
o f the Dep • for Central Data Processing] 
Wis senschaf lich- echnischer Bericht des Bereichs WT [Scienti-
fic and Technical Report of the Division of Scientific and 
Technic 1 Operating Equipment] 
J~hr iche DFVLR Ergebnisberichte [Annual DFVLR Reports on 
Results] 
In the report of Professors Griese and Richter (Summer 1983) , 
some suggestions were made on ways to improve availability and response 
time. Data on the availability of sys ems should be recorded in all 
computing centers accord'ng to uniform guidelines, then forwarded and 
evaluated. e work availability should be monitored by machine and 
protocolled. In order for it to be possible to evaluate the Ist data, 
performance goals for availability mus t be on hand, classified 
according 0 system components . 
Per ormance goals are also needed for response-time behavi or o f 
the systems. These times can be measured only with real-time monitors , 
which mus be installed at he user sites . 
The consult nts also pred i ct further improvements in availability 
if the bloc times for maintenance , data protection, etc., were 
coordinated in all the centers . 
5.2 Braunschweig Computing Center 
Prompted by the increasingly comprehensive and complex work of 
Braunschweig users in many areas--above all in real-time simulati on 
a nd process control--the DFVLR has continually expanded the capabili-
ties of he comput ing center since 1977. This expansion was achieved 
t hrough the following measures : 
1. Hardware 
Local Compu ers 
Increase of processor per ormance from 500 KOPS to 3 OPS 
Enlargement of main memory from 1 MB to B MB 
Enlargement of magnetic-disk memory from 550 MB to 5 ,706 MB /31 
Increase in number of alpha-numeric display units from 12 to 
67, and in number of graphics display units from 1 to B. 
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r 
Simu1a ion Comput r 
Installation of AD10 Parallel computer 
Local Process-Control Computer 
I nstal a tion of VAX 11/750 Process-Control Computer 
2. Soft ware 
Local Computer 
Conversion 0 OS/VS2 (MVS) 
Installation of software for 
Numerical Mathematics (IMSL, EISPACK, e tc.) 
Struc ural-Mechanics Tasks (ASKA) 
Computer-Generated Graphics (GINO-F) 
Text Processing (DOCULITY , GML) 
Local Process-Control Computer 
, - Software support for RSX and RT11 systems 
MINI ET network software 
DATS11 software for pro cessing numerical and graphic 
measurement data 
While he expansion of hardware served primarily to improve turn-
around times i n batch processing as well as to improve response times 
in interac 've mode and he l ong- erm preservation of data, the 
augmentation of s o ftware resources provided users with new pos sibili-
ties f o r u tilizing the data-processing equipment in place . Foremost 
among the s e : 
Development of applicat ions in i n t eractive mode 
Compatibility with central data-processing systems in Ober-
pfaffenhofen 
Easy access t o the central data-processing systems v i SNA /~ 
in erconnec i on 
Creation of connection between local process-control computers 
For the most part, Braunschweig users began to make full use of 
newly introduced data-processing services .after just a short time. 
For these users, the computer facilities represent a vital resource 
promot1ng be ter and more economica l resolution o f resear ch tasks. 
The following overview sketches the development of the Braunschweig 
computing center i n pas t years: 
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1976. 
1977 
1978 
1979 
Installat~on of a Siemens 7.755-J w~th the BS2000 operating 
system, coupled i h : 
ten 4581 disk driv s with 55 B apiece 
10 alpha-numeric display units 
1 graph~cs display unit 
1 ba ch terminal, 2 alpha-numeric display units in the 
Kralenriede branch 
Connection of a batch terminal to the IBM 370/158 in GOttingen 
Exchange of 
4 disk 
6 disk 
he peripheral disk devices 
drives up to 72 MB apiece 
drives up to 144 MB apiece 
for: 
Connection of the batch terminal, formerly connected in 
GOttingen, to the Amdahl 470/V6 in Oberpfaffenhofen 
I stallation of 4 IBM display units, with connection to 
Oberpfaffenhofen 
I nstallation of a graphics display unit in the Institute for 
Structural Mechanics 
Commencement of construction of new computing-center site /r! 
Expansion of main memory by 512 KB 
Installation of a DF processor with 2 alpha-numeric display 
uni s 
Installation of 4 additional IBM display units 
Installation of 3 additional graphics display units, one with 
hardcopy in computing center 
Replacement of central processing unit by a S i emens 7.760 wi 
1.5 MB main memory 
Replacement of 3 magnetic tape units by 3 devices operating 
bimodally with 1600/6250 bpI 
Replaceme o f : 
by 
4 disk drives up to 72 MB apiece 
2 disk drives up to 1 44 MB apiec e 
4 disk drives with 420 MB ap i ece 
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1980 
1981 
1982 
Replacement of 10 display units, installation of 5 medium-
speed prin era to provide hardcopy in the institutes 
Reloca ion to the new computing-center facility 
Installation of a Siemens 7.870 with the OS/VS2 MVS operating 
s ystem 
Installation of an electrostatic plotter manufactured by the 
Benson firm 
Disassembly of the Siemen s 7 . 760 
Expansion of main memory to 8 MB 
Installation of a 3777 batch station with card-punching unit 
I nstallation of 6 DSPRINT printers 
Transfer of he "hybrid computing" group to the Institut fUr /~ 
Flugmechanik 
Installation of a VAX 11/750 with VMS operating system as 
local process-control computer 
Incorporation of High Speed Arithmetic 
Reduction of cycle time from 70 &my . sl!Ci to 59 &my.sec 
Installation of 29 terminals 
Linking of 12 process-control computers to the VAX 11/750 
5.3 GOttingen Computing Center 
Increasing user demands for 
'nterac ive mode 
computer performance 
disk space 
could be fulfilled wery satisfactor~ly by continual expansion of the local 
computer during the last six years. The following comparison serves 
to illustrate this development: 
VDTs 
Disk Space 
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1977 
14 
800 MByte 
1983 
85 
3340 MByte 
Main Memory 
CPU 
197 7 
1 . S MByte 
0 .9 IPS 
1983 
8 MByte 
1.9 MIPS 
The doubling of computing speed ach~eved by replacement of the 
IBM 370/158 t~n place since 1972) w~th a Siemens 7865 in 1981 h d 
only a temporary effect on the workload of the computer, since the 
higher performance was absorbed by the users within a short period . 
/3 5 
Services available 0 users of the local computer were qua1ita ively 
enhanced by switching from he SVS operating system to the MVS in 
1979 (leading to increased operational dependability), as well as by 
implementing the SPF menu-directed user guide system in the sarne year, 
and by facilitating access to the other DFVLR computing centers via 
introduction of the SNA interconnection in 1981. To ensure good 
response times in interactive mode over the long term, i nitial studies on 
the installation of VM/CMS commenced in the G~ttingen research center 
(FZ ) at the close of 1982 . 
A noteworthy development in the area of process-control computers 
paralleled the expansion of the local computer . Realization of plans 
for a local process-control computer began in 1977 with installation 
of the PDP 11/3 4 local process-control computer in he computing 
center. The necessity of supporting software development for the 
German- Dutch Wind Tunnel prompted use of DECnet network components. 
The following represent developmental stages leading to the local 
process-control computer system in operation today; 
Installation in 1980 of a rapid A/D transducer with a PDP 11/3 4 
as collection system 
Installation in 1982 o f an efficient VAX 11/780 local process-
control computer 
Completion of th~ coupling , of the process-control computer 
and large computer via the IBM/7 in Spring 1982 
with the expansion of the local process-control computer system 
a nd the increasing cross-linkage via DECnet of the test-bay computers 
at t he G~ttingen FZ serving as a foundation, it will be possible at 
the close of 1983 to replace on-line collection of wind-tunnel measure-
ment data parried on since 1972 via a special coupling to the local 
computer by a more flexible process-control computer approach, one 
reflecting state-of- the-art technology. . 
A detailed sketch of the evolution of the G~ttingen computing 
center follows: 
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1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
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Equipp~ng of the local IBM 370/158 computer: 1 5 MByte 
general storage, 8 IBM 3333/3330 d~ak dr~ves, SVS operating 
s ystem 
RJE [Remote Job Entry] DATA 100 terminal linked via private 
l ine to the Amdahl in Oberpfaffenhofen 
Local PDP 11/34 process-control computer installed together 
with DECnet Version 1 
/36 
Expansi on of the main memory of local computer by 2 MBytes 
Redesigning of IBM 3420-4 tape units for use on Model 8 (6250 
Bpi) 
Conversion to MVS operating system, achieving substantial 
compatibility with the central large computer in Oberpfaffen-
hofen 
Installation of an IBM 3850 disk control unit with 6 IBM 3350 
disk drives 
Installation of an additional RJE t erminal in the G6ttingen FZ 
Installation of one PDP 11/60 and one PDP 11/34 in the 
computing center and connection to DECnet for software develop-
ment work relating to German-Dutch Wind Tunnel 
Development and installation of a coupling between the process-
control computer and large computer via the IBM 2701 
Expansion of air-conditioning system 
Second private line to Oberpf affenhofen 
I BM 6670 laser printer installed for text output 
Installation of a rapid A/D transducer with a PDP 11/34 as 
c ollection system for the local process-control computer 
Delivery of the Vektor General 3-D graphics system to users 
Installation of a PDP 11/44 as replacement for the PDP 11/60 
and 11/34, which were transferred to the German-Dutch Wind 
Tunnel Project 
/?2 
Replacement of the IBM 370/158 by a Siemens 7.865 with 6 MBytes 
and doubled computing effi ciency 
1982 
Disassembly 0 the!BM 2305 drum storage (transferred to 
Oberpfaffenhofenl 
Expans~on of the main memory by 2 MBytes 
SNA Cross-Domain connect~on to Oberpfaffenhofen and Braunschweig 
Replacement of the IB disk drives a nd control units by a 
Siemens 3860 disk control unit and 10 Siemens 3843 disk drives 
Replacement of tape uni s by Siemens 3 859/3850 
Enlargement of disk capacity by acquisition of Siemens 3846 
double tape drive 
Installation of an electrostati c printer-plotter manufactured 
by the Benson firm 
Conversion from TCAM interactive access method to VTAM 
Commencement of study i nvestigating possibility o f introducing 
VM operating system into the GOttingen FZ (Research Center) 
Installation of an efficient VAX 11/780 local process-control 
computer unde r VMS 
Release to users of the process-control computer ~ large 
computer coupling via IBM/7 
5.4 KOln Computing Center 
In the case of the KOl n computing cent er, the needs of DFVLR 
a dministration were taken into accoun from the outset, along with 
t echnical and scientific problems. Administrative tasks take up 
one-third of computer capacity. In this respect, the KOln computing 
center is markedly different from the computing centers at the other 
sites. 
When the Main Computing Dept. was established in 1976, a TR 440 /~ 
computer manufactured by AEG Telefunken was installed in the KOln-
Porz computing center, which oper ted in a batch mode using the BS3 
operating system. with the development of the DFVLR's new plan for 
computing services, this system was replaced in 1977 by a Siemens 
7.755 computer .under the BS2000 operating system, which allowed u sers 
for the first time 0 perform their work on the local computer in 
interactive mode. 
For administrative purposes, however, this change necessitated 
considerable adjustments (see 13) due to incompa ibility of the two 
systems. Moreover , the TR 440 had to continue to operate in parallel 
until 1978, when conversion of administrative software was complete. 
With installation of a DATA 100 Remote Job Entry Station and the 
first of the IBM display units in the same year, users in KOln gained 
access to the central large computer in Oberpfaffenhofen in both 
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interactLv and remo b tch.processLng modea. 
Tb.e ~compatib ll..ty of th systems aval.lab1e to users-- he VS 
sys em l.n Ooerpfaffenhofen an th BS2000 system in K~ln-Porz--and 
the drawbac a o f this l.ncompatibl.1ity mo l.vated tne 10c 1 K~ln-Porz 
Commi ee on Data Processl.ng to press for unl. rmity and an IBM-
comp tib1e compu er for K~ln-Porz (medium-term). This conversion 
was effected in 1982 . K~ln-Porz received a IBM 4341 running under 
VM/CMS as i s new local computer and was thereupon fully incorpora ed 
into the DFVLR Computer Network for the first time vi S A. The 
predecessor of the IB 4341, a Siemens 7 536 , will continue 0 opera e 
in parallel or administrative batch-processing asks until 1984. 
Installation of a second IBM-compatible computer is planned for 1983, 
on which all administra ive tasks will be run under MVS. Thus, even 
the administration is moving away from pure batch-processing toward 
on-line input on the part of senior clerks. 
In 1980, cre tion of the local process-control computer network 
commenced with a PDP 11/60 as local process-control computer under 
RSX-llM and MININET network software. 
The plan for the process-control computer system was quickly /39 
accepted by the KOln experimentalists. In just a short time, the PDP --
11/60 local process-control computer was being utilized at f ull capacity. 
A VAX 780 was procured as a second local process-control computer to 
handle additional jobs. 
1977 
1978 
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A detailed overview of developments in K01n-Porz follows. 
Installation of a Siemens 7.755-J computer with 1 B main 
memor y , four 3455 (72 MB) disk drives , six 3465 (144 MB) 
disk drives, five 3554 magnetic tape units, one 7-track 442 
magnetic tape unit , a nd eleven 8152 display units 
Installation of a DATA 100 Remote Job Entry Station and 
connection of ten IBM display units to the AMDAHL 470/V6 
in Oberpfaffenhofen via a 9600-baud postal line 
Expansion of background-store capacity of the Siemens local 
computer through acquisi ion of two 3465 \ disk drives 
Increase in number of SIE ENS 8152 display units by 11, 
rais ing t otal to 21 
Disassembly of the TR 440 
Replacement of the 3271/3277 IBM display units by 3276/3278 
models 
1979 
1980 
1981 
Exp n ·on 0 
i t 0 1 a 
Replacement 
main memory 
I nstall t'on 
exchange for 
(.3455 I 3465) 
m Ln memory o f S~emens 7 . 755 by 0 . 5 MB , raising 
of he 7.755 by a 7 760 (twice as fas ) with 2 ME 
of fiv 
four 72 
420 B ixed storage disks (3470) in 
B and four 144 ME moving-arm disks 
Replacement of the Siemens 8161/8151 display units by the 8160 
Addition of eight 8160 display uni S, bringing total t o 29 
Exchange of three 3554 magnetic-tape units (800/1600 bpi) for 
t h r ee 3557 magnetic-tape units (1600/6250 bpi) 
Installation o f t he PDP 11/60 local process-control computer /40 
with 248 KB main memory, two RM03 moving-arm disk drives and 
one magnetic tape unit (800/1600 bpi) 
Discarding of outdated peripheral devices and replacement of 
same with 
new Benson on-line pen-plotter 
o ff -line MDS 2501 printing station 
Inc rease in display units to 
31 Siemens 8160 models 
15 IBM 3278 models 
Installation of a second HFD line t o Oberpf af fenhofen 
Conversion of rental agreement f or Siemens 7.760 to more 
favorable agreement for a 7 . 55 1 
Creation o f the local process-contr ol computer ne t work with 
MININET coupling o f six proces s -control computers in the 
i nstitutes 
Ins t llation of the IBM 3705 communications computer 
Pu tting uninterruptable electric power supply into service 
Putting DATA-SAAB 4101 controller with eleven 4110 display units 
into operation 
Putting IBM 3274 controller with twenty-five IBM 327 8 d isplay 
uni t s into operation 
Conversion o f rental agreement for Siemens 7.751 to more 
favorable agr eement for a Siemens 7.536 
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1982 
1983 
Installation of the second local process-control computer 
lVAX 7801 ~Lth 0.5 MB ma~n memory, one RM03 Moving-Arm 
D~ Dr~ve, and· t~o magnet~c-tape unLts (800/1600 bpi) 
Installation of an IBM 4341-1 local process-control computer 
with 4 MB main memory, five IBM 3350 disk dri ves, and four 
IBM 3420 magnetic-tape units (1600/6250 bpi) 
Installation of a Siemens 7.870 computer f or the adrninistra- /i! 
tion, w'th 6 MB main memory an seven IBM 3350 disk drives 
Increase/Reduction in displa y u nits to 
70 IBM 327x units 
60 Ericsson 4110 units 
5 Siemens 8160 units 
5 Siemens 3886 units 
3 Tektronix 4014 units 
Expansion of the VAX 780 local process-con rol computer from 
1 MB to 3 MB main memory and addition of one RA8l (420 MB) 
disk drive 
Replacement of Benson pen-plotter by an electrostatic Benson 
plotter 
Replacem nt of IBM magnetic-tape units by MEMOREX magnetic-
tape units 
5.5 Stuttgart Computing Center 
The computing cen er in Stuttgart has been operating its local 
computer since 1968 in a user cooperative with the computing center (RZB) 
of the Bau GmbH , a subsid iary of he Zueblin firm. The computing 
center is based in Stuttgart-Vaihingen (on Schulze-Delit schstr.) 
about 5 km from the DFVLR research station in the Pfaffenwald. 
The Stuttgart computing center supplies terminals, printer , and 
graphics display units to users in substations in the Pfaffenwald as 
well as t o users in the Larnpoldshausen branch. 
Since 19 77, a Siemens computer runni ng under the BS 2000 operating 
sys tem has been operative in Stuttgart . Since 1978, the computer has 
been linked to the DFVLR computer network via the so-called Mannheim-
Hei delberg coupling; as of 1983 , it has been linked to this network 
via SNATCH as well. Thus , from every t erminal in Lampoldshausen , in 
the Pfaffenwald, and in the Schulze-Delitzschstr. branch, access can 
be gained both to the BS2000 system and to the IBM computer in Ober-
pfaffenhofen. Printed output from both systems can be obtained on the 
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same prin 
center 
c n e has been a . emp ing 0 I g 
the Pfaffenwa1d The new 
n a1d 0 1d be ready for 
user coo era v ~11 be d1sso1v d t 
other DFVLR stat1ons , the S ut gar compu ing 
ob ain n B -compa ib1e da a-processing sys em 
Since 1979, the S uttgar computing cen er has also been working 
i n the are of process-control computer technology. A loca process-
control computer has already been installed in he subs ation 'n the 
Pfaffenwa1d. I is available for the purpose of program deve10pmen 
and testing, and allows laboratory computers access to central resources 
such as mass memory , special peripheral equipment, a nd special software. 
The f ollowing provides an overview of the expansion of the data-
processing systems in Stuttgart. 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
Installation of a Siemens 7.748 running under the BS2000 
operating system, along with 
4 d isplay units , 1 printer in the computing center 
4 d isplay units, 1 p rinter in the Pfa f fenwa1d 
2 d isplay units , 1 p rinter in Lampoldshausen 
Expansion of he main memory from 1 MB to 2 MB 
Installation of the Mannheim- Heidelberg c oupling ; emulation 
of an IBM HASP Mu1tileavi ng RJE-sta tion in the Siemens 
BS2000 system in Stuttgart; coupling to the IBM comput ers in 
Oberpfaffenhofen 
Ex change of 7 . 74 8 c entral processing unit for t he . more efficient 
7. 760 
Supplementation of peripheral equipment by magnetic- tape d r i ves , 
high-speed prin ters , and display u nits 
Installation of the first IBM display uni ts for interactive 
communication with computers in Oberpfaffenhofen 
Ins allation of 5 fi xed-head t ape dri ves (420 MB) 
Installation of DUET data-teletransmission control 
I~ 
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1!l81 
Repl c en of o ld magnetic tape unit by new one capable of 
s~tching from 8 a to 1600 bp~ 
Exchange 0 b 7.760 w~th 2 MB or a 7 551 wit 4 B 
Connec ion 0 Tek ronix 4014 graphics ork-station w. hardcopy 
in th P affenwa d 
I nstallation of the PDP 11/44 local process-control computer 
running under RSX-IIMi commencement of creation of local 
process-control computer network using MININET network software 
1982 
1983 
Exchange of 4 moving- rm disks for fixed-head disks (420 MB) 
I stallation 0 a Siemens 9663 station computer with pri ting 
station in the Pfaffenwald 
Expansion of the main memory o f the PDP 11/44 local process-
control computer ; connection of additional PDP 11 computers 
to t he local network; additional installation of an RT 11 
operating system 
Installation of SNATCH software f or coup ing of the BS2000 
system in Stuttgart with the IBM SNA-network of the other 
DFVLR stations 
5.6 Oberpfaffenhofen Computing Center 
The tumultuous de elopmen of the Oberpfaffenhofen computing 
center since 1977 was shaped by user desires (faster, more reliable, 
simpler, less expensive new features), by technological developments, 
and by available funding. An attempt was made to minimize for users 
t he disruption that such change inevitably causes, and this attempt 
succeeded in most cases. Figure 5 shows that, on the average , a good 
40% of the total budget was devoted to the Oberpfaffenhofen computing 
center in the last five years. Figure 6 shows the breakdown of the 
Oberpfaffenhofen budget allocation into different areas. 
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Fig. 5. Sequence of Expenditures for the Oberpfaffenhofen 
Computing Center (expressed in thousands of DM) • 
3% Contractors 
5% Software 
13% Gen. Resources 
14% Capital 
Expenditures 
25% CPUs 
40% Peripherals 
Fig. 6. Breakdown of Expenditures (Mean Values, 1978-1982) 
for the Oberpfaffenhofen Computing Center. 
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The fo110 ' ng main applic t~ons 
um i .c 1 rna hem tics 
ass d ta process g and 
Program developments in t~esharing 
require d ' ncreasing CPU performance and expanding main and e xternal 
memories, as well as input and outpu , and teleprocessing . Some of 
these developmen s are represen ed in Figs. 7-10 ~ 
CPU per ormance 'n IPS (Million Instructions per Second) 
was increased from 4 IPS in 1977 to 15 MPS. Since 1983 , 
an additional 80 IPS have been available hrough the 
CRAY l-S vector computer for special applications in numerical 
rna hematics 
Size of main memory was enlarged from 4 MB to 24 MB (with I~ 
fu ure expansion planned to 32 MB by end of 1983) in order 
to maintain accep able response times in interactive mode 
Applications in Oberpfaffenhofen are heavily batch-oriented. 
The load 0 the central processing unit attributable to 
batch-processing tasks i s clea rly increasing, at an average 
annual growth rate of 40% . Even the load in time sharing is 
rising 34% annually; this, however, represents only 1/10 of 
total c onsump ion . 
Figure 9 shows he absolute CPU hours charged to users (not 
including system overhead), whereas Fig. 10 shows the normalized con-
sump ion in MIPS*CPU hrs . (=instructions). The adaptation and 
saturation phases prior to system expansion in 1979 and 1982 are 
quite appare t. 
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the Central Batch-Processing 
Computer at the Oberpfaffenhofen Computing Center with Regard 
to CPU Performance in MIPS. 
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Computer at the Oberpfaffenhofen Computing Center with Respect 
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Fig. 9. Ev lution o f CPU Ti me (not including 
system overhead) Charged to Users of t he Central Batch-
Processing Computer at Oberpfaffenhofen Computing Center. 
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Fig. 10. Evolution of the orma1ized CPU Consumption 
in MIPS CPU hrs. (=Instr~ctions) of the C ntra1 Batch-
Processing Computer at Oberpfaffenhofen computing Center. 
Similar developments could be no ed with respect t o I/O , due 0 
increases in he number of CPU channels and augme t ation of direct-
access sto age capacity (disk and mass storage) • 
An overview 0 deve opments uring the past five years is pre-
sented in the following (also see Fig. 11). 
1977 
Release of the Amdahl V/6 under MVS 3.7 to users, and dis-
assembly of the Telefunken TR 440 
Commencemen of timesharing peration 
29 user terminals 
Linking of RJE [Remote Job Entrjl stations and remote terminals 
in the Braunschweig, GOttingen, R01n, and Stuttgart computing 
centers via private lines with 2 x 4800 bps 
1978 
1979 
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Direct-access storage capacity increased to 3000 MB 
Connection of additional remote terminals 
Initial testing of SNA products 
Occupation of new computing-center faci1· y 
Enhancement o f p rformance by putting into operation the IBM 
3032 with 6 MB u nder MVS 3.7H 
Putting IBM 3850 mass-memory system into operation (capacity 
of 100 GB) 
/!2. 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
-------4 
50 user term~ala 
On-l~e V aatec plotter 
Expana~on of l1nes to o the computing centers to 2 x 9600 bps; 
separatLon o f batch-processLng and timeshar1~g 
Expansion of main memories by 10 MB (in the c ase of Amdahl 
from 4 to 8 MB and in case o f I BM from 6 to 1 2 MB) 
MVS-SE2 operating system 
Uniform IBM 3350 disk models 
En largement of the mas s memo ry with second staging a d apter 
and doubling o f storage capacity 
Conversi on of the TCAM dialogue monitor to VTAM, and putting 
the JES 2/NJE into operation 
SNA Cross-Domain to Braunschwe ig , GOt tingen , and KOln computing 
c enters 
Replacement of IBM 3032 by Siemens 7.865-2, maintaining same 
real memo r y c a pacity 
Making , an 1~V-terminal network and IMS/CICS data bank system 
available for use 
Replacem nt of the double computer system by an IBM 3081-0 /50 
with 16 MB main memory under the MVS-SP 1.1 operating sys tem 
Ea rmarking of the Siemens 7.865 for VM and MVS deve l o pment 
SNA Cross-Domai n Communication with 19.2 kbps a s "parallel 
lines" 
Emptying o f Level-l files from MSS onto real di sks 
IBM 6670 laser printer for text output 
At end of y ear, increase of CPU performance by model alteration 
on IBM 30 8l-K with 24 MB main memory under MVS-SP 1.3 operating 
system 
Rele ase of Cray l-S parallel computer f o r u e 
Putt~ng uninterruptable electric power supply into operation 
Release of VM/CMS operating system to the 7.865 system 
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Par ~al replac nt of 3350 d isk model by 3380 /~ 
Exchange o f r BM 308l-K central processing unit for more 
economical 3081-0 model, with increase in main memory to 32 MB 
CPUs 
Peripherals 
Data Transmission 
Operating Systems 
System Components 
Fig . 11. Milestones During the Past Five Years of the 
Central Batch- Processing Computer at the Oberp faffenhof e n 
Computing Center. 
[Plat en = Disks, Bander = Tapes , Drucker = Printer] 
aintenanc nd Adaptation of Operating and User Systems 
The further development and adaptation of operating and program 
sys tems represen~a key area of endeavor for the Dept. for Central 
Data Processing, since the productivity of computers installed in the 
computing center depends, in the final analysis , on the eff ici ency and 
characteristics of these systems. Expansions a nd improvements in 
hardware remain ineffectual if they a re n o t supporte d and utilized 
by carefully tailored software. 
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Included in this broad area of concern are: 
Maintenance, adaptation, and supplementation of operating 
systems for . gener I-purpose and local process-control computers 
Preparation and implementation of procedures and adjunct 
programs for particular needs of DFVLR 
Testing, selec ion, improvement, and adap ation of user 
software 
Selection, acquisition, adaptation, a nd maintenance of 
program libraries for processing of both scientific data and 
adminis rative data; testing and making available programming 
tools and ids of all kinds 
Maintenance, adaptation, and improvement of user interfaces 
or opera ing and user systems. 
Clearly, these tasks are closely allied with all the 0 her tas s 
of t he Dept. for Central Data Processing, since adaptation and fu ther 
development of software systems are the oundations on which daily 
operation res s--a 0 ndation without which, in the final analysis, 
daily ope rations in a research institute like the DFVLR could not 
exist. On the other hand, adaptation and maintenance in many cases 
build in turn on results obtained in other task groups of the Dept. 
for Central Data Processing that are involved to some degree in 
work of a fundamental nature. 
6.1 Operating Systems 
In past years, the work of the Dept. for Central Dat Processing 
was dir ected toward providing users / at all data-processing sites of 
the ain Dept. with uniform interfa es and access opportu itie. The 
characteristics of a given data-processing sys tem are determi ned by 
the technical features of the system (hardware) and, moreover, by the 
characteristics of the operating system employed on the computer. To 
date, then, computers with IBM structure and uniform operating sys tems 
have been deliberately int roduced into the Braunschweig, GOttingen, 
and Oberpfaffenhofen sites, within the bounds set by technical and 
contrac u 1 considerations. 
During 
ter s 
t o t e 
change ca n 
th past year, however, altered 
oreed a reconsideration of this 
ch ng d situation. Examples of 
given here: 
technical and financia l 
basic plan and accommoda-
some of the most important 
The echnological d velopment of small-computer systems 
Personal computer) has advanced w'th extraordinary speed. 
Syst ms re now available on the market which, f or certain 
app i c tions, are as reasonably priced ' or even less expensive 
than traditional general-purpose computers, and which offer 
featu that the Dept. for Central Data Processing has not 
offere hus far. 
In keeping with general eco omi e e lo m t , financial 
considerati s are becoming more and mor e s trictive for 
data-processing facilities, which ar now co pelled to search 
even more concertedly for reasonably-priced solutions to 
their needs in order to remain competitive . 
The Dept. for Central Data Processing can ensure its ex ' stence 
in the long run only by continually opening up new field~ of 
application--before other solutions have been found in these 
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areas. 
These actor were importan considera ions in the decision 0 
t he Dept. or Cen 1 Data Processing 0 use a variety of di ferent 
operating systems 'n routine operation, i greater productivity and 
increased cost-ef ectiveness could be ach'eved thereby in d ' ferent 
areas 0 app ication. This decision was made despite the problems /~ 
inevitably ar ' sing rom the employment of heterogenous systems . 
The preceding, along with the existence of the DFVLR computer 
network, served to create the underpinnings of the strategy adopted 
by the Dept. for Central Data Processing': 
Interac ive mode at the individual sites 
Batch-processing performed centrally in Oberpfa fenhofen 
. This general plan makes it possible to provide all users in the 
DFVLR with appropriate services in a cost-effective manner. 
6.1.1 The MVS Operating System 
The OS/MVS Operating System (IBM) continues t o serve a s the 
central operating system for general-purpose compute s in the Main 
Dept. for Central Data Processing. 
I consists of a cost-free core, supplemented by components that 
must be l icensed. It is precisely these· cost-liable supplemental ' 
products that make utilization practical in the first place. Thus, 
products like the Resource Access Control Facility (RACF), Hierarchical 
Storage Manager (HSM) , and access methods for dialogue control and 
remote data process ' ng have been installed in the SNA computer network 
of the DFVLR as expans'ons of the operating system that are subject 
to license. 
Rising demands on the part of users made it necessary to supple-
ment the actual system core with System Enhancement (SE) in order to 
achieve marked improvement in response times during interactive 
transactions, and ~herepy support an increased number of users utilizing 
the interactive mode. 
With procurement of the new IBM 3081 equipment (considerably more 
efficient and substantially cheaper than the configuratio in place 
up to tha po'nt), it was necessary to install the MVS-SP 1.1 version 
of the operating system as well, which is functionally almost identical 
t o the MVS-SE2 version operating previously. (The performance range 
of the various MVS versions has been described in its essentials in 
t he 1981 annual report of the Dept. f or Central Data Processing.) In 
the course of 1982, this system version was ado~ted for the other /55 
equipment with IBM structure in Braunschweig and GOttingen as well. ---
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The exp nsion 0 he IB 3081 0 odel wi h 24 MB at 
he end 0 1982 made sim ltaneous c onversion 0 the MVS-SP 1.3 
vers·on necessa y, s · nce only this system version can support main 
memory, capac~ ~es 0 more than 16 MB. This version will be adopted 
this year on the computers in Braunschweig and GOttingen. 
6.1.2 The VM Operating System 
Putting VM/CMS Into Opera ion 
After the VM Operating System with CMS had been ried ou on the 
test machine in Oberpfa fenhofen in 1981 (see Repor on Test Resul s 
[Ergebnisberich ], 1981), the greater part of 1982 was devoted to 
installing VM/CMS in K~ln-Porz and to making it available for use. 
Installa ion of the operating system began at the end of April, 
after he IBM 4341 from Oberpfaffenhofen had been assembled. The 
scheduled date of release to users was the beginning of June. Users 
who , had been working under the BS2000 had about two months--i.e., 
until the beginning of August--to change lover their programs (thus 
far running on the Siemens BS2000 system) to eMS. Then, at the 
beginning of August, BS2000 operation was suspended for scientific 
users. 
The methods developed in the preceding months for installing 
and maintaining VM system components proved successful. In accord 
with these methods, each component is ins alled on a different mini-
disk and is managed by its own user ID. "Pure" VM pro ducts are 
each handled according to the maintenance scheme prescribed by IBM. 
!n the case of VM-alien products (whether ·manufactured by IBM or some 
other concern), suppliers generally remain silent on the issue of 
how the product should be installed and maintained. A procedure was 
developed for these products that is similar to routine VM maintenance 
and sonsequently suited to the system. 
All activities performed or to be performed during installation /5 6 
and maintenance phases were documented to the extent that they depart ----
from or go beyond instructions in the manuals. Although everyone 
understands in theory how useful such documentation is, experience 
has shown that, contrary to all directives, it is often not supplied, 
or supplied only with reluctance. Any documentation, howev r, is 
Useful only to the extent that it remains relevant to current condi-
tions. In order to remove any stumbling block, we refrained from 
imposing very formal rules on this type of documentation. It is 
always stored at the appropriate product on a "working minidisk", to 
which every maintenance-user ID has access. 
. A system that is set up and documented in this way simplifies 
daily work for the persons responsible for a product and makes it 
easier for new staff to become familiar with the system. Provision 
o~ practical, joint systems maintenance by systems personnel who 
ar~ geographically removed from each other--certainly the case for 
the DFVLR--first becomes possible in this way. 
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Join sys ems mainten nc , however, requires uni orm condi °ons 
at all the s es. To demand compl e s andardizatOon however, is 
unrealos ic. At eve y s Ote, here ar spec 1 demands on h sys em 
tha are in par h Ostor· cally determined, in par rel ed 0 the 
particular ind 0 resea ch conducted at the site . These dO erences 
characterizing the °ndividual sites--dof erences tha cons itute t he 
smaller portion 0 user in er ace of the system--mus never heless 
not compromise he uni ormi y of t he other, ar greater por ion. 
The contradiction be ween the demand for a uniform system on he 
one hand and fo fea ures ailored to the needs of individual sites 
on t he othe can be resolved only i he user int er ace is cleanly 
s~para ed into a si e-speci ic part and a DFVLR-aligned (i .e. uniform) 
part . Such a division: can be realized easily in VM/CMS. In this 
- system, prov osion is already made for dividing up user softwa r e onto 
minidisks that ar managed ' i ndependently of one another . Maintenance 
of s ite-specific software can be neatly separated f rom maintenance of 
the overall sy s tem. From a very early point , t he need to accommodate /57 
site-tailored software was demonstrated in KOln-Porz. The concept of 
separation p r oved successful rom the very beginning. 
Experi ences Gained From Operation of VM/CMS 
In he course of past years , two groups of users emerged in KOln-
Porz--one that use the Siemens BS2000 s ystem i n KOln-Porz e xclusively 
and one that used the IBM MVS-System in Oberpfaffenhofen exc lusively. 
There was , i n addition , a small group of users who worked under both 
systems. The goal of switching users of the BS2000 over to VM/CMS 
was to be accomplished in its fi rst phase with the release of VM to 
users. The MVS users were to continue to work under the MVS system 
in Oberpfaffenhofen as before. 
The conversion from BS 2000 to VM/CMS went quite smoothly for 
the mos par . The new system was accepted very ~eadOly by the users . 
Use o f CMS proved to b e uncomplicated and easily mastered. The con-
version was facilitated b y the fact that ·the user interfaces of 
BS2000 and CMS resemb l e each other strongly at many points. Initia l 
difficulties aside, operators were able to run t he system without 
problems . 
It proved far more difficult, however, to assure the MVS users 
smooth access to the system in Oberpfaffenhofen. To do so, the VM 
system had to be incorporated into the existing SNA network. First, 
an MVS ystem running under VM was chosen as the SNA carrier system. 
Since this system only serves communication from ~Oln-Porz to 
Ober pfaffenhofen, it was possible to des i gn it to be very small. 
Nevertheless , °t tied up a lmost half of equipment capacity. To make 
matters worse , response times in interactive mode .with Oberpfaffen-
hofen were highly unsatis factory. Tuning was able to mitigate this 
ill but did not succeed i n eradicating i altogether . It became 
apparent here that it is not reasonable--at least on small equipment--
to employ MVS under VM in rou t ne operation. Thus , to i mprove response 
times in interactive communi cations with Oberpfaffenhofen, the MVS 
had to be replaced by another system. Systems found suitable for this 
include the DOS-System, which runs very efficiently under VM, and the 
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VM produc Pass-Through. 
When he ADV compu 
1983 , the MVS opera ing 
t Ie function 0 he S A 
occupied by the vir ual 
fic users. In th·s way, 
can be fur he improved. 
er sins alled a he KOln-Porz si e in F /58 
system running on his computer w·ll t e over 
c rrier sys em. The storage space thus f ar 
VS system can be made available to the scienti-
he interactive mode a the KOln-Porz site 
The second phas involves he attempt to win MVS-users in Oln-
Porz--as well as VS-users at all the 0 her sites--over to the VM/ 
CMS system. Only a ter this has been a ccomplished can he go 1 of 
the long-range plan be reached--namely, to carry out program develop-
ment in interactive mode under eMS at the individual sites and 
to conduc ba ch-processing centrally under MVS in Oberp a enho en. 
For this , the VM must firs be made available at the other si es. 
VM was installed in GOttingen at he close of 1982 ; plans cal for 
its installation in Braunschweig and Stuttgart in the near fu ure. 
VM also opens up areas of utilization , however, that go well 
beyond service to tradi ional users of data processing as witnessed 
thus far . With the VM system (using the s ame computer equipment and 
with the same response times), substan t i ally more video display screens 
can be operated in int ,ractive mode than is possible with the MVS/ 
TSO system . That ultinately translates t o mean that the cost per 
video-screen work stat·on is lowered. 
To be able to install more and cheaper video-display screen 
work stations also means to be able to introduce new, interactively-
oriented applications. Data processing can thus be offered to work 
sites to which it was previously inaccessible. Thus, in Fall 19 82--
in a cooperative arrangement with IBM--the IBM EPOS/80 product was 
installed for trial . This is a video-display-screen priented system, 
by \means of which cor respondence and appointment schedules (for example) 
can be managed by computer. The target group of this system includes 
management personnel at all levels. 
Offering a n operating system that is easy to learn and use 
also means being in a positivn to win those staff persons over to 
data processing who to date have found traditional data processing o n 
large computers arduous, l impenetrable, a nd ultimately unlearnable. 
The introduction of VM/CMS can also b e seen as an initial response 
to the challenge emanating from he increasingly less expensive /59 
personal computers • . In the still unpredictable personal-computer --
market, every buyer runs the risk of isolation, since many of the 
systems offered today will fall by the wayside in the course of market 
compe ition. In this regard, VM/CMS can help safeguard against 
chaotic development in the DFVLR . 
6. 1.3 New Operating Systems 
VM should not be interpreted solely as an alternative to acquiring 
personal computers, however. It has already become clear that the UNIX 
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op ra ng ys (dev loped by Bel Labo to ies) w'll ssume a 
impor an pos' ion ' n the 8m ll-compu e mar e T is sys e can 
be run under VM. In h case 0 one weI -kno n manu curer , U X 
has lready been implemented under ~. Another in eres ing develop-
ment, currently running in laboratory, consists of ins alling 
CMS on microco p u e Various possib l'ties emerge here--e.g., 
of th ay ' n hich rsona l compu ers and large compu ers opera ing 
under c n complemen each other in a mean ngful way. The users 
of personal compu e s can have he capabil't'es 0 he large computer 
at their disposa ,wi thou h v'ng 0 con end with di erent inter-
faces. On of he mos impor an a s in the years 0 come will be 
to fol ow deve opmen s in this a a closely nd 0 espond 0 them in 
a timely fashion. 
Th irst studies inves iga ing the pos ibil' y 0 employing 
persona compu e s in the DFVLR for the purposes of various user 
groups re currently being conducted in the Main Dept. for Central 
Da , a Processing. Presently, the UNIX opera 'ng system's being 
studied intensively on a personal computer manufactured by Periphere 
Computer Systems (PCS). This study should produce some statement 
concerning the possibilities of using such components in conjunction 
with large-computer systems installed at the DFVLR. 
6.2 User Systems 
In the ollowing sections , we will go just briefly into the most 
impqrt ant data management systems supervised by the Main Dept. Addi-
tiona user systems will be discussed extensively in Sections 7, /60 
10 , 11, and 13, among o thers . 
The IMS data-bank system has been available on . the central 
computer in Oberp affenhofen f or some time, but has increased lin 
timportance considerably since admin1strative data processing was c on-
verted 0 on-line systems. 
Data-bank systems , too, must be adapted continually to advances 
in technology and to new versions of opera ng ys ems. x ensive 
planning i s imperative when setting up, data bases, since the1r funda-
mental structure , on which a multitude of user programs are built, 
cannot be altered at a later date without considerable cost. Con-
sequently, an attempt to anticipate future developments must be made 
to the extent possible during the original planning phase. 
CICS 
In the past, only the IMS data-bank system (IMS/DB)--without its 
own access mechanism--was available on data-processing systems of the 
Dept. for Central Data Processing. It was utilized in "normal" 
interactive applications under TSO. Where a large number of t erminals 
are eing operated, however, a separate access system for data banks 
is considerably more economical. For this reason, the CICS system 
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(Custome norma ion Con rol Sys m)--w ic equ' es m ch less 
than IMS/DC ' n he ay of sys m resources-- as selec e and 
implemented. 
This prod ct, too , ust be con inually maintained nd developed. 
/61 
The produc SQL (S ructured Query Lang gel was implemented under 
th DOS ope a ing system for the purposes o f personnel management. with 
this produc ,i is possible to pose ad hoc queries to data banks, with-
ou i bing necessary for special applications programs to be developed 
fo such cases. 
The SQL sys em is ex remely user-friendly. I 0 fers many feature s 
tha can be uti lized economically and to good purpose not only for 
adm 'nistrative tasks but in scien i ic and technical applications as 
well. I is particularly helpful in the evaluation 0 experil .' n al 
data, which constitutes a large part of the scientific and technical 
applications. The Dept. for Central Data Processing is presently 
making a great effort to prepare this .product for the DFVLR, so that 
it can be made available to users as soon as possible. 
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7. or the Use 
Th advice and sup to the user represen the co of th ork 0 
centr da processing , in which persons rom 11 sec 'ons ta e par 
Sinc data proc ssing sys ems om dif eren manu ac rers are installed 
in the DFVLR (Federal G rman Aerona ' cs and Space Cen er) , more workers 
mu s be assigned to h "s central mission than would be necessary in 
homogeneously equippe d computer cente. Moreover , already because o f 
the grea v ariety of t he research produc ts whi ch are treated in the DFVLR 
a s pecially broad spec trum of problems a nd questions be considered which 
are involved i n the Cen ral Data Proces s i ng . 
Th i s g oup 0 problems includes : 
--general advice 0 the users i n the search for d efec ts 
--general advice over program libraries , program organ i zation , 
programming techniqu s 
--advice and support in problems of s o f tware e ngineer i ng and data 
organization 
--scientific advice in problem analyses, in the selectio n and 
ad justment of mathematical methods 
--es tablishment and adjustment of s bprograms and procedures 
--software suppor by problem analysis and e s tablishme n t o f s ets o f 
solutions un il the co plete working out of data process ing 
problems including the programming. 
The outlay with which the Central Data Processing supports the indi-
vidual users or user groups (establishments or projects) can range from 
several hours up to s everal man years. But even if the workers o f the 
Central Data Processing are connected over a long period with a very def -
ini t e project , such as for exam le i n the case of t he support o f the 
project of t he German-Dutch wind tunnel, on a l ong-term basis the 
experience and the k nowledge wh i ch h as appeared in such ~pecial cases 
benefits again all the users i n t h e DFVLR . 
7.1 Program Libraries 'a 'nd' Programming Aids 
For the d ifferent system environments and languages to an increasing 
extent, besides the i ndispensable program librarI es ' ,and speci al programs, 
increasingly complex and costly software products are being promoted and 
of f ered on the markets, which integrate different components through a 
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comfor table and re iably simple user interface nd h ve a broad s ctrum 
of p ossibilities 0 applica ' on. Examples 0 this are odern s atistical 
packets such as th SAS nd auxiliary programs fo the software engineering 
which can b e i oduced i n th dialogue and in the stacking opera'tio n as 
well as f or scientif'c prog ams, also to solve adm'nistrative or com-
mercial problems. 
The indicated developrnen increases the need of c oordinating and 
providing systematically for establishing software i th suitable aids , 
maintaining and documenting them. 
The WT-OV carried out market and requi ement analyses as well as 
product compar i sons for mathematical and technical software with the 
l ong-term goal of extending suitably the supply to he users in accordance 
- with the requireme n ts, the trend and the means available to t he WT-OV, and 
specifically with t he ollowing main elements now: 
--Program l i braries and combination into a method bank, 
--Integra t ed s ys tems to evaluate measuremen t data with the methods 
of sta isti cs and digital signal processi~g, 
--Software tools, 
--Information material on so tware prod cts and solutions of problems. 
These studies were also conducted wi th regard to the installation of 
a CRAY and the release of AP under M/CMS . They were also used to 
prepare a planned j oint study with the IBM on an integrated data analysis 
and management system ( IDAMS) which will be studied primarily within the 
framework of a six month preliminary study up to the end of 1983 . 
The first results include the substitut'on of the statist 'c 1 packets 
SPSS by SAS on the IBM 3 081 a nd the orthcoming implemen i on 0 OATS 11 
on the VAX in Goettingen to evaluate the measurement tao The program 
packet of the IEEE for the digital signal process 'ng should as far as /64 
possible be rele ased simultaneously f or the RA and the location com-
pu ter. 
Moreover it is provided t i nstall the tool pack system developed by 
various institut,ons in erica, which in egrate different software tools 
for the establishment , analysis and documentation of FORTRAN programs and 
a file system f or programs and test data . 
The investigations o f other program sys tems from the areas indicated 
are continued and specifically set up increasingly on the maximum capacity 
computer CRAY lS. Various catalogues, descriptions and comparisons of 
software products are available to the users. 
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7. 1.1 Lib aries 
S·nce September 1980 the IMSL (Intern tiona1 Mathematical and Sta is-
t ical Librar · es) a e available uniformly "n all loc t i ons. This ex tens · ve 
collection of subprograms i s thus in the entire DFVLR a standard library 
for dig · a1 rna th ana tical methods . Besides this the Central Data Proces-
sing has prepared a whole series of additional libraries and makes them 
avail ble to t he users. 
BSPLINE 
EISPACK 
HAROPT 
I TPACK 
LINPACK 
LLSQ 
RZLIB 
Interpolation and Approximation 
Solu tion of Eigenvalue Problems 
Linear and Nonlinear Optimizing with Linear and 
Nonlinear Secondary Conditions 
Iteration Method to Solve Large Linear Systems of 
Equa ions wi th We k1y Occupied Symme'trica1 Pos itively 
Def ' led Matrices 
Linear Algebra 
Compensation Calculation (Least Squares Problems) 
Subprograms Made vai1able by the Computer Center. 
Each of these l ibraries of subprograms is descr ibed in one or several 
handbooks , which are independent of e ch other n very different in their 
de tails and in the type of representation. This diversity impedes the /6 5 
user in t he search a nd i n t he se1ec ion of suitable subprograms. If in ---
particular several subprograms are available for the same group of prob-
lems i n different libraries, i is often difficult to establish which is 
the suitable one . 
Therefore the Central Data Processing has supplemented most descrip-
tions of the subprogram 1ibr ries wherever necjfsary and set them up 
uniformly according to the pattern of t he IMSL • 
7.1. 2 The NUMERIX I nforma ion Sys tem 
NUMERIX is an in ormation program developed in he Central Data Pro-
cess ing, with whic h the user can see the initial comments o f all the 
subprogram libraries offered. For practical work there are two further 
aids to the user offered by NUMERIX, and which are particularly helpful: 
--A s urvey can be obtained about the mathematical subprograms avail-
able in the Compu er Center, by ;··i ndica ing or printing on the dis-
play screen the content data of the program group . In particular, 
d e s criptions of all subprograms of a group of problems can be 
indicated independently of the library to which these subprograms 
belong. . ... , .. 
3) TO maintain this pattern exactly was impossible for all subprograms 
because of t he considerable cost, and also because it was not reasonable 
in case of well-documented l i braries because of the ratio of costs to the 
possible improvements . But it was achieved approximately for most li-
braries . The LLSQ and HAROPT cannot be worked out within a foreseeable 
time because of the want of personnel. 
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--Informatio may be obtained in " tutorials" 0 characteristics of 
;'. the individual libraries. 
UMERIX works jus like the SPF in menu techn "que and is co trolled 
by the user through inputs and by means 0 the PF keys . Help screens 
are.·auailable for the menus discussing the poss "ble inputs in greater 
detail . For each program l "br ry moreov r tutorial is available which 
contains the details of the pplication of this program library. /66 
The descr "ption of the subprograms are stored in a VSAM-data file, 
the individual type of acces s are stored by two auxiliary data files 
and s et keys. f the descriptions change o r a new program library must 
be connected , only these··data files need to b e changed, while the program 
itsel remains unaltered . 
7.2 Project of he German-Dutch Wind Tunnel (DNW) 
This project is a charac teristic example of t he support o f the user 
through t he main sec tion o f the Central Data Processing within the frame-
work of a certain firmly outlined problem which exte nds i n t his case over 
several years. 
The German-Dutch Wind Tunnel (D ) is a low speed wind tunnel with 
exchange ble measurement distances which is available to all establish-
ments from the industry and research, especially the aircraft industry, 
which deal with problems of aerodynamics . It was established as an 
independent establishment of the two national research organizations 
Na tional Lucht- en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium (National Air and Space Lab-
oratory) and the Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft und 
Raumfahrt (D VLR). The parent associations cooperated from the begin-
ning in he planning and layout of the DNW. 
7.2. 1 Planning 
From the beginning the Main Section of the Central Data Processing , 
bes ides other institutions of the DFVLR collaborated with the technical 
divisions of the NLR in the development and implementation of the concept 
for data processing within the framework of a functional support and 
lat er a finalization support. The purpose o f t h is collaboration was to 
provide the experience o f the DFVLR as one 0 the parent a ssociations 
and to establ ish a totally automatic computer supported experimental 
plant. 
In 1977 the data processing concep was establish e d including a /67 
proposal for computer selection. It was christened : 
SNW-DARS (Data Acquisition and Reduction System) 
and provides for a computer network in which the functions are distributed 
over several computers. 
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The compu er network consists of· several subsystems : 
-- the MARS op r ational system (meas urement, evaluation, regulation, 
and control) and 
--the prepara ' on and back-up system VENUS (preparation, ca i bration, 
adjustment and simulation) . 
MARS and VENUS were c onnected i n the s hape o f s tar e ach with one 
leading computer as node s and further subsystems to s u pport the indivi -
dua l components of the DNW. The networks are connected with each other. 
7. '2.2 Implement·a ·tion 
The Central Data Processing has taken up within the framework of 
functional support he d e sign and implementa ion of the total software 
for the leading computer of MARS and its subsystems as we l l as for th e 
corresponding components of ~VENUS, except f or the subsys t em f or t he 
ex t e rnal balance. The software f or the experimental evaluat i on and its 
components in VENUS is being developed for the NLR. 
In 1978 the design and implementation of software started. This 
included the studies for the software 
•• o f the leading computer, 
.• t he network protocol and 
•• the s ubsys ems 
- - STS (Sting Support System); 
--SDA (Static Data Acquisition) ; 
--WTC (Wind Tunnel Control). 
In the middle of 1980 the software had reached a level in the pre- /68 
l iminary variant which permitted a limited operation of the tunnel . At 
the beginning of 1981 an important milestone was reached with t h e ready 
for operation level , which a llowed a semiautomatic experimental operation 
inc luding the subsystem WTC, SDA, STS with pregiven nominal value. 
7.2. 3 Finalization Support 
On t he basis of the first experience t he s tudies continued . They 
include: 
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•. t he development 0 a subsystem for acoustic me asurements (ADA); 
•• i n collaboration with the DNW the development of a subsystem f or 
t he power unit simulation (TPS); 
•• the establishment of the c ompone nts f or VENUS; 
•• t he reworking of t he operator interface for the totally automati c 
experime ntal operation (setpointing and scheduling: SAS); 
•• i ntegration o f the EXB. . 
As a consequence of important requirements, the Jneshi!l9 of the MARS 
network was ' plemented. 
Finally stud'es are bei g carried ou for: 
.·.the finishing and implementa ion , 
•. the software for totally automatic operation , 
.• ·the subsystem for acoustic measurements, 
.. a c omprehensive extension of the on-line data presentation on the 
leadi~g computer independently of the evaluation of the tests. 
7. 3 Train'ing 
Special attention was devoted by the Central Data Processing to 
training and advanced training of the users , Becaus more than other 
i nstitutions of the DFVLR the Central Da Processing offers tools which 
are used by the users themselves and are often modified and adjusted to 
their requirements. But t his is only possible if the users are suffic- .' 
iently acquainted and knowled~able about the programs and program systems 
offered by the Central Data Processing, how they" c'im be applied reasonably 
a nd economic ally. 
In many training courses and lectures therefore in all locati ons the 
users are ins truc ted about the properties of the da ta processing systems 
i nstalled i n the DFVLR with new program products and system components, 
wi th mathema ' cal methods and prC? g:-amrning speeches. 
The group of topics for training and advanced training includes the 
very time consuming establishment of the training documents and the care 
of the documentation fo r the many program products. This problem, 
without wh ' ch a reasonable and economi c us e of the data processing 
sys tem is no t possible at all, requires a cons id r able amount of the 
personal capacity of the main section, when this prob em has to be 
solved to an increasing extent by means of computer supported text 
processing. 
Tb the extent to which the data processing is penetrating also in 
areas which have nothing or little to do with the classical areas of 
digital data processing, the main division has in addition the problem 
of introducing workers to the working procedure and reasoning of elec-
tronic data processin_, while these' workers had previously solved their 
problems w'th totally different aids and ' thods. Text processinq, 
graphs, office automation , 'nf rmation manaqement a e catchwords "which 
indicate entirely new working regions of the Central Data Processing. 
Since they correspond a l east partly an entirely new group of users , 
they a lso raise totally new problems fo training and care f or the main 
division in the training of mathematical and technical assistance to /70 
which the Centra l Data Processing has devoted i tself for several years, 
and on which a report is given 'in Section 14, p~ge 132. 
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PART III: PROBLEMS AFFECTING THE LocATION 
8. Compu ter Ne-tworks and Cornrnunica tions 
Compu ter Concept and Compu ter etworks 
The computer concept of the DFVLR from 1976 provided data processing 
plant s of medium c apacity in all research centers of the DFVLR swell 
as a central lar computer in Oberpfaffenhofen with which even higher 
require ents for computer capacity could be satisfied. This concept 
requires necessarily that users from -the remaining locations can have 
access to he central large computer. 
With the first large computer Amdahl 470 V/6 therefore besides 
Oberpaffenhofen dialogue instruments and stacking stations were installed 
in fou research centers which were connected directly with the central 
large computer. This -- type of supply corresponded in 1977 very well to 
the state of the art , Ibu t was not sa tisfac tory for the users of the 
cornpu ter center. 
Therefore great efforts were made in the Central Data Processing to 
set up a compu~er network on the basis of the SNA concept. This SNA 
concept connects today all the data processing plants with IBM structure 
wi th each other and llows the access of all instruments to )the centrally 
located large computers in Oberpfaffenhofen. 
In the connection of the universal computers in the DFVLR a special 
role was played by the project SNATCH. Only wi t h the results and exper-
ience o f this project was it possible to connect with each other com-
pu ters by dif ferent manufacturers i nto a common network (sec tion 8.1 
gives details on this). 
Another great step forwards on the way to a well built up computer 
ne twork which is applicable for many problems was the decision to i nclude 
the process computers existing i n large numbers into an integrated data 
processing supply system and thus create an overall more economic and 
more powerful process data processing procedure (see section 9). 
Local Networks 
The DFVLR tackled already very early the problem of the local networks 
(Local Area Networks - LAN). The process computers existing in large 
numbers have to be i ncluded in the general data processin$ supply system 
so that the requirements on the central operating means are reduced and 
thus the process computer system scattered in all the establishments 
could be operated more economically than previously. 
Already in 1978 a set of solutions for connecti ng process computers 
developed by the Association for Heavy Ion Research (GS), Darmstadt, to 
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the company Digital Equipmen on the reques t of t he DFVLR , a concept 
which t oday can sti ll compete wi th the components off er ed on the marke t. 
This concept makes it poss i ble for the data ·from processes with high data 
rates to be transmitted from and to the local computers available on the 
site. 
The goal of the studies of the Central Data Processing is to extend 
the local ne works and prepare them for new areas of application. The 
catchwords process data processing , text processing, office communications 
and working place sys ems play a prominent role in this connection. 
_ Naturally the normalization and standardization i n this region has not 
progressed so f ar that the l ocal net works can immedi a tely be available 
on c a ll or these applications. However the development in this area 
has be en f ol l owed a ttentively by the Central Data Processing so that 
this service can l~ offered at the earliest possible time for users in 
the DFVLR. 
8.1 The SNATCH Pr·oJe·ct 
8.1. 1 Purpose ·of· the Pr·ojeet 
With t he connection of the five computer centers in Oberpf a ffenhofen , 
Goettingen , Braunschweig, Koeln-Porz and Stutt gart to a main d ivision in 
the DFVLR the organizational prerequisites were also ob tained for a c om-
pu ter network . This netwo k was to connec i n future the universal com-
puter · n the locations with each other in such a way that the workers / 75 
of the DFVLR of all five research centers could have access to the power 
spec trum of all the connected systems. 
The special element of this statement of the problem was that a 
he terogeneous connection of the Siemens a nd IBM systems had to be created . 
Becau se in the DFVLR then ( nd even today) - both Siemens plants wi th the 
BS2000 operating system and IBM plants or IBM c ompa t i ble plants with t he 
MVS operating system are used. The statement of the pr oblem ari s i ng from 
this s ituation can be outlined briefly: 
Both IBM and Siemens offer hard and software products, with which 
their own data processing systems and final equipments can be con-
nected into networks. These products are based on manufacturers 
specific sys tem architectures , which establish the r ules f or the 
communication, t he so-called protocol be tween the final partners 
invol ved (i ns truments , programs, subsystems) at different logi cal 
levels and the possible f orms of cross-linking. In the IBM we 
talk of SNA (SNA = .Systems e twork Architecture) in Siemens of 
TRANSDATA networks. 
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The network sys ems of both manufacturers allow a user controlled 
function 1 connection .of the processi~g computers (hosts), the pre-
liminary computers (fr,ont end and network node computer 's) and the 
final instruments (tetminals). Such a connection offer s mainly the 
followinq capaci ies· 
.• access at choice to the differen ho,st systems i n dialogue 
operation ( ime sharing); 
.. access at choice to different host systems in stacking operation 
(remote job entry); 
•• communication between user programs or subsystems in the same or 
for different hosts. 
Although the capacities of the S A and TRANSDATA networks are very 
s imilar, it is not directly possible to connect with each other the IBM 
and Siemens system into a heterogeneous unctional connection. This 
s tement applies naturally also for systems of o ther manufacturers, 
c ine the communication protocols which are used i n the different system /76 
archi tectures are not compatible (incompatible) with those of other 
manufacturers. The network architectures of the manufacturers existing 
today are therefore called closed. 
The cause for the occurrence of closed architectures was the want 
of standards in the area of data communications. A proposal for the 
imp 1 entation of open architectures was proposed for the first time in 
1978 and later improved by the ISO (International Organization for Stan-
dardization) with its "Reference Model for Open Systems" . This model 
includes seven logical communication layers and gives the framework for 
the development of un ·form protocols. 
On t he four l ower layers the rules are established for: 
1. the physical proper ties of the lines (transmissi on lines), 
2. the structure and processing of news be tween two neighboring 
network nodes, 
3. the routing of news in the network and 
4. the data transmission free from losses between two terminals. 
On layers 5 to 7 which lie upon the others, it is regulated how the 
partners in a network, which could . be terminal equipment, programs, pro-
gram systems and then finally users, can communicate with each other. 
For the transport oriented lower four layers of t he ISO model mean-
while international standard recommendations are available or are 
expected shortly. ,The development of protocols and their standardization 
for application oriented and therefore more complex higher ISO layers 5 
to 7 will however take at least five more years. ' 
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The purpose, .spec· i~ lly openness", that is compa ibi i Y of the 
manuf cturer networks has however no ye been reached, · 0 this purpose 
na urally the manuf cturers mus implement their own networks according 
to he SO archi ec ure, that ·s they mus t ei ther replace their previous 
pr otocols by the sanda d"ized ones or at least provide transitions to /7 7 
them. Whe her and where the m nufacturers would be prepared to do so 
canno be estim ed ye today. 
This s tuation had to be taken into consideration from the beginning 
with the plans of the DFVLR. Therefore he basic idea of the DFVLR was 
t o s a from the one work systems now available from the manufacturers 
and to study on the example of the SNA and TRANSDATA whether the mutual 
o ening o f the closed networks is also possible in the sense of the ISO 
r ference model when he products of the manufacturer are introduced 
unaltered. The product named SNATCH which stands for SNA and TRANSDATA 
Coupl ing of Hosts, reflects this procedure. 
8.1. 2 Method o"f S"Ol\lti"OIl and Desigll crt t 'er"· a 
For the SNATCH project the following procedure was selected for the 
solution: The data processing systems of the manufacturers concerned 
were connected into a homogeneous, manufacturer specific partial network, 
t hat is the systems with IBM structure were connected into an SNA ne work 
a nd the Siemens system with the BS2000 operating system into a TRANSDATA 
network. Both partial networks are connec ed with each other through an 
image forming system, Gateway , on an equali y basis into a total network. 
In t his connection the purpose is to transmi t the functional connection 
in each homogeneous manufacturer partial network a s completely as pos-
s ible to the heterogeneous total network. 
The Gateway software is implemented with a Siemens network computer. 
This processor acts as a logical communications channel between both 
manufacturer partial networks and specifically in such way that each 
partial network considers the image forming system and the foreign partial 
network as a continuation of itself. Only the software in the Gateway 
"knows" that on one side a TRANSDATA network, and on the other side an 
SNA network has been connec ed (Figure 12). 
The image forming system converts for this purpose the communication 
protocol of one network into the corresponding protocol of the other net-
work in both directions. The impor tant steps in this connection are: 
•• the convers·on of the protocols o f the transport systems and on /78 
thcis basis 
•• the conversion o f the higher processing oriented protocols which 
are used partly outside" the architectures, by instruments and 
software subsystems. 
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Figure 12: The Gateway concept of SNATCH . Key: (1) process i ng 
cc:.mputer; (2) preliminary computer; (3 )" o r; (4) world . 
This method of solution takes into account moreover the following 
design c riteria: 
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•• Symmetrical Connection 
All computers (hosts), user stations (termi nals) and subsystems 
(application) take part equally in t h e connection without limi-
ta tion o f the network architec tures i nv olve d • 
•• Invariancy of the Operating Systems 
The operating systems of the hosts and the communication c om-
puters (front end compu ters and network node c omputers) in par-
ticular the methods of a ccess f or data t r ansmiss i on, can be used /79 
without alterations. Thus the maintenance problem can be solved • 
• • Portabili y 
The tota l network i ncluding the Gateway can be given its config-
ura t i o n by generation. Thus the image forming software can be 
transferred to cases of application' outside the DFVLR . 
•• Possibility of Extens on 
The anufacturers' s p e c ific protocols are converted through inter-
mediate mutual protocol s connec ted . This leads t h e poss i b i l i ty 
ope n o f us ing if n ecessary an open packet transmission network 
on the X.25 base (DATEX-P) and connecting further manufacturer 
architectures. 
8.1. 3 Course 0 
The basic prelimina y inves ig hich led 0 he desc ·bed 
Gateway concep e e ca ied ou . in 97S and 1979 in collabora ·on wi h 
siemens AG. The ctua1 SNATCH projec began ear y in 1980 and was sup-
ported by the Fede al ·nis y or Resea ' ch nd Technology (BMFT). ithin 
the framewor 0 a coopera ion agreemen w · h Siemens AG since h n the 
studies have been carrie ou under the p ojec leadershiF 0 the D VLR 
by a cammon team (between 10 and 15 persons) consisting of workers from 
the DFVLR, Siemens AG and advisors r om other software companies in the 
main division of he Central Data Process ing in Oberpfaffenhofen. Since 
1981 the team has also been working i th the Computer Center 0 the 
Mannheim University and since 1982 with the Federal Criminology Office 
of Wie sbaden (BKA). 
By the end of 1982, the original end of the period of support by the 
BMFT all the planned partial stages of the projects were completed on 
schedule . In t his connection the following functions for the hetero-
geneous IBM/Siemens computer connection were implemented in a basic v.ariant 
of SNATCH: 
Program Connection 
Program-program communication through the VTAM- and DCAM- user 
interfaces (VTAM and DCAM are the methods of access of IBM and 
Siemens for remote data proce ssing). 
Dia l og Connection 
The dialogue access of Siemens data visual stations to t he sub-
systems to the IBM hosts for subscriber operation (TSO = Time 
Sharing Option), operation on a share basis (IMS = Information 
Management System, CICS = Customer Information Control System) 
and network control ( CCF = etwork Communications Control Facility) 
also in the reverse direction. 
Dialog access of the I BM data visualization stations to the sub-
systems in the Siemens BS 2000 hosts for subscriber operation 
(TIAM = Terminal Interactive Access Method) and operation on a 
shared basis (UTM = Universal Transaction Monitor ). 
Network Job Connection (NJE = Network Job Entry) 
Transmission of jobs which are collected by an IBM Subsystem f or 
Static Processing JES2/NJE on plates (lion spools") on a Siemens 
subsystem for stack processing RBAM and inver sely. Thus it is 
a lso possible to have file transfer between any host computers 
and the heterogeneous network. 
The NJE function requires i n the BS2000 host a software system which 
simulates a JES2 subsystem of the IBM. This software was produced by 
the Computer Center o f the Mannheim University and tested jointly with 
the SNATCH development team. 
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Bec s of e osi v esul s the su por p riod by th BMFT was 
ex tended until 30 June 1983 so ha he sys could be tested i n t he 
pilot Ian nd ossib ' l ' ti s 0 expansion co ld be stud'ed. Within 
the framewo 0 coope ion with the BKA d ur i ng this period additional 
connection func ' ons were also a chieved , specifically: 
Prin -ou connec ion 
Prin -out of tex and d ata of the IBM subsystems TSO, IMS nd 
CICS or user writ en VTAM appl icat i on pr~grams on the printing 
sta ions of Siemens , and ' nversely 
Pr in -out o f tex a nd d ta from the S 'emens subsystems TIAM and 
UTM .. or user written DCAM application programs on t he IBM printing 
s a ions . 
Possibility of connection of Siemens BSl OOO systems 
8. 1.4 Introduct'ion of the S ATCH G'a'te\Olay 
The DFVLR introduces the S ATCH software or the equivalent coupling 
of the Siemens BS2 00 0 plant in Stuttgar with the IBM- S A network of the 
other locations . Thus the original problem of creating a computer con-
nection for all ive locat'ons of the DFVLR has been solved completely. 
The results of the S ATCH project are however of an importance much 
more than for t h e DFVLR. During the entire period of the pro ject data 
processing o f ficials from many public establishments and economic enter-
pri s e s have visited the main division of the Central Data Processing and 
obtained information as to how their TRANS DATA and IBM networks can be 
coupled by means of the S ATCH Gateways. The Siemens AG as part ner in 
cooperation with the DFVLR has decided with regard to the large number 
of enquiries to take over t e SNATCH system in their standard product 
spectrum. Since the middle of 1983 it has bee n offered on the market 
under the pr oduc t name of TRANSIT-CD. 
Since the middle o f 1982 the SNATCH/TRANSIT-CD software was installed 
with the s uppor t o f the development team also out side the DE'VLR. In 
July, 1983 the f ollowi ng pilot plants had been completed: 
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.• DFVLR 
•• Mannheim University 
•• The Federal Criminology Office of Wiesbaden (BKA) 
•. The Computer Association of Konstanz (CGK) 
•• Deutsche Bank Eschborn 
•• Bayer AG Leverkusen 
.• Volvo Sweden 
In he co 
. • D imier 
. • 0 ba 
n'es . 
tuttq r 
aefen 
insta a ons a e a so 0 eseen or 1 0 1983 A se 'es 0 other 
compan'es have announced their in eres n SNATCH ong othe s, among 
others he company Axel Sp inger Publ'shing Company, Hambu g and Berlin, 
Dresdner Bank , Commerzbank, Deu sch Bundesbank, Pos and Telecommuni-
cations Technology Central Of ice (PTZ and FTZ), Bosch, Blaupunkt, /82 
Deutscher R ' ng de Bausp kassen, Ortskrankenkassen of Schleswig 
Holstein, S eyr-Oaimie -Puch of Aus ia. 
Because 0 he grea interest of he users Siemens AG signed a con-
rac with the OF R or he second semes er of 1983 0 extend the 
SNATCH/TRANSIT CD system in a second version in such a way that the 
termi Is can also be connec ted directly to the Gateway computer. Thus 
the system can also be introduced economically by users with smaller 
networks. Another extension of the product is expected. 
8.1. 5 Evaluation and Prospects 
In the S ATCH projec it was shown on the example of two important 
manufacture network architectures, that closed manu acturers' networks 
can be opened through the Gateway technique. In particular it was proved 
thus tha even he higher processing oriented communications protocols 
c n be converted practically into each other in an image forming com-
puter . So far no comparable systems are known around the world which 
implement the coup ing of networks through Gateways taking into account 
the higher protocols. 
The results of the project were introduced directly into the indus-
try, on one hand in the form of a marketable product, on the other hand 
as an extensive know-how. Thus the DFVLR.has made a concrete contri-
bution to the technology transfer. 
The results of the SNATCH project are important because of the 
rapidly increasing importance of compu er networks. Moreover because 
of the intense market pressure of S A networks for the German data pro-
cessing industry (here the Siemens AG), they are under the present point 
of view of particular significance for market strategy. Now that the 
Siemens BS2000 computers or entire TRANSDATA networks can be coupled 
with networks of the market leader by means of the SNATCH, the danger 
that the BS2000 system would be driven out by systems not manufactured 
i n Germany (and therefore the loss of jobs) has decreased perceptibly. 
For the DFVLR the knowledge acquired in the SNATCH project represents 
the basis for further studies in the area of computer connection and for 
data communication. Thus for example the participation in the structure /83 
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of th Germ n Res c e or (OF) ' s ovided. The OF is 
open co puter connection for research s abl ' shmen s, universi ' 
indu y an s hould mak ava ' lable od a cdmmunic tio s 
scie e mas d' en d ' scip ines. °Th main 
Cent al Daa Processing in ends to implemen ° just as fa 
Gatew y t chn'que' he access to the DFN for Siemens and I M systems 
and 1 er in collaboration with the research °area of communication 
techno ogy and exploration of the DFVLR will work out the satellite 
commun ca ion and connect ' on of computer networks of other countries 
to the OF • 
Pa allel to this i t is studied how ano her impor an manu acturer 
archi ecture, he D A (Digital etwork Architecture) of the Digital 
~ Equipmen Cor oration (DEC) can be connected to the SNA and the TRANS-
DATA. A function 1 connection between the systems of these manufactu ers 
is urgently required in the DFVLR to connec the DEC systems operating 
in large number with the large computer network. 
At the i n erna ional level the contacts to t e Chinese Aeronautical 
Establishment (CAE) and the Indian Space Research Or9anization (ISRO) 
are f urther extended. Both institutions are intere.ted in using the 
exper i ence of the main division of the Central Data Processing of the 
DFVLR in joint projects . 
8.2 In ernational Collaboration 
The DFVLR has been working for a long time in different areas of 
air and space research with comparable institu ion of other countries , 
exchanging scientis s and holding workshops in which subjects are dis-
cussed which are in the joint interests of individual establishments. 
I n the area of the operation of universal computers the main division 
of the Central Data P ocessing of the DFVLR had made con act with the 
Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO = Indian Space Research Organ-
ization) and in 1981 with the Chinese Aeronautical Organization (CAE = 
Chinese Aeronautical Establishment) and discussed the areas in which a 
collaboration is possible. In both cases the working region of the /84 
computer network proved to be suitable. 
8.2. 1 The Collaboraotion with ISRO in the OICNET Project 
Just like the DFVLR the I SRO is distributed geographically i n dif-
f erent locations. In the individual centers systems o f the manufacturers 
CDC, Univac, and DEC (VAX 11) as well as a real time network with IRIS 
systems are oper ating. A connection of these systems to a heterogeneous 
computer network is most desireable for the ISRO quite similarly to the 
situation for the DFVLR. 
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The collabor ation with ISRO began he b~ginning 0 1982 with the 
j o i nt pr ojec t o f DI CNET (DFVLR- I SRO Compu e e work. In his projec 
t h e experie nce acquired on both sides from t he operation of computers 
f rom differen t manu acturers and the kno "edg obta ined f om pre v ious 
c ompu t er coupling projects will be used and" a software s ystem will b e 
developed which": 
• . a llo ws the ISRO to conn ct the existing uni vers al computers int o 
a f unctional connection , while th manufacturers n e work software 
DECnet will be used in front end c omputers of the types PDP-II or 
VAX-II a s tra spor veh"cles, 
• • t h e DFVLR will make poss ible an a cces s o f computers o f the type 
PDP- II a nd VAX-II , which are connected through DECnet, on IBM 
compatibl systems i n the SNA network. 
The function s 
• . t ransmission of job s t o a t arget computer and re turn of job out-
put, 
•• d ta t r ans fel. , 
• • d i alogue access in line ode (for IBM also in ful l screen mode) , 
.• i ntertask communication 
will b e made possible successively . between the heterogeneous sys~ems. 
The technical solution provides that as f ar as possible hardware / 85 
and s oftware systems available on the market be ta en as basis for the 
trans it 'on .etwe en the ystems of different manufacturers, these are 
~ow day s a lly instrument emulators. Because of the DEC systems 
exis ing b oth for the ISRO and. for the DFVLR, they will proceed in this 
connection froIr\ the emulators in the DEC computers for IBM, CDC and 
Un i va , connections and supplement them by network software developed by 
t hemselves s o that the DECnet c an be used as transport system between 
t\>10 l a r g e compu ers (in the ca e of the ISRO) or one DEC system and 
one large compu t r (in the case of the DFVLR). The communication 
c o pnection u sed is f'rst a convention 1, ground-bound rented connection 
(Te lex , tele phone or suchlike). But from the beginnin the software is 
laid o u t i n such a w y that it can also be used for a satellite connection . 
This pra gm ic principle of solution which can be considered as the 
t echnical alternative to the Gateway pr"nciple of the SNATCH project, 
wa s chose n to keep the costs of e de elopment as low as possible. 
For the cas e of ap ic tion for the DFVL it is planned to introduce 
t he DICNET sof tware whi ch a llows a nonsymmetric al access o f DEC s ystems 
through t he IBM large c omputers as an int ermediate stage until it is pos-
sible to replace i t by the planned symmetrical solution of a DEC/IBM 
Gateway. 
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The go al of he projects will be 'achieved in the f o llowing phases: 
1. Access to a local or remote universal compu ter t hrough the 
d evices exis ing on process computer 
2. Access to a remote universal computer through the devices 
ex' sting on a universal computer 
More over t he preliminary studies for the subsequent phases provide for: 
.• transmission of mass data through a satellite c o nnection 
•• Gateway solution for the transition be ween the DECnet and the S A. 
The OICNET projec will be completed by the end of 1984. On the 
I ndian side on the average about one and on the Germa n side abou t 1 . 5 
man years/year will be applied to the j o int pro j ect. To spread the know-
how as widely as pos sible and t o achieve the best possible training, the /86 
Indian guests scientists who are collaborating in the project in Oberpfaf----
fenhofen will be repl aced every s ix months. 
8.2. 2 . Collaboration with the CAE 
In 1981-1982 the Central Da Processing received three guest scientists 
f rom the Institute for Computer Procedures of the CAE in Xian, China for 
s tudy periods of half to one year. The main point of the training lay 
in the subject 0 structure and operation o f homogeneous manufacturer 
specific computer networks (in particula r t h e TRANSDATA o f S iemens and 
the SNA of IBM) and the implementa ion of a h eterogeneous computer 
connection in the SNATCH project. 
Thr e worker s of the main division o f Central Data Processing mor eover 
held a t wo week course on thi s g r oup of topics i n t h e f al l o f 1981 i n 
Xian . 
The exchange of workers 's continued n ow. A Ch i nese g u e s t has once 
again visited for four months t h e Computer Cen ter of Obe r pfa ff nhofen t o 
acquire special knowledge in the generation and managemen t o f t he Siemens 
TRANSDATA network. 
In the fall of this year another group of workers 0 the Central Da ta 
Processing will travel . 0 China to hold a two week course on problems of 
the oper ation o f c ompu centers , t h e c omputer network and opera ting 
systems. , Moreover the possibilities o f implementing concretely the 
relationships in the form of joint projects will be discussed. 
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9. Process Data Proc'essing 
9.1 Introduction 
Up 0 1979 the Cen ra Data Processing had restricted itself mainly 
to the supply of serv 'ces for the universal computer. Only in the 
Research Center of Goettingen is there already a irect support of some 
experiments. Here an on-line measuremen data process'ng was implemented 
by means of a coupling between the wind tunnels and the on-si e computer. 
The satis actory result in Goettingen , .It primarily the increasing 
requirements of the institutes and establishments of the DFVLR for 
_ power ul sys ems for measurement data processing , and specifically not 
only or the pure evaluation but primarily for the management of large 
amounts of measurement data , cause the WT sector to take up this specialized 
area. The Central Data Processing was assigned t o the d'evel0tment of a 
proc e s s computer concept and local process computer networks in co nection 
with t he overall computer concept of the DFVLR. 
The initial situa ion was just as unsatisfactory as a few years before 
for the universal computers . In i nstitutes and establishments there were 
many autonomous process computer plants with the most different operating 
systems. The consequences were obvious: 
•• unfavorable operating conditions, because t here were too many 
manufacturers; 
•• costly peripheral equipmen , because there were autonomous systems 
.• little or inadequately maintained software because 0 the too high 
costs 0 purchase and maintenance for the individual institute; 
•• unprofessional connection of scientific personnel , because each 
experimenter carries out routine problems of data processing on 
his process computer (system care, search for defects, among others). 
The objective sought by the Central Data Processing was to reduce the 
costs for process data processing by suitable measures such as: 
•• standardizatio 
.• central proc ess computer with adequate configuration (location /88 
process computer ) , 
•• process comput rs at the site of the experiments with minimum con-
figuration r 
.• centr al care 
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and simultaneously im rovi?g their. ·capacities. To this end a concept was 
developed in whi ch the considerations of the Central Data Processing , the 
problem s tatements a nd the desires ·of the users, the developments of 
hardware a nd software of the pas t y ears and the company policy goals of 
the DFVLR were included . 
9. "2 The P ocess Compu ter Concept 0 the WT Sector 
The capacities in this concep represent the services provided to t he 
i nstitute and establishments of he DFVLR. The concept contains both 
c entral and decentralized elemen s and is s o f lexible that it can satis-
fy the requirements 0 any reserach center. 
Standardiza tion of· the Hard'War·e and Software 
The standardization nd unification of t he hardware and software 
crea tes the prerequisites for saving of costs in the establishment and 
operation (favorable conditions in purchase, central component service, 
cent.ral care for software, framework contracts). 
computer Connection 
The access to othe , especially central, resources of the local pro-
cess compu er connection allows the reduction to the minimum of the con-
figurations on the site and because of the greater comfort shortens the 
time for program development. Through the coupling of the on-site process 
computer-site computers the process computers can have access t o all the 
resources which are connected to the computer network of the DFVLR. 
Central Process Computers with Adequate Configuration 
The central resources used j o intly allow a better utilization. Having 189 
the configurations allow the implementation of powerful software products 
which benefit through the local connection all the operators, especially 
those with process computers of minimum configuration. 
Process Computers with Minimum Con iguration on the Site 
By using standard workplaces with minimum configuration (including 
the interfaces) investment and maintenance costs are reduced and planning 
and implementation · times shortened. 
Central Care 
The central care relieves the operator of the process data processing 
unit from the implementation and maintenance of the operating system and 
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sys tem co ponents, offers them a wide~y a s sorted user support and gives 
them thus mOre t ime for their own r eserach problems . 
Figure 13 shows t he hardware structure of .the proc e s s c ompu tei con-
c e p t an~ ind icates clearly t he relation with the computer c oncept of the 
DFVLR . 
Function Descrip ion of the On-Site Process Computer ' ("SPR) 
The on-site process computers have the following functi ons : 
• • support of the software development of the terminal of the 
p rocess data processing workplace (PDA) 
•• ex e nsive "quick-look" calculations a nd their presentation on the 
PDA through simple "graphic peripher y " 
•• on-1ine process data processing (reduc tion) f o r large computers 
•• s pecia1 evaluations (for example real time) which cannot be carrie d 
out on t h e on-site computers 
•• p owerfu1 software products 
•• mass storages for PDA 
•. powerfu1 periphery f o r PDA (for example fast printer, fast p l otter) 
•• testing of new software components. 
Moreover these systems are taken for training a nd instructin g the users 
in t h e area of process data processing. 
The basic equipment of the on-site process computers include working 
storages , plate storages, magnetic tapes , fa s t printers and plotter s. Th e 
system s o f tware i ncludes multi -user operating systems, comb i ned wi th 
suitable network sof tware. The further e quipment i s s et up according to 
the requirements of the users in t h e research centers. 
Functional Description of the Process Data· Processing Workplace's (PDA) 
The process data processing workplace is the connecting element between 
the c ompu t er system on one hand and the pr oce ss o r u s er o n t h e other . Th e 
"computer system" can be any component which can b e connected with the PDA 
through the computer network. The functions of the PDA are derived f rom 
this: 
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Figure 13: Structure of the process computer concept of the DFVL • 
Key : (1) large computer complex; (2) central large computer; (3) on-s ite 
universal computer ; (4) on-site process c omputer: (5) autonomous process 
computer ; (6 ) front-end process computer; (7) process data proce ssing 
workplace (PDA); (8) experiment or special interface; (9) standard or 
special interface; (10) process ; (11) autonomous systems; (12) standard 
systems; (13) dedicated systems; (14) process computer concept • 
•• control of the process interfaces f or the process data recording 
and process control in real time including quick-look, 
•• connecting element between process interface and on-site process 
c omputer, 
•• data preparation and data reduction , 
•• real time tests on the experiment. 
The equipment of the process data processing workplace is arranged 
according to the requirements of the process period. Workplaces can be 
autonomous systems, on-site workpla ces or dedicated systems. If the 
interface s t o the process are standard interfaces , they are made avail-
able by the Central Data Processing; if they are special interfaces, 
then the main division of Applied ' Data Technology is the responsible 
section. 
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Central Ca e and User suppor 
The Central Data Processing provides for its users the experience 
and the knowledge t heir workers h ve acquir.ed i n handling complex systems. 
The care inc ludes among others t he implementation and maintenance of 
operating sys tems and system components. The user support include s a 
broad s pectrum of services: 
• • Planning 
Establishmen and extens i on of existing on-s i te concepts (on-s ite 
process computers, process data processing workplaces and local 
networks) within the framework of e business order f or the data 
processing commissions in the DFVLR . 
" •. Training 
Courses on system and network software, languages, process data 
processing . 
• .Advice 
In the application of system and network software as well as the 
available sof tware products in problem analysis and in the search 
for defects. 
• • Development 
Of software close to the system, user programs with general pos-
s ibilities of application and user compatible procedures . 
•• Interface adjustment 
. • Collaboration on plans and projects. 
An important prerequisite for an effective user support by the Central 
Data Processing is constant talking with the users. But close collaboration 
with other establishments of the DFVLR, which are working on the problems 
of process data processing is almost as important. This includes mainly 
the main division of applied data technology (WT-DA) which yields wi th 
the concept, specifications and implementations of dedicated process 
cornpu ter systems. 
The main element of the work of the WT-DA lies in this connection in 
the development of special interfaces and their embedding in a standard-
PDPl l environment (hardware, firmware, operating system expansion), sys-
tem aspects such as high availability and reliability, easy possibility 
of modification, - extension, high data flow, extreme conditions of use 
etc. play an important role i n this c onnection The WT-DA takes over the 
maintenance of all the products which they have developed. 
9.3' Implementcl"ti"o'n' 'o'f ' the' Cbhc'ept 
In spite of the urgent personal bottlenecks in the main division of 
Central Data Processing duri~g the last five years it was possible to 
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set up on four 0 the five DFVLR sites· process·-data processing groups. 
The wor ers in these groups cover, apart from the site specific charac-
t eris ics, the entire ·rang of services · f oreseeable in the concept . Most 
of the establishments depend on these four sec· tors • The inquiries are 
increasing meanwhile faster than WT-DV can provide the resources needed 
for covering the needs. The extension achieved in the individual areas 
is described below: 
Braunschweig 
In 1981 the central on-site process computer, a VAX 750 was installed 
under VMS. In planning it the WT-DV had started from the fact that the 
r equirement in this area would no develop as quickly as in the others, ; 
- since a large number of. ·well s et up autonomous pr ocess c omputer systems 
exis t in the i nsti tu tes . The fu r t Her development soon showed tha t the 
suppl ies were accepted very well. Within a short time already 11 experi-
mental computers had been connected in the institutes through Mininet: 
•• d e s ign a erodynamics 
•• flight control 
.. flight mechanics 
. . structural mechanics 
•• wind tunnel 
Particular interest was aroused by a process interface laboratory 
sys tem (PILS) developed in the computer center of Braunschweig on Q-bus 
bas is as a process data processing working place and wh i ch offer s the 
users an economic entrance (10,000 OM) to process data proce ssing with 
acces s to all the resources to the local connection . 
The connection o f f our mor e experimental computers is required by /94 
the users, but cannot be implemented now because the capacity of the mass 
memory is not sufficient. 
Goettingen 
The Goettingen Center received in 1972 a VAX 780 as a new central on-
s i t e process computer. Previously a local connection had already been 
established in Goettingen with three PDP-ll units. Meanwhile 11 experi-
ment a l computers with· the DECnet as network software in the Institute of 
Aeroelasticity Experimental Flow Mechanics and Wind TUnnels. 
The shi of the last applications s ill depending on the PDP-ll 
plants , t he turni ng of the transversal t unnel and t he thre e me ter tunnel 
by the site computer and the connection of a process computer in the 
Institute for Aeroelasticity through Ethernet thr ough the site process 
compu ter VAX 780. 
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As n example for an pplica ion· in the integra d large compu er 
process compu er concept we may men ion here the expandable adap ive 
speed course 0 the Inst~tute for Experimen 1 Flow Mechanics The 
regula ion and data recording of .this exper·imen should take place on 
t he si e , the very extensive evaluation requ ired for the adjustment o f 
the tunnel walls on the site computer and data transmission between site 
computer and site process computer through the IBM/7 system with the 
coupl i ng sof tware developed in Goettingen. 
The Center of Koeln-Porz was the first area to receive i n 1979 a 
central process computer. A PDP 11/60 was created on which the RSX-llM 
- is bnplemented as operating system. Since this c omputer could no longer 
satisfy the increasing needs, in 1981 a VAX 780 was procured as a s econd 
central process computer , operating under VMS. 
So far 19 experimental computers have been coupled to these two plants 
with Mininet in the Institutes of: 
•• Drive Te chnology 
.• Flight Medicine 
•• Space Simulation 
•• Space Lab Simulator 
.• Ma terials Research 
•• Central Technical Services. 
The connection of 11 more process com uters through Mininet as well 
as the establishment of a fast data transmission between the computer 
center and the Space Lab's simulator through Ethernet is under preparation. 
Stuttgart 
The Stuttgart Center received its central process computer , a PDPll-44 
under RSX-llM in 1981. A local Mininet connection has been establ i shed 
with it as anode, to which by now seven process and table computers have 
been connected. 
The local Stut gart connection is a special case inasmuch as it does 
not support only experimental process. computers. The main porti on o f 
the planned extensions will not consist of the process data processing 
workplaces in the sense of the process computer concept, but of micro-
computers and personal computers with special emphasis on graphic ap- /96 
plica tions. 
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Activities Encom~ass'ng the Si e 
The ac iv' ies described in he previous sections in the rea 0 
process data process'ng concern local applications The Central Da a 
Proce sing is also very busy implemen ing in stages the catalogue 
presen ed in th process consumer concep 0 essent'al problems affec ing 
t he area. The se " nclude providing inform ion to the users through the 
s i es , the coordin tion of the raining and support affecting the site 
as well as the establishment of better boundary conditions for process 
data processing through general regulations and contracts. 
A first step on this path to an exchange of information affecting 
the site was the introduction of a communication series. I addresses 
direc ly the users of process computers for the purpose of preventi ng 
- parallel development and wrong supplies. In the first issue the process 
data processing workplace PILS was described which was developed in the 
Braunschweig Computer Center (RZB). 
Another example for activities affecting the area 's the signing of 
a maintenance agreement for software with the company Digital Equipment 
Corporation (DEC). This contract regulates for 120 process computers 
ins talled in the DFVLR t he use under license of operating systems, com-
pilers and network software which assure ' the regular supply with all 
corrections of defects, assuring all the new program variants and wi h 
documentations. The users are entitled on the basis of this contract 
to ob tain the telephone support by the DEC. 
Because of the large number of data processing plants which are 
included in this agreement, much more favorable contract conditions could 
be negotiated with the manufacturer than would have been possible with 
individual agreements. 
9. 4 Prospec ts 
The last larger local problem in the next years is the formation of a 
a process data processing group, the establishment of a central process 
computer and the structure of the local network in Oberpfaffenhofen. 
These measures connecting the personnel and means should naturally under 
no circumstances lead to blocking t he further work at t he other four 
s ites. After the institutes have set to work with their experimental 
computers as a function of the WT , besides the continuity, the constant 
ad justment to the user needs must be assured wi thin the framework of the 
WT process computer concept. 
Among the problems ffecting the site in the next few years we should 
mention' primarily the fast coupling between the site computers and the 
site process computers. The Central Data Processing is planning on a 
short-term basis the Goettinger/7 solution as transition solution (speed 
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of ansm' ssion 10 the cen S 0 Braunschweig and oeln-Porz. 
For a medium-
(100 KB/sec) . 
planned w'th highe ansmission speed 
have lready ta en p ac n his are 
second essen ial problem is e f extension of the local 
networks. In thre reas so far only the very econo ical bu also very 
s lo Mininet ne ork (9,600 bauds) have been 'nstalled , whose rans-
mission speed 's not suff'cient or numbe of applica In 
planning aster process compute couplings care mus be that there 
should be no incompa ~bili ies wi h the LAN (Local Area ks) 
n the sector of he framework agreement after sign 'ng the software 
maintenance agreement with the company DEC now the signing o f similar 
agreemen s with other sof ware suppliers has s tarted '. Moreover the 
- establishrnen of framework contracts . or t he hardware maintenance in 
favorable conditions must be promoted. 
10. Text Pro'ces's 'incJ 'a 'nd Office Automa:ti'on 
The text processing had been.i for a long time the stepchild of auto-
mated data processing. Only in a few special applications , f or example 
in documentation (information retrieval) i n text analysis (literature 
and theology) or in book and news aper printi ng had it b een i ntroduced 
and improved to an extent worth mentioning. 
With the appearance of microelectron'cs and the development of new 
memory technologies this situation has changed drastically within a few 
years. Vast computers in all sizes , economical mass memories and 
powerful networks are the components by means of which t oday many 
problems from the extensive sector of nond'gital data processing can 
be solved better and more economically than before. 
The purpose o f the computer supported text pr ocessing is to improve 
communications. For texts are carriers of information and therefore 
means for communication. The communication is improved if: 
•. the texts are more legible 
.. their content is prepared better 
•• they achieve their goal faster and more reliably 
.. they can be recovered and available at any time. 
The automation of text processing and support by data processing 
systems is much more than the attempt to replace typewriters in secre-
t ariats by display screens or costly personal computers. It i s more 
than what is now described to users as the latest discovery under the 
fashionable word "office automation". The diagram shows which tasks 
should be classified under the concept of text processi~g: 
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Table 5· Text Processing 
pre a at' on or 
org ani.za tion. 
input 
editi ng 
formatting 
- outpu. 
Processing 'Texts 
managing or 
...... "niakl:ng availab~e. 
transmissi on producing con-
t ext,s." iUl! pr.ocess~g 
depos' transmission indexing 
archives communication cataloguing 
retrieval 
.. . . im "monitor mg. .. ... 
computer supported tex processing is thus an aid with wh ich the ex-
ponentially growing flow of data can be managed be t er. J ust l i ke any 
data processing s ys em it can be introduced wherever the work and progre ss 
can be described by algorithms and therefore be converted into programs. 
Text organization (formatting) and office automation are only two partial 
regions of thi s extensive new a r ea of application of data processing. 
10.1 Text Processing in the DFVLR 
The DFVLR as a research organization "produces" information . It giv-es 
informa ion outside and requires information from outside , to be able to 
operate. It gives out con inuously, this is a grea portion of its 
daily activity , information internally and processes it (converts i t). 
Texts are the medium which make i nf ormation available . Text processi ng 
is therefore a central element of the work of the DFVLR. It covers the 
wide region of the simple correspondence through documentation and 
reporting up to the information consolidation i n information retrieval 
or in information systems . 
The object of the task "text processing" include therefore not only /100 
writing systems , formatting progr ams, text editors, inpu and output 
equipment such a s display screens , high power printers or cheap printers 
at the work job , but rather include the topics of text management, or-
ganization , preparation for u se a nd text t r ansport. But this would 
include as elements of t hi s compr ehensive worki ng region also such . pro-
blems as data banks and i nterrogations, manageme nt support, documentation 
systems, repor ts, office organlzation amo~g' others. 
The Central Data Processing has started three points important for 
the DFVLR to work out the new' and extensive sector of text processi~g: 
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•• the 0 ganiz tion (ed' ing an~ ' ormat ~g) 0 texts, 
.• th m nag men nd transm ' ssion 0 data 'n the 0 f'ce sec or (sec-
re a i tes) and 
.• the indexing and re i eval 0 ex 
library science nd inqu ry sys em 
(documenta 'on system for 
for dif erent areas of use) . 
Standard solut'ons such as ar 
always appl'cable fo the DFVLR 
of the use 0 such of the rack 
already offered on the market are not 
Two pr~ary obstacles stand in the way 
systems: 
1. The inished produc s solve specific ly partial problems for 
cer ain areas or cases of application, but are incompatible 
with other applicat ' ons. They lead to "i l and solu ions" which 
la er seriously prevent coopera ion in the DFVLR. 
2. The requiremen s in the DFVLR are so diversified that they can-
not be satisfied or no satisfactorily sa isfied with the systems 
which are now offered on he market. 
Both statements apply very particularly for systems which so far have 
been supplied or are to be supplied on the market for text organization 
and text processing (formatting and typing s ystems). 
10.2 Text Organization and Text Preparation 
The organization of the text is the est blishment 0 the external 
appearance (se ting, layout) of a document. It begins with the input 
of the text into a data carrier (paper, magnetic layer, display screen 
with connector computer or memory , etc.) . conti nues with all possible 
types of modification, extension, i mprovement , editing of the contents 
and the form of the text and e nds with the output of the written docu-
ment on an outpu medium. 
Text preparat'on includes all the activities with which the trans-
miss ion and handling of the text can be improved and its comprehensi-
bility improved. In particular this includes all the form s of consol-
idation and selection o f data contained in the text. The establishment 
of contents, subject registers, references, catalogues, summaries, trans-
lations, etc. are therefore part of text preparation. 
In the DFVLR the daily activities include very different types of 
documents: internal and external correspondence , scientific publication 
of all type, documentation (descriptions of objects, project accompanyi ng 
protocols ) , descriptions for publicity work, etc. The requirements 
which are imposed by these different t ypes of texts are very different. 
Nevertheless in many cases several workers often from different areas 
(establishments, research centers) and with very different types of 
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training. n ampl 0 h Os would be:. 
ex npu by yp Os , 
di ing by echnical worker, 
• cor ection, modifica ion and proc s s ng of the c onten by he 
scien °fic worker. 
Such 0 king wi h d Os ribued task is only possible when all those 
invo ved can have direct access to e ext and when the sys tem with 
which he is processed ar co pa ible ith each other. The Cen al 
Data Processing has therefore f om the beginn Ong kep t i ts eye on a 
solu °on in which he exis i ng data processing systems (universal computer 
- or s ite process computer wi th display screens in dialogue operation) play 
a leading role in the functional units and the existing computer networks /102 
ac t as transport means. 
10.3 The T opt Proce's 's 'ing Generaliz d Markup Language 
The text proce sing system GML (generalized markup language) which is 
bei ng designed and implemented in the Central Data Processing, is based 
on t he formatting system DCS (Documen Compensation Facility) of the IBM . 
The functions which are offered by this form at i ng system are i ndeed con-
siderable but not applicable wi thou t special trai ning. Speci fically they 
give the user almost total freedom in the organizat i on of h i s text, but 
requ ire from him knowledge \olh i ch come clos e t o t hose of a types etter in 
a pr in ing press. 
Moreover the user when working with th forma ting system of the DCF 
must a l ways t ake into consideration the proper ties of the output instrument 
on which t h text i s to be established . A transi ion t o another output 
instrument is equivalent to a new formatting of the entire text. 
The area of application of such a system designed f or special i sts i s 
therefore very limited. , A s ystem whi ch can be used by all the estab-
lishments of the DFVLR a nd which should improve the collaboration 
between typists, officials i n c harge and scientif i c authors, must there 
for e satisfy other requirements. 
The user interface of such a generally pplicab le s ys tem must from ' 
t he beginning be laid out i n such a way that i t i s just as acceptable to 
t he authors who as a rule are f amiliar with the echnique s and procedure 
of data processing and by the actual "writers", the secretaries and 
t ypists, to whom' the methods a nd i nstruments of d t a processing are 
most ly unknown . ' 
From the general goa l of de s i gning a system which would be applicable 
for many areas of text organization and processing, a series of require-
ments were derived directly for the performance and design of this system: 
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·.The s t ruc ur of the Dimplest 
wi th which all t he ype 0 ex s se 
can easily be d escr ' nd o~gan'zed: 
number 0 standard i nstructions, 
in e DFVL (manuscripts) 
.• Installa i on' o f user 'nter ace in such a way that t e ypis t a n d 
author s an use the 'standar ins uc ions almost withou t ain ing 
and t erefore can organize th text; 
•• Supplementing o f he instruc ions by f unc t ions whi c h fac il ' tat 
the proc e ss i ng o f th , documents ,(establishme n t of li s of content s, 
regist e s , r e f erenc e s , among others) i 
•• Establishment of t he tex t system i n s uch a way that the properties 
of the i nput and outpu conc e rn t h e u ser only when h e wants 0 se 
them: 
•. Possibili Y 0 access to the system and t o t h e tex t to b e processed 
by all researc h centers; 
.• Adjustment '- and current extension of t he system according to t he 
extent of the d velopment of ardwa r e and s oftware supplied on the 
market and to the changing and incr easing r quirements of t he DFVLR. 
The Central Da ta Processi ng has found wi th the text process i ng system 
GML a solution principle which satis fies t h e s e requirements. Its prin-
ciple is simple: 
the user does not organize the text, but indicates the text elements 
of which his text consists (headings, paragraphs, figures, tables, 
citations, etc . ). The GML text system feeds these data into the 
actual setting instructions for text organization (layout) and takes 
into considera tion in this connection the properties of t he outpu t 
instrument or the special data of he user for the output f orm (des ign, 
book setting, t y ped forms, among others). 
With this principle the user is released fram all considerations of 
page size, distance o f l i n es , line length according to the size o f the page, 
form of type and sett ing l evel , pagination, figure counting and suchl ike. 
The conversion of the " text description" into such setting i nstr uctions 
can be automated and i s t herefore taken over totally by the ~~L. The /105 
work for the use r is therefore much simpler and clearer. 
The first edition o f the GML text processing system was h nded over 
at the e d 0 1982 to the users of the DFVLR, the s econd h ighly expanded 
edition in August, 1983. Up to now GML i s supporting th ~ ou tlet equi pment s 
of display screen, line printer and laser printer for printed documents 
including the capacity for photosetting. The most important functions of 
the GML are: ' 
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·.Organiza 'on of any ext by m~ans 'of ' a few simple characteristics 
(marks), , 
•. Independence of the marks on the ch6ice of the ou tput equipment , 
therefore simple transition from one form of outpu t t o t he other, 
•. Automatic counting of section and pages, 
•. Au omatic establishment of the table of content s and lists of 
figures, 
•. Compu ter supported e s t ab lishment of special registers, 
•. Au tomated refere~ce technol ogy for f oo tnotes , figure s and head ings , 
•• Automatic syllable separati on and spelling control in Ger.man ' and 
English . 
10.4 Continui'n<;r Work 'a 'nd' Pr'o'spec'ts 
GML is th s supporting already in its present form the text processing 
i n important points. For the further development the essential points 
are those where in the DFVLR particularly urgent requirement s exis t f or 
text processing and economical solution seems to be promising with the 
software and hardware existing or to be expected on the market. These 
include in the near future (compare also section 3). 
--ma ny column text arrangement and organization of tables, 
--formula writing, possibly collabora tion with other text systems 
s pecially developed for this purpose, such as f or example TEX, 
--mixing of graphs and text, 
--extension ' of the range of outlet instruments , especially ou tlet 
a t the workplace and 
- -document management and composition of texts (standard texts). 
The last point already corresponds to the transition to the longer 
term and more comprehensive tas k o f office automation, documentation and 
informat i on retrieval and theref ore crea t es a bridge for the f urther 
goal of prepari~g for the OFVLR a powerful information system in all 
areas. 
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11. Graphic Data P~ocessing 
11. 1 Introduction 
, The evaluation of numbers requires ttme. A, graphic representation 
shows tmmediately the essential elements. Decisions come easier when 
t he data occur in a clear form. The graphic data processing as a pre-
f erred instrument for the quick interpreta ion 0 data is also for the 
f uture an tmportan orking sector of the Central Data Processing In 
t he years between 1969 and 1976 the requirements f or graphic output for 
t he users has been increasing constantly. In all computer centers graphic 
equipment, including graphic visual equipment has been provided by Benson, 
Calcomp, IMLAC, Tektronix and Vectorgeneral. 
This diversity of instruments from different manufacturers and of 
different types corresponds to just as great a diversity as regards 
software . Each manufacturer delivered its own basic soft re ', which 
most l y did not satisf y the requirements of the users of the DFVLR in all 
their functions. Moreover it was a very complicated and ttme consuming 
matter to i ntroduc e t hem. Here aids had to be provided. 
11. 2 New Sta temen't of the Probl'em 
The Central Data Processing set itself as a goal the introduction of 
a new graphic base system as the basis for a uniform graphic software 
for all five sites. It was necessary that this software: 
•• should be tmplemented for all computers of t he network, 
•• should be able to serve the different graphic output instruments, 
•• should allow interaction works and 
.• be compatible with t he previous programs without much program 
modifications. 
These cr iteria and the desire of the user to be able to ork out and /107 
give out with the same language their graphic problems independently of ----
the type of outlet instrument at all sites and computers, led to market 
study of the graphic software offered at that ttme. The graphic core 
system GKS, which is today the standard ccording to the DIN (Federal 
German Standard Organization) for graphic basic software was hen still 
in the development stage. A the beginning of 1978 the main division of 
the computer center decided to create the GINO-F base system. This 
system was then he English proposal f or a European standard. GINO-F 
(Graphical Input/Output FORTRAN Version) was developed by the Computer 
Aided Design Center (CADC) of the Cambridge Univers ity and marketed by 
the companies AGS and TEWIDATA. 
In 1978 GINO-F ' was implemented in G~ettingen and Oberpfaffenhofen 
under the IBM operating system in Stuttgart, Braunschweig and Koeln-
Porz under the Siemens operating system. Since especially for the Siemens 
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8S2000 system the Tewid Company cpuld supply no suppor in the 
implementa ion, .th Rechenins' ut ·for das Bauwesen (RIB == Compu er 
Institute or Archit ect ) ·was · en~us ed with this The RIB took a 
decis ive part in e urther developments of the graphic software on 
the b asis of GINO- for the DFVLR. 
To avoid double work, 0 speed up the development work and to 
coordinate the graphic activities in the individual research centers, 
in 1979 he Graphic Special Group was formed. In each site, one or t wo 
workers were trained especially f or. graphic work. 
A he end of 1982 it was possible for the users in a ll areas of the 
DFVLR to have the second variant of the graphic software on the GINO-F 
base . Thus the DFVLR has received a stable and reliable tool, which 
~ will cover a great share of the requiremen s even in the years to come . 
As a further standard supply in all areas the Calcomp Software or 
the "American Standard" Software is available. This is necess ary and 
important primarily for two reasons: 
•• It provides continuously programs which are purchased from the 
out side and established on the Cal~omp Software . 
•• It should also be poss i ble to transmit to the exterior the program 
developed in the DFVLR with graphic software. 
11.3 The Graphic System GINO-F 
GINO-F is a sof ware system with which bidimensional and tridimen-
sional objects can be reproduced in the bidimensional pace. 
A criterion for GINO was and is that the system can operate all 
the important graphic instruments with a user interface. This require-
ment is opposed by the strict modular form of the GINO-F system and the 
fact that almost the entire sys em is programmed in FORTRAN-IV and the 
instrument drivers are all operated through a single interface . 
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The basic software of the GINO-F system has three levels: 
1. the back .ends which produce or process the control codes 
independent of the equipment ( 'pseudocode") for the graphic 
input and output instruments ; 
2 . internal GI O-F rout'ne; 
3. the user i nterface of the GINO-F se software. 
This use interfac e contains the followi~g functional groups for: 
•• Control functions, 
•. Drawing of lines, 
.... S\li tches or line drawing , , 
... Character and symbol output; 
... Switch for character output; , 
... ,Conversion in different ' sys,tems of coordi natesi 
•• Gr aphic inpu ti 
•• Interrogation'. 
Besides this there are always a series of auxiliary routines, such 
as for example the calc lation of~ text lengths, positioning of texts, 
conversion of coordinates among others (F~qure 14) . ' 
I 
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Figure 14: Tridimensional representation of different diagrams in one 
graph with adjusted writing. Key: (1) Institute for Flight Control; 
( 2 ) da te ; (3 ) time . 
11.4 The Plo Processor 
One of the speci~l proper ies of GINO i the production of a code 
(pseudocode) independent of the equipment. Its advantages are however 
fe lt completely only by using a "postprocessor" for the interactive 
processing of the stored graphic information. In the DFVLR the inter-
ac tiv "finishing' unit is called plot processor. The plot processor 
/109 
was developed by the RIB in collaboration with t he workers of the "Graphic 
Special Group". It uses as input the segmented GINO-F pseudocode 
established by ,'.the user and has'j the following function : 
•• Finishing of figure data set on an interactive, graphic display 
screen with diversified functions; 
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.• Finishing of imag dat sets on an lphad~gital display screen 
o outpu on pIo terse 
Thus the user has many possibi lities of forming images, such as . 
amplifiers, r e cers , rotation , choice 0 any sec ions, displacemen , 
composi tion of segments .. . output in another image data file or. on any 
plotter 0 the DFVLR with 'free selection of nUmber and scale, "quick-
look" of segments of image data filed among others 
Many of t hese functions can also be carried out on a nongraphic dis -
p lay scre en. The graphic output in this case i s still on a plotter. 
The operation o f a plot processor is the same for all operating 
systems, except f or such commands and procedures which address directly 
- the operating systems. 
I L 5 Embedding' 'o'f ' ·the· Gr'a'phic' SO'ftwa're' ·in·t ·o the' Compu·ter· Ne·twork of the 
DFVLR 
GINO-F was adjusted by the workers of t he "Graphic' Special Group in 
such a way to the operating systems of the I BM (MVS/TSO and VM/CMS) and 
Siemens (BS20 00) that the user can exchange his graph program without 
alte ations between these opera ting systems. The user interface of the 
interactor pl ot processor is i dentical for all operating systems. 
Moreover the graph· software is fully operated in the computer network of 
the DFVLR. If the graphic output of a job is to be transferred to another 
computer in the network, the user has only to indicate the site and the 
plotter (for plot output) or the data file to which the output has to 
be transferred. The pseudocode is also used for transmission and 
reception. 
Through the computer network of the DFVLR thus different types of 
communications are possi ble: 
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•• The graphic output can be transmitted from any computer to any 
other computer of the DFVLR network and then the process 
i nteractively there or immediately given out on the computer • 
•• Thus the user can calculat e the jobs wi th intensive computation 
o'n the IBM 3081 , but transm ' t the graphic output to a plotter in 
Koeln, Braunschweig, Goettingen or Stuttgart • 
•• Interactive graphic instruments on the MVS and VM plan s can reach 
I BM computers in t he other areas • 
•• Interactive instruments on Siemens plants can be operated only with 
their own host. This implementation is eliminated with SNATCH. 
11. 6 l ' Softwa e Use~ 
An 0 icia problem in the in eduction of GINO-F wa tha already 
many u er programs were ava ' lable" on all the sites with subprograms or 
t he Calcomp, Benson and CIL plotters In' order that the users should 
a lso be able to use unchanged these programs . and still enjoy the advan-
tages of GINO and he plot processor , .the Central Data Processing 
developed simulation programs f or GINO~ . This simulation software is 
used no only to manage the "old world"... Programs which come from 
outside 0 must be transmitted to the exterior, often contain Calcomp 
sof tware. These will a l so be processed i n future with the simulation 
sof tware. 
At the same time as the studies on the basic software he s pecial 
_ Graphics Group has started to develop a user software packet called 
ZUGINO which has constantly been extended since then. This packet con-
tains pr imarily user compatible routines for the following func t ions: 
•• Repr sentation of linearly and logarithmically divided coordinated 
axe s, 
•• Representation of functions of a variable i n plane cartesian 
systems of coordinates with many possibilities of control for 
diagram forms, types of scaling, i nterpolati on and curve charac·· 
terization. Figures can b e produced with or without standard 
frames • 
•• Similar possibilities are offered for polar coordinates • 
•• Representation of ISO lines of unctions of two variables like-
wise with manifold possibilities of control • 
.• Tridimensional representation of f unctions of two variables with 
the possibility of choosing the type of project, rotation, scaling 
and suppression of nonvisible lines (hidden lines). 
Figures 14 and 15 are examples of such representations from the 
scientific work of the DFVLR. 
For some time now the administrative users have also announced their 
wishes, p rimarily for a presentation graph. ZUGINO offers oday two 
possibilities for this purpose: 
•• Representation of high charts with different shaded sectors and 
inscriptions 
•. Drawing o. h i stograms (bar charts) in different types of repre-
s e ntation. 
Figure 16 gives two examples of this. 
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Bu the pres en convenience or' graphic da a processing is no longe 
suff icien for thi s new group of u sers All hat has been supplied so 
far is intended' for incorpbration, in Ith exis i ng user programs or for 
programs to be newly written. But this implies ' programming kno l edge 
whi c h does not al ays exist among some groups of users. Therefore 
they started offeri ng u ser pr ograms which 'the user ca apply already 
when he only knows how the ' display screen and editing dev i ce are operated. 
For this procedure there is ' a lready a program packet for presentation 
graph (lCU) and an interactive graphi c editi~g device (GRlSLl). 
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Figure 15: Tridimensional representation o f a unction of two variables 
with suppressed nonvisible edges . Key: (1) distance from the target 
center in meters; (2) relative luminous i ntensity. 
11 . 7 'ontinuin'g' Wo ks and Prospects 
The development in the hardware sector is still in f ull progress for 
t he graphs also and will lead in the coming years to a better cost/ 
performance ratio for , plotters and terminals. Graph i c sof tware based 
on t he Gl NO-F i s today the standard supply of the main division of the 
Central Data Processing to its users. Therefore work is still needed 
for rounding off the supply in several r~gions: 
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Figure 16: Example s for different forms of presentat'on graphs in the 
user software ZUGINO. Key : (1) percentage distribution of additional 
energy over the months measurement values of 1981; (2) Freiburg Solar 
House; (3) additional energy; (4) solar energy; (5) megajoles/day; 
(6) average energy consumption for heating water for industrial purposes 
measurement values of 1981; (7) January, ' February, March, April, May, 
June, July, August, .September, .October, November, December. 
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.• Backends for more new gr phic' 'hardware 
--ex ens ion of the graphic workplace ith tray and many color 
p otters. 
--high resolution color scanning term'nal 
--hard copy for color erminal. 
--graph on CO systems (microfilm plo.tter) • 
-~graph on text system (laser-printer/plotter). 
--graph on microcomputers (dedicated, graphic systems) • 
•• Improveffien 'of u ser oompatible software for tridimensional rep-
r esentation 
•• CAD/CAM applications 
•. Preprocesses and postprocesses for finite element progr ams 
•. Algorithms for raster graphs. 
Moreover the graph software must be made ava'lable for new computers 
which are installed ' n the DFVLR. Thes include primarily the process 
computers and 0 an increasing extent also the personal computers. 
Difficulties arise now for the transmission of programs which are 
wr itten in GINO-F to external centers. GINO-F has not spread as far 
as was expected. Thus the transferrability of programs with GINO parts 
is very limited. The DIN (Federal German Standard Institute) Commiss i on 
for the GES has retired the metafile concept, a GINO driver will be 
established who will be able to write and read GKS metal files. Then 
it wil be possible to ex~hange picture data with all GKS installations. 
1. High Power Computers 
In the second half of 1982 the DFVLR procured a vector computer of 
the ty e Cray-lS for the users who could not work out their digital 
large-scalp. applications on a universal computer with compatible com-
puter time' . The C ay computer is connected through adjusted coupling 
soft and hardware with the BM 3081 i n Overpfaffenhofen and thus acces-
sible to 11 research centers of the DFVLR through the DFVLR computer 
netwo k. After its installation in March and the release to the users 
in June 1 983 the Cray computer will be used to an equal extent by the 
OFVLR and by the Cray Company. 
12.1 High Power' Cotnp'u'ters 
Bes'des the technical progre s by ;faster circuits, faster memories 
and favorable. geometrical arrangement of the computer components wi th 
regard to each other, throu 91 wh' ch the power of the computers was and 
is improved considerably , besides the p ogress in the la~g~-s ale 
integration of the electronic components, which had and still hod a 
decisive inportance f or the inprovement of the cost/effect rati I com-
pu ters, throug,h the considerations on the campu ter and architecture and 
the operational scheme, detectable improvements in the camputer capacity 
hav'e been achieved. 
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The sequent ' von- eumann princi 1e 0 .ccmpu e structu e has sur-
vived rom th . rst d ys 0 compu ter development · until our i.ne w'th 
certain mod' .. cations n this connec.tion besides the signific ant fact 
especially in ' es of h: !per hardware ' costs ~ that the von-Neumann prin-
ciple is a principl 0 minimum hardware costs ', the 9Jreat flexib 'I' ty of 
this princ ' pl e was dec ' si ve. ,- 0# 
Af e the hardware cos s had decreased dras 'cal y, anothe means 
had been offered to obtain higher computer capaci ' es. I was feas ' ble 
t echnically and economically ' to give up th von- eumann principle of 
the universal compu er and to introduce for special problems au omatic 
computer units with entirely different architectures and opera ion 1 
s chemes. As a concep this as lready done by John von- eumann himself 
through his considerations on the cellular machines. The purpose 0 1117 
- these considerations was, and still is today, 0 obtain properties which 
are inherent 0 the solu ion algori thms for certain types of problems , 
such as for example precise ly the parallel nature of the processes, the 
structure of e computer syst and thus possibly h~g~er conpu ter power. 
The miles tones of this are : 
•• the ILLIAC III and rv of the University of I llinois , built by the 
Bu roughs Company, 
.• the CDC 6600 and the S'mR 100 of the Control Data Company. 
Among the super computers and array processes which are today on the 
market, several types can be differentiated. 
Multiprocessor Systems 
ICL and G:>odyear 
The only two commercially obtainable systems which correspond to the 
desi~ation of many p~ocessor system are the OAP from the ICL with 64 by 
64 and the MPP fr om Goodyear with 128 by 128 bit series pr ocessors. Both 
processor systems are arranged in a matrix, have direct communication to 
their four neighbors and are subject to a superior control. 
Denelcor - REP 
The REP is a MIMD mu1 tiprocessor computer sys tem of the II shared 
resource" t ype . Up to 16 processors can be connec ted with up to 128 data 
nodules through a mul tista ~ network wi th a maxi:num flow rate of 1" Mwordsl 
sec per PEM (PEM = process execution module) • 
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Att sors· (AP) 
Th·s conc p m y OC sso w· th n memories and 
the ' 0 n c omp t r 0 s, whic s . rule or 0 ubpr gr s 0 a 
main p ogram runn · ng on the hos canputer I W • le among others a no 
incon s · derabl po ·on 0 . e is consumed in e ansfe 0 da 
between he hos and th s a rule they oper e accord·ng to n 
assembly b nd principl on the ·ns truc i on level and each have an addi on 
and mul · plication uni , which can operate simultaneously. Computers of 
th is type generally hav thei place as ' •. ~cial processors for dedica ted 
tasks ( or exampl as FFT processor) and re under this aspec t an eco-
nomical alerna ive , so naturally also with lower capaci ty for a more 
universal h·gh power computer. 
The most famous manufacturer of array processors o f this type is the 
company Floating Point Systems (FPS). The latter has recently also been 
offer · ng an AP in which cbnplete programs, naturally wi thou t mul ti-
program operation, can be worked out. 
Vector Compu·ter 
This type includes computers which submit the f lows from the operands 
("vectors' ) according to the assembly line principle to the same type of 
operations, while the operation to be accomplished is divided into seg-
ments of nicrooperations. At present three compu ters based on this 
operating principle are obtainable on the market: Cray-l/1S, Cyber 205 
and Hitachi S9/IAP. 
Cyber 205 
The Cyber 205 is ( just like its predecessors STAR 100 and Cybe r 203) 
a vector computer wi th a scalar and a e c or part, which can both operate 
i n an overlapping manner. According to the number of conveyors (2-pipe 
or a 4-pipe version) two or f r results are produced per cycle (cycle 
time 20 ns). 
Hitach i S9/IAP 
'!he Hitachi 59 is a scalar canputer with a standard and a high speed 
computer unit (HSA) .. Its set of instructions is compatible wi th IBM/370. 
The integrated array processor (lAP) is inte rated in the sense that the 
main memory and HSA are used together with ·the S9. A doubly precise 
resul t is produced every two cycles (cycle time 30 ns). 
12.2 Applic·at·ions· ·for: H~:gh ·Power· Ccmputers 
High power computers are used around the world in different areas of 
applications: 
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.. c cula· on o e 1 you o · nuclear power stations, 
.. Discovery 0 n tural 0°1. de osits by eValuati on of the measur ent 
da 0 seosmic experiments, 
•• Processing of image data, fram emote explora ion to campu er 
anima ion, 
.. Structural mec anical studies by means of finite-element systems, 
· . D~ g:i. t a l s imulation of f low processes, 
· . Wea ther .mrecas ting. 
A large number of these areas of applica ion also play a great role 
in th work of the DSVLR: 
•• The time dependen calculation of field solutions for idiraensiona l 
flows affec ed by fric ion for large Reynolds numbers, especially 
the study of t he phenomena of detachment, is a problem requ~r~ng 
an extraord·nary intense computation, for which even when using 
higtl power compu ters of the present generation only par ial 
answers may be achieved. An essenti 1 goal of these a tivities 
is to be able to estimate more exactly the effec of the design /120 
parameters on the aerodynamic behavior of a fl~ 91t configuration • 
•• In the digital s · ulation 0 combustion processes in the power 
units, besides the flow physical systems of differential equations 
the chemical equations of reactions decis ive for combustion must 
be processed . 
•. S tudy of problems with intensive computation f or the structural 
mechanics in particular of geometrical nonlOnearities and elasto-
plas ic processes. 
• . Problems of the adjustment of mathematical models dependent on 
parameters to measurement data as they occur in fl ight mechanics . 
.• S tudy of physical processes in the atmosphere • 
.. Digi tal filter ing of mass signals, for example in image processing. 
12.3 Select · on' o'f 'the Co pu'ter 
Since the end of 1978 th DFVLR has started dealing wi th the possi-
bil ities of dealing wi th a h igh power computer. The encouragement to 
such considera tions. came r an NASA whe inves tig tions on a lar~ 
scale are being carried ou t for the :t°e,!1 l.rements a "numerica'i sim-
ul ation facility" as an aerodynamic d.cig instrument. In many seminars 
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and manu cturer resen on,' a survey w . g. ven 0 comp ter concepts, 
o h· gh po co u rs which a e vai labl e on the marke t and on the 
appl l.c a ·ons· the DFVLR Since the. nd of 1979. in collaboration with 
the flow echanics sector es calculations on d;i..fferent ompu te.rs of 
this typ h ve been carried ou : 
STAR 00 
CYBER 203 
AMDAHL 470/V6 
CRAY-l 
CYBER 205 
CRAY lS 
CYBER 76 
ICL- 2960/DAP 
HITACHI S9/LAP 
OENELCOR HEP 
IBM 30810 
Novembe 1979 
November 1979 and 1980 
Decembe 1979 
February 1980 
November 1980 
November 1980 
June 1981 
Sep t er 1981 
April 198 2 
April 1982 
May 1982 
Unde the aspects: 
•• 0 performance , 
. • rna turi ty of the product, 
.• introduction against existing compu er background, 
it was possible to consider mor closely only the Cr ay-l and Cyber 
205 systems among the high power compu te.rs. 
Although or highly vectorizable problems with grea t vec tor l e ng th 
the Cyber 205 is more powerful than the Cray- l , the choice could be made 
only for the Cray-l because of the criter i a of transfe rrability and user 
compa tibili ty articular ly impor tant for the OFVLR. 
Cray-l an Cray-1S 
The Cray-l is an integ ated scalar/vector machin. Here integrated 
means that the scalar and vector parts use joi tly the functional uni ts 
for sliding, ari throe tic • There are 12 func ional uni ts in the Cray-l 
(13 for the Cray- 1S) ex ctly one for each type of func ion. One feature 
o the Cray architecture is represented by the eight vector registers, 
each of which can record 64 words. Vector operations take their operands 
as a rule rom v.c tor registers and depos · t thei r resul ts i n vector re-
/121 
gisters. Ifrnore than 64 pai s of operands mus t be submitted to an /122 
operation , then internally a sequence of vector instructions with 64 (or 
less) pairs of operalds each is produced (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17: Maximum pow r computer Cray-1S in the Computer Center of 
Oberpfaffenhofen. 
Once he vector opera ds are in the register, the "start-up strafe", 
t o fill the segments of the conveyor, must be in the order of magnitude 
o 10 cyc es per vector opera ion. However a certain bottleneck is the 
storage band width (one word per cycle). Therefore a p ogrammer who 
wants to achieve op ~um capacity will try to keep the intermediate 
results to a great extent in the vector registers. As far as possible 
he will even work simultaneously with the filling and emptying of the 
vector registers in the functional units. 
It may be sa 'd with some jus ification that the "over head" for the /12 3 
calculation of a vector pr~t-out on the Cray depends greatly on the 
print-out itself and on the vec or l ength. This dependence together 
ith the relatively low fixed costs is responsible for the unsurpassed 
capacity of the Cray system for short vectorg . If there are no depen-
dences between the operands "chaining' is possible , (that is for example 
the result of an addition can be used directly for input of a multipli-
ca tion). addition and mul tiplica ion can take place essentially simul-
taneousl. Under optimum conditions therefore two sliding operations 
can take place per cycle (cycle ime 12.5 ns) . . 
The maximum storage level is 1 Mword for the Cray-l , 4 Mwords f or 
Cray-1S. The C ay-1S can be equipped with an I/O subsystem with great 
buffer memory and with up to 4 L/O processors . 
If we leave aside he calling of s pecial Cray assembler routines, 
for the FORTRAN programmer t here are no problems of transfer, although 
on the other hand he is advised to restructure as far as possible his 
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algori thrJls ' n the fo m of v ctor atrix. Naturally he does not have to 
keep in mind long vectors to th extent as would happen with the Cyber. 
12.4 Computers 0 
Fo 1983 the companies Cray, Fujitsu and Hi tachi h ave announced new 
c ompue s, whose maxim . pow r lies ithin the range 0 250 to 600 MFLOPS 
( illion floating point operations er second) _ All the computers can 
b considered as an improvement of e architectural principles of the 
Cray-l . The principle of the vector regis er was maintained , even t hough 
the'r size, numbe and possib'lities of configuration v ary _ Th storage 
band width was increased in all c ses to four words per cycle (for the 
double processo system Cray-XMP to 8 ords per cycle) and the cycle 
time 0 the pipes reduced considerably in part. 
To satis fy the requirements r different areas 0 application, 
especially for calculating 3D problems wi fas ter ccess to large stora~ 
areas, for the new vector computer of Hitachi and Fujitsu a main memory ' 
structure up to 256 Mbytes and a transmission rate of about 1.25 giga- /124 
bytes/second was provided. 
Sone of the systems show considerable p ogress in the 
to the ront end computer (data access on canmon plates )_ 
user ' nterface also he attempts are visible f o r i~roving 
for example by aids for interactive vectorization. 
comnunica tions 
But on the 
the convenience 
For the year 1984 another computer of th Cray Company, the Cray-2 
has bee announced . This computer which is greatly reduced in its 
internal dimensions should come on the market as a four-processor 
system wi th the ncol cooling technology (" liquid inmersion") aoo achieve 
with its system capacity the gigaflops limits (1 million operations per 
second). . 
12.5 Th~ Cray Computer in the DFVLR 
The Cray 15 was installed in March, 1983 in the Computer Cent r of 
Oberpfaffenhofen. I is connected through a channel coupling w ' th its 
preliminary compu er, the IBM 3081. Through the SNA-network not only 
all the research cen ers of the DFVLR , but also the Univ rsity of Stut 
tgart and the Juelich Nuclear Research Center have access to the Cray. 
The 'ns tall tion took lace without grea problems. A ter a three 
month "pilot phase" the canputer was officially reduced in June, 1983_ 
For a more extensi a plica ion , for example flow mechanics or 
structural mechanics , a considerable requirement of temporary plate 
space mus be expected. But only six 300 MByte plates are available, 
of which moreover part is occupied by system data files, compilers and 
libraries. Therefore measures have been taken to prevent the filling 
of the pla tes . 
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On he Cr y system three types of ~"fetimes, f data fil s are per-
missible : 
temporary data iles life time = li eti o f the j ob 
sem "-permanen da iles maximum life 0 7 d ays 
permanen d a files the lifetime is established individually 
Wi th the semi-permanent data files in job ch ins unnecessary da ta 
transfers mus be avoided. Pennanent data files mus be announced to 
the system manager. He establish es their lifetime. User da a files 
are not ensured on the Cray. The user is responsible himself for 
securing h is data files on the preliminary computer. 
/1'25 
Besides the program ibrary IMSL (digital system and statistics) 
introduced on all plants of e eentral Data Processing at presen a few 
mor program libraries optimi e at least partly for the Cray (for example 
EISPACK, LINPACK) are available to the users. The installation of a 
fini te element sys t em nd the t ructure of the library of algorithmic 
cores optimi zed for the Cray, whi ch are relevant for the DFVLR are pro-
vided. 
So far it has not proved to be necessary to introduce the graph 
software on the Cray. The user can undertake the graphic reprocessing 
of his data on the preliminary computer or on his si e computer . The 
reprocessing can be connected without manual accesses for calculation 
on e Cray. 
In the second half of May in all research centers of the DFVLR two 
day introductory courses were held for Cray users. Since the control 
speed 0 the Cray is very simpl and therefore easy to learn, the users 
became relatively quickly used to the new computer. The user support 
for the Cray is provided at all sites by one or two advisors with mathe-
matical-digital training. To promote the information flow between the 
Cray users and the computer centers and the exchange of experience among 
the Cray users , respondi~g partners were appointed in the institutes. 
Conti nuing courses are provided if necessary for the fall of 1983. 
The first results of the Research Range of Flow Mechanics of the DFVLR 
which were achieved on the Cray could be described already at the offic-
ial i naguration on June 3 0, 1983. 
13.1 Review 0 ' 1967 ,to' 1'978 
The s upport of the mana gernent of the DFVLR by the automated data 
processing started in 1967. - From the beginning it was a fected by 
serious defects such as the want of adequate aid (for example no COBOL 
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co p ' ler), boo few personnel members in the are of 0 ganization , wan 
of pro~rammers in the Compu r Cen er n in the specialized divisions. 
Nevertheless by e end of 1970 it w s possible to imp ement cons id able 
parti 1 unc ions in a simple manner in the f orm of individual stacking 
programs which were carried ou with magne 'c tape orientat'on on the 
AEG-TELEFUNKE compu ere 
aurally hese func ions covered only incompletely the requirements 
of the specialized sections. Ther fore the supplier of the following 
computer in collabo a ion with the DFVLR had to develop cam rehensive 
in gra ed adminis ra ive data processing system. AEG-TELEFU KE took 
ov r this : mission for the TR440. When he expected star ing time (first 
January 1973) could not be maintained, the development stud ies were 
broken off in he middle 0 1973 (cost: about 24 MJi only the software 
for the evaluation of the salary and deduc ions accounting was appli -
cable fter adjustment work ) . The exis i t;9 programs had to be con-
verted to the new computer system TR440. By modifying the TR440 FORTRAN 
compiler the TR4-FORTRAN 'nternal code was simula ed , to avoid at least 
a completely new coding . 
Subsequen ly (1975- 1976) the processing strategy of the individual 
programs were modified from sequential (tape oriented) into index 
sequential or random (plate- oriented) . At the same time the program of 
the Financing Section were coded again in COBOL and in some areas 
conv rted to the data bank system DBS440. 
After the TR440 was replaced by a Siemens 7.760 lant with the 
operating system BS2000 (see chapter 1 , page 3) in 1977-1978 he programs 
introduced for the management had to be converted once again. In this 
connection only an original assembler-interface DBSIMU was developed, /127 
with which the data bank sys em DBS440 could be replaced. 
At the end 0 this phase i ndeed an extensive software package 
(about 400 stacking progr s ) was available but the functional extent 
did not yet satis f y the requirements of the specialized divisions which 
had increased since 1970. 
13.2 Period between 1979 and 1982 
In 1979 they started supporting certain functions by on-line-display 
screen procedures, to replace the central occupation oriented stacking 
processing by a decen ralized specialty processing. Finally in 1980 it 
was possible to offer with the budget monitoring system MUES all the 
people responsible for the budge in the Institute , the main divisions 
and the managemen a modern tool for decentralized , selective core of 
accoun ing data on the display screen . 
In orner that he cost calcula ions (processing and evaluation) 
could also be supported, a new key system had to be introduced for cost 
items, cost carriers and types of costs. This implied the reprocessing 
of many programs and new developments. 
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i h the opera ional star vf the newly developed accoun ing 
sys tem jbr ob ining sal ry and deductions (1981) the las traces 
(TR4-FORTRAN) 0 he boundary conditions pregiven in 1967~19 ' 8 were 
e l imina ed and the separate program packets introduced un il then or 
s a l ary and deduc ion calculations (MTB and BAT) were repl ced. Thus 
finally the prerequisites were obtained for the. mechanical individual 
rec alcula ion, tha is he calcula ion of the backward periods i the 
c a s e of the chang 0 the personal initial data such as or example the 
characteristics f or t ax , the soci al s ecu r ity and med i cal i nsurance or 
c lassific tion, which was already required by the personnel since 1967. 
This f u nction is used in routine operations since J anuary 1, 19 83. 
1 3 . 3 Activities and Goals 1983-1984 
The software for the on-line display screen recording 0 
and deduction calculation data is now being developed. From 
198 3 this function will be put in 0 operation. For all data 
the personnel then the occupation oriented central mass data 
wi l l be ended. 
the salary 
October 1 , 
inputs 0 
recording 
The transition from the SI~ENS 7-760 plant with the operating 
sys tem BS2000 to a computer system compatible with the IBM under ~VS 
would have forced once again the 0 VLR to change the existing program. 
Considerations regarding the economy and the desire for e pans ion of . 
the func ional extent lead to the decision to use in the future in the 
financial sector standa.rd software for the real time processing instead 
o f the programs used up n now and adjusted to the DFVLR ' s own requirements 
f or stack processing . After t h is ph a s e (the elimi nation o f t he S I EME S 
7-7 60 BS2000 system is planned for June 3 0, 1984) the fol lowing working 
regions o f the management will be supported by the admi nistrative data 
proce s sing . 
Calculation of salary and deductions 
Personnel job plans and statistics 
F inancing and office accounting 
Budget calculation and monitoring 
Record ing of operating data 
Ca lculation of cos s, accounting f or operations 
Order section, control of liabilities 
Ec o nomic plan 
Pl a n ned bookkeeping 
Material s a nd stocks 
Planni ng f o r p e rsonnel capacity 
DFVLR 
SAP-RF/-RM/-RA 
= 
= 
DFVLR 
DFVLR 
SAP-RF 
DFVLR 
DFVLR 
DFVLR 
SAP-RM 
DFVLR 
SAP-RA 
SAP-RM 
DFVLR 
Our own development 
Standard software 
In the third quarter of 1983 our own computer will be installed for 
administrative data processing. This system is also included in the 
DFVLR computer network . By means 0 this computer t he production plant 
should b e s tab i l i zed, the a v ailability shou ld b e constant ly assured day-
t i me a nd t hus the urge n t ly n e c e ssary conti nuity assured on a long-te rm 
b a s is f o r admi n i strati v e data pr ocessing. 
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13.4 Pro spec s 
While previously he data processing functions had been developed 
and ins alled exclus ively for t h e recording , processing , managemen t , 
connec t ion a nd eva l u a tion of operational d a ta , in fu t u r e the acquisi t i on 
of str egic data and data' struc tures will b e more promin ent . Th e 
solut' ons f or this purpo s e are t o b e sought in i n f ormati o n systems (MI S) 
and docume n t ati on dat banks, a s we ll as i n i n t e rroga tion languages close 
to the user a nd compatible (for exampl e SQL). This is connected with the 
use o f increasingly powe r ful systems a t t h e workplace . 
13.5 Methods o f Adrnin istra t ive Data Processi'ng 
1 3 . 5 . 1 Software Technique Methods 
Al l sof t ware developme nts and modificati o n s which wer e cond ucted 
under t he r esponsib il i ty o f WT-DV-ASO cons idered according to regulations 
which c ontaine d the deta i l ed i nstructions for t h e f ollowing elements: 
Modularization of t h e problems, 
Exchange of data bet ween the working regions, 
Programming language s, 
Data management , 
Coding , 
Test strategy , 
Documentation, 
Catalogue e stablis hmen t , archives for t he source programs. 
Th es e rules a re laid down i n the hand book "Conv e nti on for the De-
velopmen t a nd Maintenanc e o f Admi nistrative Software ". 
The important sof tware tools which are used a r e : 
COBOL 
PL/I 
IMS/DB 
CICS 
OPUS 
DOKU (DFVLR Dev e l opment ) 
DBSIMU (DFVLR De v e l opment ) 
for stack app l icat ions 
for on-l i n e applications 
f or data bank managemen t 
f o r d i splay s cree cont r o l 
for docume n t ati on / 1 3 0 
f or docume ntati on 
for simulation o f the DBS440 interface 
13.5.2 Operat' ona l Meth ods 
The d ecentralized on- l i ne functions f or 
--recording , tes t ing , correc tion o f data ; 
--updati ng o f t he disposition ' data ; 
--standard and ad hoc i nqui r y are supplied daily from 7 a.m. to 
6 p.m. unde r the control /of CICS. 
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From 6 p.m. the standard production activity : 
--support poin assurances, 
--discharge of the log data files, 
- -es ablishment 0 extracts for st ck applications, 
--mechanical con inua ion of the on-line d ta stocks an 
--synchronization of he on-line and stack data stocks 
are carried out. The central stack functions for : 
-- the term bound calculations and the exchange 0 data, 
--the establishment of standard reports, 
--the mass data processing of marked operating data 
are developed simultaneously during the on-line operation . In this con-
necti o n the competitive writing access to the on-line data stocks are 
preven ed by redundant sto age of the data concerned. 
Once a month all the stocks , program sources, da a set macrosystems 
and the electron data processing control documents are recorded on mag-
netic tapes. One set of these record tapes are kept in fire resistan 
cupboards outside the machine hall. Copies of these tapes are also 
stored in fireproof cupboards in a building which is located far away. 
For long-term records and for data carrier exchange a so t ware developed 
in the agency itself (MULTI) is used which secures the processing on /131 
different computer systems (setwise recording , EBCDIC). Assurances 
of s upport points take place with the faster manufacturer specific 
service routines . These magnetic tapes are kept in t~e machine hall so 
that they are directly accessible. 
Print-outs o f great extent and the printing of spe cial f orms takes 
place t hrough printing strips on an off-line printing station. 
13.6 Timetable - Miles tone of t he Administrati ve Data Processing in 
the DFVLR 
196 7 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 - 1972 
Beginning of the development of t he software 
(FORTRAN/TR4} i 
Finance and accounting (Curre nt account), ordering , 
job plan; 
Calculation of deduction for BAT workers i ncluding 
overall retroactive calculation (i ncrease o f tariff) , 
budget , economic plan , taking over of the DFL and 
AVA (partly new developments ); 
Yeur-end personnel business, plant accounting (COBOL 
TR4) , materials (COBOL TR4) ; 
Development of software for an integrated adminis-
tra ive data processing system together with AEG-
TELEFUNKEN (COBOL TR4 40); development of an emer-
gency solution for assuring the business capacity 
by January 1, 1973; 
9 3 
1973 
1974 
1975 
197 6 
1 7 7 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
Star ing panned on Janu ry 
d eveloped analog processing 
middle of 1973· breaking 0 
studies, beginning 0 the 1 
so ware rom TR4 0 TR440 , 
Conversion s udiesi 
1, 973 of the newly 
sys em was not possible; 
o the d evelopment 
o 1 conversion 0 he 
Salary calcula ' on for TB workers (take-over 0 the 
DESY accounting sys em); adapta ion of the evaluation 
software developed by AEG-TELEFU KE for t e salary /13~ 
and deductions accoun ing; end 0 t he conversion ----
studies TR4 ---TR440 (irs quarter); 
Conversion 0 the programs of the financial sec or 
from FORTRA to COBOL, in his connection expansion 
o f the exten of the unctions; 
Beginning of the 1 0 1 conversion of the software 
from the TR440 (AEG-TELEFU~KE ) system to t he 
SIEME S 7.76 0/BS2 000 (April 1, 1977) ; 
End of the conversion studies (June 3 0, 1978 ; 
On-line stock data services for the financial sector 
(preliminary computer system INFOREX 5000); 
On- line stock data servicing for the personnel; 
budget monitoring system MUES under (MVS/TSO) ; 
ad justment of the software to new cost key system ; 
Introduction of the new cost key system, cost cal-
culation , gross/net accounting sys tem for BAT and 
MTB workers (COBOL); 
Take-over of the on-line stock data service on the 
IBM (IMS/CICS) ; 
Individual retroactive accounting for salary and 
deduction calculation take-over of the budget 
monitoring system MUES on the MVS/CICSi beginning 
of the conversion study for the BS2000 software to 
the IBM/MVS ; introduction work for the standard 
software of the SAP Company (RF for financial 
account ing , RM for the ordering s ector, purchase 
and stock; RA for plant bookkeeping); on-line 
recording of the accounting data for salaries and 
deductions; installation of a separate analog di-
gital processing c omputer. 
14. Training of Mathetna tical and Technical Assistants 
The training for mathematic and technical assistants (MaTA) has 
been supplied in Braunschweig already i n 1962 , in Oberpfaffenhofen since 
1978 and in Goetti gen since 1 98 1 . The extent to which young people are 
attracted to this pro ession i s shown by the i ncreasing number of appli-
cants . In 1978 nine persons applied in Oberpfaffenhofen for five jobs, 
in 1981 there were 18 applicants for 15 jobs of which however 11 were not 
suitable. In 1983 the 10 positions free had to be filled from 200 appli-
cants. 
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Bu the DFVLR wil no generally contr° u e w°th his supp y 0 th 
t raining of young people , °t is a emp °ng 0 cover also ° s inc easing 
need for programmers in i s own organization. s compar d wOth "pure" 
programme s, the MaTA ' s r ined in h e DFVLR had not only he adv ntage 
tha t as a rule they have he be r mathema ical knowledge , but he or 
data processing training is also adju ed be e to he needs 0 the 
DFVLR . 
The wo and a hal to three year training process is, fo equal 
requirements for the studied topic , no set up in exactly he same way 
in the three research centers , in Braunschweig he rainees are accomo-
dated from the beginning in the Institutes and main divisions of the 
research cen er and thus are assigned immediately t o ac ivi ies which 
correspond to the level achieved by hem . The basic training in data 
- process Ong is hus preferred as fa r as poss i ble . In Goe ingen and 
Oberpfaffenho en the trainees are distributed among the ins itutes only 
after a suitable introduction to the principles of data processing and 
rna thema tic s. 
All trainees work in he ins itutes on urgent problems, to ob ain 
experience in the handling of programming languages, large computers and 
digital methods . The theoretical material taught is imparted par ly in 
acc ompanying, partly in block study. It contains among others the 
mathematical partial areas of analysis, Ii ear algebra , digital mathe-
matics and the theory of probabilities and gives the trainees an insight 
into graphic , operating systems, compilers , data file organizatOon and 
data banks. About 40 percent of the hours of study are used here for 
mathematics , 60 percent for digital mathematics and data processing . /134 
The material and hour plans are establ ished according to the di-
rectives of the Chamber of Industry and Commerce (IHK) of Ludwigshafen. 
The lecturers are predominantly DFVLR employ s (Tab le 6). 
In Braunschweig not only trainees of the DFVLR take part in the 
training process. For the eighth course i n Braunschweig , which s tarted 
in 1982 this time four trainees came from the Braunschweig T.e chnical 
University. 
In the last five years it was possible in 1982 for altogether 14 
out of 16 trainees , of which 3 from t he Braunschweig Technical University, 
one from the Medical University of Hannover to pass successfully the 
examination before the IHK of Ludwigshafen . Two MaTA trainees had 
broken off their training after a long illness and a marriage . In 
Oberpfaffenhofen in 1981 all MaTA trainees had passed their examination 
at the IHK . In Goettingen so far no examinations have been conducted. 
To be able to offer training continuously in the whole of DFVLR, 
the tra ining course begins each fall i n a different cen ter (1982 Braun-
schweig , 1983 Oberpfaffenhofen and 1984 Goe ttingen). At the end of 1982 
in the Ce ntral Data Proc e ssing 27 instructor jobs for mathematical and 
technical assistants were i1led. On September 1, 1983 10 new MaTA's 
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, 
started their training in Oberpfaffenhofe~ . Twelve rainees will sit 
for the examination at the beginning of next y e ar. 
WT-DV orkers 
Oth r DFVLR workers 
Outs ide lecture r s 
Braunsc hweig 
6 3% * 
37% 
*of which on e -third outside regular work t i me . 
Oberpfa -
fenho e n 
70% 
11% 
19 % 
Goett i ngen 
23 % 
45 % 
32% 
Table 6: Dis ribution . of .the ·Hours of Study Among the Lecture r s. 
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PART I : Appendix 
/80-562- 1/ 
Bauer , H. 
Publications, Lecture~, Internal Reports 1977 - 1983 
, Selection) 
Som nvariance Princ i p e s f or Stochastic Pr ocess s and t heir nverse 
and Supremum Processes. 
Mathem isch e z e itschrift, Band 175 (1980), pages 28 3-297, 5 li . 
/81-562-1/ 
Bauer , H 
On Invari nce Pr i nciples wit h Limit Processes Satisfying Strong Laws. 
Zeitschrift f uer Wahrsche inlichkeitstheorie und verwandte Gebiet e, 
Band 58 (1980) , pages 257-26 5 . 
/79-562/ 
Bauer , R.* , Diers tein , R. 
Framework Concept for the Systematics of Data Security 
GOD - Documen t umber 19, Data Context Publishing House, Koeln (1979), 
67 pages , 8 figure s 
/77- 562 - 1/ 
Buchberger , F . J. 
Connection i n variant Directive Programs in Communication Systems 
DLR-FB 77 - 38 (1977), 88 pages, 28 figures, 1 table, 26 literature ref-
erences . 
/78 -562/ 
Dierstein , R. 
Data Security in Data Bank Systems 
Technical Conference o f Data Protection DAFTA 1978, Conference Report 
Data Context Verlag , Koe ln (1979), pages 84 to 92. 
/80-562-2/ / 138 
Einert , D., Glas , G. 
Wha t is a Virtual Terminal ? 
Electronische Rechenanlagen Heft 4/80, Oldenbourg Verlag, Munich, 2 pages, 
2 f igures , 2 tables , 25 literature references. 
/81-562-2/ 
Einert , D., Glas , G. 
SNATCH Opens Manufacturers' Networks throug 
Data Comrnunica'tions Symp.« IEEE, Mexico City 
*Technical university, Munich 
Gateways. Proc. Seventh 
(1981), pages 44-51 , 5 figures 
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Journ 0 
(1 983) Vol. 
re erences . 
/8 3- 562-?/ 
s , G. 
y : Trans i o n o f High er Level Pro t o c o l s 
nications Networks, Computer Sc i ence Pr e ss, I nc., 
er 1 , pages 8 3-102, 1 8 figure s, 27 l i t eratu re 
Deine , G., a y erho , L. 
Pos s i b ili ies nd Lim' s 0 th~ Gate y So u ion s 0 Openi ng Closed 
Networks 
Special nformatic Report 60 , "Conununicat ion i n Di s tribu ted Sy stems -
Applicat ' ons a n d Oper ations " , Spri nger Verlag, Ber l i n/Hei delbe rg/New 
York , 198 3 , pa e s 197-232, 1 2 fig ures, 14 l i t e ra ure r efer e nces. 
/ 78 - 562-2/ 
Ge rs i n g , J .: 
Us e 0 the OS- MVS Operating Sy s t em i n t he T chn i ca l and Scientific Sec t or 
DFVLR Communication 78-02 "Con ' buti o ns to the Symposium on " Data 
Te chnology i n Astrona u tics" o n 1 9 January 1978 i n Oberpfaff e nho f en", 
(1 978) , page s 1 09-11 6 , 5 figure s . 
/7 9- 5 62-1/ 
Gl a s , G. 
S ieme ns- TRANSDATA and IBM- SNA Common Fe atur e s and Differe nce s 
Proc. WASCO-Tagung, Mun i ch, 27 Apr ' l 1979, 13 pages, 23 liter ature 
refe r ences . 
/80-562- 3/ 
Glas , G. 
The S ATCH Pro ject - Th e Way to the DFVLR Computer Network. 
DFVLR Report , I s sue 31, 1980; 3 pages , 2 f igures , 2 tables. 
/ 8 2-562/ 
Glas , G. 
Exper ience wi h t he Opening of the SNA Network 
CSMI/TTP Li t era ture Volume 21-040, "The New Standards for Data Comrnuni-
cati on lt , Publ ishers : G. Maurer, Publishi ng House: CSMI GmbH Munich, (1982), 
page s 49-59, 8 figures . 
/79 - 562- 2/ 
Glas, G., Lode , D. * 
open ing of Homogeneous Closed Manufacturer Networks in the Sense of the 
ISO Reference Model , on the Ex ample o f SN TCH , a Func iona l Connecti o n 
Be twe e n Sieme ns - TRANSDATA and the I BM-SNA Compu ter Network . 
Informatic Special Report 22 "Communi cation i n Distributed Sys ems"; 
Spr i ng e r Publ i shers , Be rlin/Heidelberg/New York, (1979), pages 255-266, 
3 figur e s , 1 3 l i terature references. 
*Informatik Forum GmbH 
**S i emens AG 
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/83-5 2-?/ 
Gra , F. 
Representa ion of Compu er Co ec 'io on Exanple 0 
the Sand SDATA 
Conference book 0 e techn' cal s em' n on flConnec 
Open Communica on e works" 0 the Plan Economics 
OrganOza ion a Automation of the University of Ko 
Walberberg bei Koe n, ay 6 to 7, 1982, 15 pages, 6 
literature references, 
/83- 562-?/ 
Graml, F. 
Coupli!lg 0 
n g ys s an 
I nstitute or 
ln (BIFOA), 
figures, 10 
SNATCH - Implementa ion 0 a Coupling of the SNA and TRANSDATA e work 
Informa ics Technical Report 60, "Comnunication in Computer Systems -
Appl ica ion Operation", Springer Publishers Berlin/Heidelberg/New 
York (1983), ~~s 178 to 196, 14 f~g~res, 11 literature references. 
/83- 562-?/ 
Graml, F. 
Implementation of S A Gateway in the S ATCH Project 
CSMI/TTP Documents Volume 31-040 , "Standardizati on Concepts for Local 
Networks, e twork oupling, Gateway Structures ", Publishers: Gerhard 
Maurer , Publishers S I GmbH Munich, (1983), p~ s 117-131, 8 figures 
/8 3-562-?/ 
Graml, F. 
SNATCH Project - the Connection of SNA with TRANSDATA Networks. 
Siemens Telcom Report 6 (1983), number 2, P<:l ges 104-108, 4 f~ glres . 
/83- 562-?/ 
Graml, F. 
Successful Technolog y Transfer i n the Area of Data Technology: Coupling 
of IBM and Siemens Lar~ Computers in the SNATCH Project 
DFVLR Report Number 40, (1983), 3 figures. 
/82-562-2/ 
Graml , F . i Urschinger, W. 
SNATCH Open TRANSDATA 
Conference Book of the Thirteenth WASC Conference, March 31 t o April 3, 
198 2, Budapest, Hungary, pages 58 - 78 
/79- 562-3/ 
Hoffmann , H. 
ProcessiI?- ~ of AIDS Fligh-c Recorder Data for Quick-Lock wi th a Hybrid 
Computer Sys tem. 
In: DFVLR Communications 79-03 (1979), pages 345-362, 10 figures. 
/77- 562-2/ 
Kweta , W.i Misar, K. 
World Map in True SUPface Projection. 
DFVLR Nachr . (1 977) 21, p~ ~ 866, 1 figure. 
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/ 77-562-3/ 
Melnikow, }4", 
Background Memory Management in Operating Sys ems f or Communication 
Computers 
DLR-FB 77-37 (197 7) , 55 pages, 14 figures, 20 literature references. 
/78-562-1/ 
Saxena, Harish C. 
Coupling of IBM a nd Siemens Sys ems on RJE Basis as Imp emented in 
Reg i onal Computer Center for The Unive sities of Mannheim and Heidelbe~ £ 
DFVLR Paper 78-02 "Co ntribu ions 0 th Symposium on "Da ta Tech ology 
in Astronautics" on January 19, 1978 in Oberpf affenhofen, pages 97-108, 
3 di~ srams, 8 litera re references. 
Appendix 2: Lectures 
/77-562-4/ 
Dierstein, R. 
The Federal La w o f Protection of Data and its Eff cts on the Technical 
Organization of Pe r sonal Informa ion Systems. 
First GI User Talk "Compu ter Supported Personal Informa tion Systems in 
Economics and t-tana gmtent", Koeln, J anuary 27 to 28, 1977. 
/80-562-4/ 
Dierstein, R. 
Privacy and Secur Oty 
Australian Com uter Society, Melbourne , Australia , August 7, 1980. 
/ 80-562-5/ 
Gentzsch, W.*, MUeller-Wichards , D.; Weiland , C . 
Possibilities and Problems in the Appl ication o f Vector Computers, 
Represented on the Digital Treatment of Same Flow Physical Problems. 
DFVLR Workshop "Large Computers " Bad Honef, March 31 to April ,1980. 
/80-562-6/ 
Glas, G. 
Compatibil i ty of Manuf ac turer Network Concepts on Example of SNA and 
TRANSDATA 
GI Special Conference on Data Pro cessing Management, Bonn, April 10 to 
11, 1980. 
/80-562-7/ 
Glas, G. 
The SNATCH Project, a Way to Open Networks. 
Computer Center of the Mannheim Univers i ty, April 15, 1980. 
*I nstitute for Flow Mechanics of the DFVLR. 
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/80-562-8/ 
Glas, G. 
SNATCH It S 'A 
GMD Com u er 
nd TRA SDATA Cou pling of Hosts " 
Ce n ter , Birli ng hoven, June 4 , 1 98 0 . 
/80 - 562- 9/ /143 
Gl as , G. 
Aspec s 0 a Homogen ous Conputer e twork : Sys t em Network Architecture, 
(SNA) 
RHR Z of the Bonn Uni v ers ity, ovember 2 , 1980. 
/80- 562-10/ 
Ua s , G . 
Compu er e tworks - S ate o f the Art 
Compu er Cen e r of the Mannh eim University, December 16, 1980. 
/8 1-562-4/ 
Glas, G. 
Clus er vs . Ga ewa y Solutions 
Inf o rmation Ex h i b ition "IBM/Si emens Computer Connecti on s", Computer 
Ce n t er of the Mannhe im Univers i ty , Febr uary 17, 1981 . 
/81-562-5/ 
Glas , G. 
Opening 0 Clo s ed Manuf ac turer etworks on the Examp l e o f SNATCH . 
Work ing Talk "Exchange o f I nf o rma tion throu gh Curren t Network Proj e c t s", 
GI Speci 1 Commiss i on 3/4 (Te chnical Group of Compu ter Networks) , Mannheim 
University , o vembe r 27, 1981. 
/81 - 562-6/ 
Graml , F . 
The S ATCH Project 
Info rma ion Exhibi t i o n "IBM/ Siemens Computer Connection", Compu ter Cent er 
of the Mannh eim Un ivers ' ty , Febr uary 17, 1 98 1 . 
/81-562- 7/ 
Graml, F. 
The S ATCH Proj ec , Way to Connection o f Functi ons Be tween IBM/SNA and 
Siemen s /TRANSDATA Computer Ne twor ks 
mbp seminar'S A Tra i ning Spe c i al ", :1uni ch , March 23 t o 26 , 1 98 1 . 
/81 - 562-8/ /1 44 
Gr aml , F . 
Archi ectural Aspects 0 Computer etworks/Coupling o f Manufac t u rers 
Compu er Networks/ The DFVLR Pro j ect SNATCH (SNA and TRANSDATA Coupling 
of Hos s) 
Ser ies of lecture s i n the I ns t i tute f or Computi~g Procedures of the CAE 
i n x ian , Chin a , ov ernber 4 to 11 , 1981 . 
/82- 562 - 3/ 
Gram l , F . 
Re pr ese ntation of a Connection o f Computers on the Example of the Coupl i ng 
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o f S and TRANS DATA 
Techn ocal Semin r on "Connected Systems and Open Communication etworks" 
o f e Ope i on Economics I nst1tut or Organization and Automation 0 
the Universi y in Koeln (BIFOA) , ~valberberg bei Koeln, 1ay 6 to 7 , 1982. 
/8 2-562-4 / 
Gr 1 , F . 
The Ex en 0 the Functions 0 t he Image Forming System SNATCH 
Workshop "Computer Coupling s " o f the Associa ion f or Radiation and Envir-
onm ntal Research (GSF) , euherbe~g, July 22, 1982 . 
/82-562-5/ 
Graml, F . 
The Coupl i ng Sys em SNATCH as a Siemens Product 
Twen y-f irst Session o f the Working Gr oup 6 of the Siemens User Assoc-
iation SCOUT , Bremen , ov mbe 15, 1982. 
/82- 562/ 
Graml , F . 
I mplementation of he SNA CH Gateways in Accordance wi h the Partial 
Pro jec S ATCH- Pol 
Informa tion Exh i b ition o f the Federal inis ry of the Interior (BMI) , 
the Federal Criminology 0 ice of Wiesbaden and the Distric t Criminology 
Offices of Hessen and Rheinland-Pfalz , Wiesbaden, November 23 , 1982. 
/82- 562 ?/ / 145 
Graml, F . 
Manufac urers Specif ic Computer Network on Example o f SNA and TRANS DATA 
Round Talk of the( 'German Research Assoc i a tion (DFG) o n Compu ter Networks 
for the Supply Sector o f the Univers i ty, Bonn-Bad Godesbe rg, November 
29 0 30 , 1982 . 
/8 3-562-?/ 
Graml, F . 
Opening of S A Towards TRANSDATA t hrough t h e SNATCH Gate way 
Inf orma tion Exhibi tion "Open Networks " of the Southern Training Center 
o f the IBM Deu schl nd GmbH , Due sse ldorf, April 29, 1983 . 
/77 - 562/ 
Kor tuem, W.*, Le hner , M., Richter , R. * (Lecturer: W. Kortu ) 
Mul t ibody Systems Containing Active Elements : Algor ° thrni c Ge neration of 
Li n earized Sys tem Equations, System Analysis and Order Reduction IUMTAM 
Sympos oum on Dynamics of ~ltibody Systems, Munich, August 29 to September 
3, 1977 . 
/81- 562-11/ 
Mueller-Wichards , D. 
Practice 0 at ematicians 
Colloquium at the Mathematics Insti tute 0 the Oldenburg University, 
December 17, 1980. 
*Insti t ute of Dynam1cs of Flight Systems, Oberpfaffenhofen. 
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/8 0- 562-11/ 
Mue er- ichards, D. 
Large Computer Archi . cture 
Cen e Colloquium i Stuttgart , May 8, 1 98 0. 
/ 82-562-6/ 
Mueller-Wichards, D. 
Compar ive Benchrn ks on Vector and MIMD Computers. 
MIMD Seminar , Mannheim Unive ni ty, May 13 to 14, 1982. 
/8 2-562-7 / 
Mueller- Wichards , D. 
Compa i sons of Power Betwee n Vector and Parallel Computers. 
La r ge Computer Seminar of DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, Septembe r 8, 1982. 
/82 - 562-8 / 
Mueller- ichards, D. 
Comp risons of Capac "t y Among Different Vector and Parallel Computers on 
the B~sis of Different Flow Mechanical Programs. 
Informatics Colloquium , Le ssach, September 19 to 25, 1982. 
/82- 562-9 / 
Mueller-Wichards , D . 
Compa isons of C pacity Between Vector and Parallel Computers. 
Sym o s "urn of t he Scientific Computer Center of Berlin (WRB), Berlin, 
November 5 , 19 82. 
/8 0- 562-12/ 
Sel lmair , P. ; Schar f y, M.* 
Graphic Data Proc e ssing i n the DFVLR 
Ni n h WASCO Conference, Mannheim, April 10 to 11, 1980. 
/81- 562-12/ 
Urschinger, 
Coup ing of IBM and iemens Computer by SNATCH 
Information Exhibition, "Computer Couplings", Siemens AG, Neuperlach, 
October 21, 1981 . 
/8 1-562- 13/ 
Urschinger , W. 
SNATCH as a Possibility or Solution o f Coupling of I BM and Siemens Com-
pu ter Networks 
Inf o r ma tion Exhibition "He ter oge neous Computer Networks", Siemens AG, 
Neuper lach, October 28, 1981. 
*Camputer Center Bau GmbH (RZB), Stuttgart. 
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/82- 562-10/ / 147 
Urschinger, 
Implementa ion 0 S ATCH 
Informa ion Exhibition of the Mai n Divis i on o f Central Data Processing 
of DFVLR on t he Occasion of the Fourth Se-sion of th Planning Group of 
the "German Research Network", Oberpfaffenhofen, September 14, 1982. 
/ 81-562-14/ 
Wiegand , K. 
Front End Computing 
SEAS SHARE European Association, Spr i ng Technical Meeting 1981, Bari, 
Italy, April 10, 1981. 
App ndix 3: Internal Reports 
/81-562-15/ 
Bienasch, R . 
Description of the Large Computer Interface Routine for the Intertask 
Communication on IBM/7 
Memo HA-RZ Goe Nr. 87, (1981), 14 p ages, 1 table . 
/77-562-9/ 
Bloeck , I . 
On-Line Program to Evaluate the Measurements of Pressure Distribution 
on the Transsonic Wind Tunnel 
Memorandum HA-RZ Goe 7 (1977), 40 pages, 5 figures, 16 tables. 
/80-562-13/ 
Buchberger, F. J ., Wallner , G. 
Background emory Management 
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App'endix B: Pl n Process "ng 
The hardware and software of he Central Data Processing ain Di-
vision are set up and installed in such a way tha he mos un "form 
possible capaci ies especially in general he same user inter aces can 
be 0 fered to the users a all s "tes . There ore n our si es operating 
sys tems of the IBM were "nstalled on all plan s, independently of whether 
they came f rom Siemens or IBM. In Koeln-Porz in 1982 the IBM operating 
syst m VM/370 was released for scientif ic users. The only exception 
from this general rule is the data proce ss i ng system for the SNATCH 
pro ject. 
Tabl 7: Survey of th Plants and Systems of Centr 1 Data Process'ing 
Research Center El'ec tr'on Da a 
Pr cessing Plant 
Braunschweig Siemens 7.870 
Goettingen Siemens 7.865 
Koeln-Porz Siemens 7.536 
IBM 4341 
Stuttgart Siemens' 7 . 551 
Oberpfaffenhoven Irn~ 3081 
CRAY l/S 
Siemens 7.865 
Siemens 7.738 
ose 
ion 
P oduc ion 
Op' rating 
System 
I BM MVS-SE 
IBM MVS-SE 
Analog digi al Siemens BS2000 
trans er pro-
duc "on (by 1984) 
Produc ion IBM VM-SP 
SNA carrier IBM MVS 
Produc ion 
Production 
Produc tion 
Development 
Development 
and back-up 
SNA carrier 
SNATCH 
Siemens BS20 00 
IB1 MVS-SP 
COS 
IBM VM-SP 
IBM MVS-SP 
IBM DOS-VSE 
Siemens BS2000 
The users can have access in all cente s in dialogue and stack 
operation both to the local data processing system and to the central 
large computer in Oberpfaffenhoven. The system in Stuttgart will be 
operated until 1984 in a user association with the Computer Center Bau 
GmbH (RZB) , Stu tgart. 
In all plants with IBM operating systems the user interface avail-
able is the programm1ng system SPF Structured Productivit Facility. 
The user so tware will also be provided uniformly for all systems inso-
far as this is possible and reasonable. The standard program libraries 
are uniform at all sites: 
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GINO-F 
RZLIB 
IMSL 
LINPACK 
LLSQ 
EISPACK 
ITPACK 
BSPLI E 
HAROPT 
Gr phic 
thematical Methods 
Mathematic 1 and S a istical Lib rary 
Linear Algebra 
Me t hods 0 Least Squares 
Eig envalue Problems 
Itera ion Method for Weakly Occupied Matrice s 
Interpolation with Approxima ion 
Op imization Method 
Certain p ogram packets for very definite problems are only installed 
on one site and namely on the data processing system on which hey can 
b e opera ed mos economically. There they are directly available also 
to the users of other sites through the computer network. Examples of 
such programs are ASKA , a program system for calculating the static a nd 
dynam i c b ehavior of elastic a nd elastic- plas tic struc tures (only in 
Braunschweig) or the APT , a program system for automatic control of 
machine tools (only in Koeln- Porz and Goettingen) . 
Figure 2 on page 9 gives a first survey as to which plants of the 
Central Data Processing a re i ns ta l led i n t h e five res earch cen ters of 
the DFVLR a nd h ow t he y a r e connec ted with each other. I n the f ollowing 
secti on t he mos t important parts of the equipment are indicated indi-
v i dually . 
Appendix B.l : Braunschweig 
Ce n t ra l units 
1 Siemens 7 . 87 0 wi th 8 MBytes main memory and 6 channels 
Cycle time 70 ns 
Average computer capacity 2 . 9 MIPS 
Memor y 
18 plate running units with altogether 5.7 GByte s 
6 tape uni s 9 tracks 800/16 00 and 16 00/6 25 0 bpi 
Input and Output Instruments 
1 punched card reader, 1 printer (200 0 lin e s / mi nu te ) 
lon- line plotter , 1 off- line plotter 
Connected Computers 
1 VAXll/75 0 in DEC connection with direct access to the site computer 
Termina l Instruments 
1 08 
3 station s for r mote job entry 
66 termina l s f or the user-dialogue operation with 6 hard copy printers, 
8 for graphs. 
Software 
Operating system S release 3_8C (MVS/SCP) 
Connec tion 0 the DFVLR cornpu tel' network th ough SNA 
Specia l Use Software 
DCF + GML Tex processing syst€!.Il\o (document cornposi tion facility 
wi th generalized mark-up languaqe ° 
about 5 ,000 individual user programs 
Appendix B. 2: Goettingen /154 
Central Unit 
1 Siemens 7.865 with 8 MB mai memory and 6 channel cycle time 70 ns 
Average cornpu er capacity 1 . 9 MIPS 
Memory 
10 plate running units with altogether 3810 MBy es 
4 tape units 9 track, 1600/6250 bpi 
Input and Output Ins ruments 
1 punch card reader/puncher, 2 printers (1200 lines/minut ) 
1 punched strip reader , 2 plotters, 1 laser printer IBM 6670 
Connected computers 
8 DEC PDP 11 
1 VAX 11/750 in the DEC connection with direct access to the site 
computer 
Terminals 
1 station for remote job entry 
73 terminals for the user dialogue operation, of which 3 with 
hard copy printers , 7 for graphs 
Softwar 
Operating system MVS release 3 .8C (MVS/SCP) 
Connection to the DFVLR Com uter Network through SNA 
Special User Software 
APT Automatic control of machine tools 
REDUCE Processing of algebraical expressions 
DCF + GML Text processing system (document composition facility 
with generalized mark-up language) 
Appe ndix B. 3: Koeoln - Pbrz /155 
Produc tion Sysotem 
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central Uni 
1 IBM 434l-LOl with 4 MBytes main memory and 5 channel cyc l e time 
120 ns 
Average comp er capaci y 0.8 IPS 
Memor y 
5 pla e unning un ' s wi h altoget her 3 ,170 MBytes 
4 tape uni s 9 rack , 1600/ 6250 bpi 
Input and Ou put Instrume nts 
1 punched card reader , 2 printers (360 lines/minute) 
1 printer (110 0 lines/minute) 
Terminals 
50 mina s f o dialogue operation, o f which 3 or g aphs 
Software 
VM/SP operating system 
REPORT information system 
Connection to the DFVLR Computer etwork through SNA (via MVS) 
Special User Software 
APT Automatic control of machine tools 
QUICKDRAW Drawing of the fl ow diagrams of source programs 
about 1 , 500 individual user programs . 
System or the Admin i s trative Data Processing 
In the local computer center of oell - Porz another plant is installed 
which is used exclusively for administrative data processing . 
Central Unit 
1 Siemens 7.536 with 2 MB real memories and 6 channels 
Cycle time 785 ns (writing) and 615 ns (reading) 
Average computer capacity 1.0 MIPS 
Memory 
7 plate running units wi th altogether 2676 MBytes 
3 tape units, 9 track, 1600/6 250 bpi 
Input and Output Instruments 
1 punch card reader, 1 printer (1200 lines/minute) 
1 punch strip reader , 1 punch strip puncher, 2 on-line plotters 
Terminals 
11 terminals for the user dialogue operation 
11 0 
Software 
Si ens BS2000 0 e ting system 
Ne wo so r S' emens PDN 
Data bank system IDAS of the Association for Mathematics and Data 
Proc ss ' ng (G D) 
Appen ix B.4: S 
These lan s will be operated until 1984 jointly with the Computer 
Cente B u GmbH (RZB) . 
Central Unit 
1 Siem ns 7 . 551 with 4 MByte main memory n 4 c hannels 
Cycle time 785 ns (wri i ng) an 615 ns (reading ) 
Average computer capac i y 1 .0 MIPS 
.vtemory 
10 plate running uni s wi h al t ogether 2 , 1 00 MBytes 
5 tape uni s 9 track , 80 0/1600 and 1600/6250 bpi 
Input and Output Ins ruments /157 
1 punch caL reader , 2 printers (960 l i nes/minute) 
1 punch c ard puncher, 1 punch strip reader, 1 punch strip puncher 
1 loppy disk unit , lon-line plotter, 1 off-llne plotter 
Terminals 
1 pr i nter 
2 s tacking sta tions 
39 erminals for u ser dialogue operation, of which 4 for graphs 
Software 
Operating system BS2 000 variant 5.0 K 
Connection to t h e DFVLR Computer Network through SNATCH 
Special User Software 
Siemens MEB method bank (mathematical subprogram) 
about 5 , 000 individual programs of the user 
Appendix B.5: Oberp f affenhofen 
Produc tion System 
Central Unit 
1 IBM 3081 K-24 with 2 processors, 24 MB main memories, 16 channels 
Cycle time 32.5 ns 
Average computer capacity 16.0 MIPS 
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1 CRAY 1 / 5 w 8 MBy 5 in memory. and 12 channels 
Cycle 2 . 5 ns 
A e ge 80 . 0 M S 
Memory 
2 d rum 
30 
1 m 
MBy 
7 
1 
memor'es wi loge her 22 MBy es 
unning n s wi h al oge h 9 , 502 y es 
m 0 y w· h 8 P a e running uni 5 wi h Itog 
and a library wi h ogether 236,000 MBy e s 
u s 9 rack 800/1600 bpi or 1 600/6 250 bp' 
uni 7 rack 556/800 bpi 
t he r 1,600 
Input nd Ou pu Ins rumen s 
1 punch ca d reader , p in er (1200 lines/minute) 
l on-line plo er , 1 off- line p ot er, 1 card ~uncher 
Connected Comp ers 0 t he IB 3081 
1 CRAY lIs 
1 PDP 11/34 in DEC connec ion 
1 each of Wang ( E- PA), HP 9845 ( E- HF) , Kran tz-Mulby (WT- DA , 
Interdata 8/32 (WT- DA) , LSI 11 (WT- DA) , Intel (WT-RM) , PDP 11- 24 
(WT-DV) , Siemens 7 . 551 (RZS) , Siemens 7 . 536 (RZK) through RJE 
emula ion 
1 each Siemen s 7 . 870 (RZB) , Siemens 7 , 865 (RZG), Siemens 8.86 5 
(RZO) and IBM 434l- L015 (RZK) in SNA connection 
'l'erminals 
7 s tations for remo e job entry in Oberpfaffenhofen a nd Koeln - Porz 
122 erminals f o r user dialogue operation 0 wh i ch 1 0 wi th hard copy 
prin ers, 8 for graphs 
50 of these erminals are insta led ou side Obe r pfa ffe nho f en 
Software 
Operating system OS/MVS-SP for IBM 3081 
Opera ing system COS (CRAY Opera t i ng System) for CRAY lIS 
Ma s s storage management Hiera rchica l St orage Mana ger (HSM) 
Da a bank system CI CS OS/VS a nd IMS - DB 
Ne twork so t ware OS /VS - NCP , ACF-VTAM and NJE Release 3.1 
Special User Software 
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DCF + GML Tex t processing system (document composi ion 
REDUCE 
Graneda 
SAS 
ASKA 
about 10,000 
fac ility with generalized mark-up language) 
Processing of algebraical expressions 
Graphic Representa ion of network plan 
Stati s tical Analys i s 
Calculation o f the static and dynamic behavior of 
elastic or elasto-plastic structures 
individual programs for users 
or sys e deve10pmen nd m ° 
data proces s ing sys em is avai1ab1 . 
bac - up sys em on ca s e of f a i lure 0 
Development Sys em 
Central Uni 
en nce in Oberp a e ho en no h r 
This sys em i s s imultaneously he 
the I BM 3081 p roducti on computer. 
1 S Oemens 7 .8 65 - 2 wi t h 12 M Y es main storage and 6 channel 
Cycle tim 59 ns 
Average compu er capaci y 2.0 PS 
Storage 
6 plate running uni s with a1 ogetler 3,810 MBy tes (for OS/MVS) 
3 plate running units with a1 ogether 1,610 MBytes (for VM/ 370) 
Input and OUtput Ins uments 
1 prin er (1200 lines/minute) 
Termi 1s 
19 erminals f or user dialogue operation, including 1 instrument 
for graphs 
Software 
Opera ing sys em VM/SP 
Operating system MVS/SP 
DOS/VSE as SNA carrier system 
Data bank system CICS/DOS with the structured query language SQL 
Network software for communication between he OS/MVS and /SP 
sys ems 
Moreover in Oberpfaffenhofen a special data processing system has 
been installed for the S ATCH project, a S i emens plant 7.738 with 1 MByte 
real storage , 7 plate running units, 1 tape unit, input/outlet periphery 
in a series o f terminals. This system is only available for the work on 
the project. 
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roces s Com u er r ,Conpling to he Large Compu er 
J 
100 K Byte/sec 
parallel 
Pro zess-
rechner 
(2) 
(POP-'11/VAX) 
Prozessrechner im 
OECNET-Verbund (4) 
HOST 
SYSTE /7 
OECNET 
Knoten 
(3) 
(POP-11/VAX) 
Bloc - ux 
400 K By te / sec 
SOLc I 
Prozess-
re chner 
80 KByt e/sec 
Iserle ll (1) 
56 Kbps seriell 
(P P- 11/VAX) 
1..-_____ --' •• 1..-_____ --' 
Key: (1 ) s erie s ; 
computer. 
(2)process computer; (3) DEC ET 
,. 
odes ; (4)DECNET process 
Communication Compu e r Func tions 
Sys tem/7: 
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Data concentra or 
Data multiplexer 
Channe l connec i on to hos 
Up to 16 process computers 
can be c onnec ed t hroug 
DAllB interface 
SDLC connection being prepared 
DACOS opera ting s ystem 
DECNET Nodes 
Network nodes f or DECNET 
Data mult ' plexer 
DACON opera i ng system 
Coupl ' ng Func tions 
HOST/Process compu e r 
intertask communication 
Fast data transfer 
Transparent data transmission 
Mass Storage IBM 3S50 
CPU 
(2 
Bib liothe 3851 
Controll r MSC 
Bibl ioth 
Accessoren( 3 ) 
Schrei b - /Lese -
Sf ationen (4) 
Daten (1) 
Control 
CPU 
Controller Controller 
3830 3830 
( 5 ) St aging-Platten- peicher 
Key: (l)dataj (2)libr rYi (3)accessoriesi (4)reading/ writing stationsi 
(5) s taging pla e stor ge e 
Advantages 
Mass data torage and availability under control of the operating system 
Speed of data tr nsfer similar to the plate 
Cost p e r MB between tape and pl te 
Func ions 
Availabili y of selective data sets of the virtual volume on plate unit 
(staging) 
Data file plate management on staging plates 
Storage away on cartridges (destaging) 
Equipmen 
Model 
Storage capacity 
Writing/reading stations 
A22 
4720 cartridges of 50.4 MB 237,888 MB 
4 
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o IGI l A 
OF POOR QUALITY 
T work 
~In-Por:z; 
~ CRT· I _____ --. 111.2 
28.8 
Stuttgart 
111 .2 
---------,----
UNI Man,,"«;'" 
(1) 
I(FA JUhCII (2) 
UNI Stullgarl 
K y: (1) xt rn 1 clien s' (2)Ju l ich Nuclear R search C nt r . 
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K y: (1) 
(4) mag n 
v i su l i z 
(8 ) p roc 
on sol n 
(2) 
Proz ••• ,e c hn.r . 
o C N T () 
nho v n Compu 
o IGI A E 
o POO LI 
cn A 1-5 
~-~ J -.gJ. ;BJ ~ o nlol n - 12) 
Il) M •• ,en -
.peiCher 
Magna'p la"an -
I palcha, Il) 
Magne 'pl a "enlpaicha, 
Il) 
$chnetldfuc ke , (8) 
on -I,ne Plotte, 
B SC ' 
RJ 
J S - Lin • • 
Tel< 4 0 U 
110) 
SNA: 
1I0MN 
Oa te . - P 
RJ -
\ .,hl - TS O 
5NA : 
)(OMN 
T SO 
:,gJ.;&!J 
Konl ol.n 
(2) 
SNA : 
)(OMN 
Oa ••• - P 
Ta"'" 
(2) consol S ; (3) m ss stor 9 S; 
( 5 ) alph igi a l a nd graph i c dat 
n s; (6) fas pri n t r; (7) punched card reader; 
s 1 cion. 
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Data Proces sing in the Oberpfaffenhoven Computer Center 
Standor -Rechner (1) Pro jekt SNATCH 2 ) 
IBM CRAY 1 S IEMENS SIEM ENS 
~ ~ 
3081 S / 1000 7 .865 7 .738 
(1) I Massenspeicher ~ I 
l okal e 11O, 
( 4 ) Terminals 
Komm- System 
(5 ) fUr \ok ale 
Ansc hlUsse 
I 
Prozessrechner 
der Ins t itu t e (6) 
FEP 's fUr FEP mit . 
remot e (7 ) (8) SNATCH-
An schlUs se ~ Software 
1 1 
DFVlR Rechner- Netz Mannheim,Stuttgart 
( ; ) MUnch n,JUlich,S tuttgart 
Key: (1) si e computer ; (2) S ATCH Project ; (3)mass sto rage; (4) local 
i npu t/output terminal; (5) communication system for local connections ; 
(6 )process computer of the ' nsti tutes ; (7 ) FEP f o r remote c onne c tions; 
(8 )FEP with S ATCH sof ware ; (9)DFVLR Computer Network , Munich, Juelich , 
Stutt gar . 
Functions of 
Pro g ram d e v e lopme n i n time sharing 
Adminis ra i v e dialogue appl ' ca ions 
Graph on display screen and plo er 
Data bank sys ems 
Nodes of t h e DFVLR Computer Network 
Ce ntra l s tac k processin g computer 
with h i gh capacity 
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Mass data processing 
Da a hold ing and security 
Text processing 
Te s t and development systems for 
ope rating system modifica i o ns 
Func tions' 0 the S ATCH Computer 
Coupling of t he BS2 000 /Tran s d a ta 
with IBM/S NA Network 
Emb dding 0 the CRAY lS in the DFVLR Computer Environment 
(1) T rminals und 
grat ische ArbeitspJa ze 
(3) 
( 2) u ruc - uno 
Plo t ausgab 
D 1'-----1 Standortrechner t----., 
(4 ) T rmina ls und 
graf ische Arbeitspl atze 
D 
( \ 
. ~ 
(5) 
Vorrechner 
CRAY 
(6) Platten 
Massenspeicher (8) 
Platten 
Ke y : (l)terminals and graphic workplaces; (2)printing and plotting out-
put; (3)site computer; (4)terminals and graphic workplaces; (5)preliminary 
computer; (6)pla es; (7) apes; (8)mass storage . 
Rol of Preliminary Computer Connected with the CRAY 
Program development , managemen of data and programs , job submit for CRAY, 
outpu of CRAY esul 5 , graphic reprocessing. 
Role of the CRAY in the DFVLR Computer Connection 
High speed ar ' t hmetic f or problems with intensive computer needs from: 
flow mechanics , s truc tural mecnanics, meteorology, flight mechanics, 
image processing ~ pla.te placed for work i ng da ta files and CRAY-specific 
program l i braries. 
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DFVLR Computer Connection 
Koln 
JUlich 
Bonn 
Lampoldshausen 
Stuttgart 
Site 
Oberp affenhofen 
Braunschweig 
Goettingen 
Stuttgart 
Koe1n 
20 
Data Processing System 
CRAY 1-S 
IBM 3081 
Siemens 7.865 
Siemens 7.870 
Siemens 7.865 
Siemens 7.551 
IBM 4341 
Siemens 7.536 
Braunschweig 
Gottingen 
Oberpfa~fenhofen 
Connection 
SNA-Cross Domain 19. 2K 
SNA-Cross Domain 19.2K 
SNATCH 
RJE 
Remote TSO 
9.6K 
9.6K 
9.6K 
SNA-Cross Domain 28.8K 
